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"Praise Jab, you people, becauseJehovahour God, the AImighty,
has begunto rule as king,"--Rev. 19: 6, NW.
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1 During the 1950 service year 115
countries reported! Each year brings
a larger number of countries
into
the field of action.
But what is
even more thrilling
than this is the
increas
arvelous
m
in publishers
that has resulted
from all the
preaching
"activity. Of these 115
countries reporting,
28 had an increase in publishers of 50 per cent
or more, and 45 had an increase of
34 per cent or more! We marvel at
the work accomplished
in other
lands, but we are inclined to dismiss from our minds the possibility
of such an increase right here at
home. In the United States we h
ad
an increase
of 19 per cent. Why
should we be behind those 45 counAttaining the Quota
tries with increases of better than
cent?
3 The individual
quota for cam- 34 2per
Consider: Are there fewer sheep
pany publishers is two subscriptions
So
for the four-month campaign, while in our country? Is witnessing
here? Are we
for the pioneers it is four each much more difficult
lacking in literature
and equipment?
month. The quota for the United
States will be twice the last peak Are we financially
hindered
in
preaching?
No, for in all these
(co,ntinued on page 2, col. 1)
points we are better off on a whole
than our brothers
throughout
the
world, being blessed
with abunTheocratic
Ministry
Sch0d
dance. Should not we then show appPreparing
Student
Talks
preciation by increased effort?
ors may fail to cover. Concentrate
on the NW Translation
on the analytical
features
rather
Reachingthe Goal
The Society urges all attending than the story.
Endeavor to show
3 Brother Knorr, as president
of
the theocratic
ministry school to how this translation
is different
the Watchtower Bible nnd Tract Soget off to a good start in their ana- from and excels the common verciety, suggests that in addition to
lytical
discussion of the dNew Worl
ssions of the day. In preparing talk
Translation
of the Christian G
k
re
students should have before them our quota of 10 per cent increase on
Scriptures.
Every company should
copies of the King James, the Amer- an average we strive to increase the
by 34
arrange a 15-20 minute demonstraican Standard and the Douay ver- peak number of publishers
per cent over the 1950 peak. That
tion for its service meeting built
sions and the Emphatic Diaglott
around the material to be consid(for reference to its Greek text and, would mean a peak of 144,913 pubreporting
by next August.
ered in the new school schedule. The its word-for-word interlinear
trans- lishers
Certainly this is not impossible, for
material that follows may be used lation)
in order to compare hem
last April 144,890 persons att
ended
in this demonstration
along with with the New World Translation.
any other points that caln be brought Then they should comment on the the Memorial. Should not these persons al s o be heral di ng t he good new
s
out. If executed properly, everyone, en
improved features and superior r
students and attendants alike, will derings and emphasize them so that of the Kingdom to others?
4 Everyone
must make the inknow m
just what is expeeted of hi
nthe brothers can underline suchh i
crease his business, it will require
during the study of this fine trans- their copies of the new translation,
the cooperation
of everyone: dislation.
or make notes of them.
2 All should read and study each
trict servants, circuit servants, servExample
week’s assignment to be familiar
ants in the company, pioneers, and
3 In Matthew 1:1 note that word company publishers.
Earnest zeal
with the story or theme and anamust be displayed
on every hand.
lytical
features.
This will enable "history". Does any other translathem to bring out what the speak(Continued on page 2, col 2)
(Continued on page 3, col. 1)
Feature
from

The Watchtower
House to House
Four Months
1 Another year of opportunity
opens before us to declare Jehovah’s
kingship.
This good news must be
heralded in all the inhabited earth
before Armageddon’s destruction.
Since this, then, is the final witness,
all will want to personally
have a
part in it, as well as invite and
aid others to likewise join in the
final witness.--Matt. 24 : 14, N W.
How will We do this from January through April? During this
13th annual Watchtower campaign
we will announce Jehovah’s kingship by offering to the people a oneyear subscription
for the Watchtower magazine, and three booklets, on a
$1 contribution.
The booklets to be
given are: Evolution
versus The
New World, Can You Live Forever.
in Happiness
on Earth? and any
other self-covered
booklet.
Stress
The Watchtower
rather
than the
booklets.
There is no objection
to

offering
both The Watchtower a
d
n
Awake! subscripitons,
with six booklets, on a contribution
of $:2.00,
where the publishers
have good Success in presenting both together, or
where a pernon already subscribes
for The Watchtower,
Awake! may
be offered with the premium of three
booklets, (This is a change from the
December Iformnant.)
Companies
will remit 90c. with each new Watchtower or Awake! subscription.
The
premium is not given with renewals.
Remember, too, The Watchtower is
available
in many languages. These
are listed on the inside of the front
cover of each magazine for easy
reference.

Final Witness
(Continued)
of publishers,
or 220,000 subscriptions.
4 While people in general do not
appreciate
the priceless
value of
The Watchtower,
we do, and can
therefore
enthusiastically
present
the magazine. In your presentation
show how attractive
and valuable
it is in gaining a clear understanding of the Creator’s
purposes.
Be
prepared.
Read your own copy.
Know its contents.
Then use that
knowledge in making your presentation. Back issues may be left with
the people as sample copies. calling
back on such placements will provide openings for obtaining
more
subscriptions.
The primary avenue for obtaining new subscriptions
is the regular
presentation
of The Watchtower
from house to house. If one fully
appreciates
the importance of this
essential
part of the ministry,
he
will set aside a definite
time each
week to participate
in the house-tohouse presentation
of The Watchtower. Be determined
not to let
small and incidental
things prevent
you from sharing
in the witness
given from house to house.
Assist Each Other
If till
now you have not had an
active part in the house-to-house
witness work, take advantage of the
Lord’s organization
with its mature
servants
to help you get started
during this Watchtower campaign.
Accompany one of the more experienced publishers
for a while, or
when the circuit servant visits your
company, go with him. Servants and
mature brothers and sisters,
you are
in position to hell) train and encourage these persons.
r Companies may profitably
spend
a few minutes, before going out in
group witnessing,
to demonstrate or
discuss some effective
ways to present the offer. The conductor should
check to see that each one has the
needed equipment, such as subscription slips, sample copies and record
sheets.
Keep an accurate record of
all subscriptions
placed and interest found, because you will want to
call back and cultivate this initial
interest.
8 How will we cover our vast territory and give the final witness?
With increased effort, of course ! We
will extend our preaching time by
getting an earlier start and remaintug in the field for longer periods of
time. And we will aid others
to
hear witness of our reigning
King
and the blessings
of his rule. We
are determined
during
1951 to
spread the pure language
of the
’good news of the Kingdom for the
purpose of a witness’.

At the Doors
1 Honest persons in all walks of
life desire life in peace and happiness and are now distressed
by the
perilous
times in which we live.
They need a comforting and cheering message, and Jehovah’s witnesses have it ! Confidently approach the
door with these thoughts in mind.
When yon contact the householder,
it is wise to make known the purpose of your call as soon as possible. Do not act hurried or frightened, but speak calmly and distinctly so that what you say will be understood. Be friendly and conversational, just as if you were talking
to your neighbor. You might choose
to introduce
the message in this
manner :
2 "Good morning, I am Mr.
--,
a minister of the gospel engaged in
a Bible educational
work. In these
perilous times people all over the
world need the comfort and hope
that
comes from knowing
what
God’s purposes are respecting
the
earth. This information
can be obtained only by an examination
of
God’s Word, the Bible. The Bible
teaches us to pray for God’s kingdom
to come, because through it we are
to receive peace, security and life. It
is comforting
to know that that
king(lore is here and we can confidently look forward to the blessings it will bring. I have a publication with me that shows where these
facts are given in the Bible. It is
this magazine,
The Watchtower,
whose purpose is to announce Jehovah’s kingdom. Look what it has to
say in this paragraph about that
kingdom." Thereafter
inform the
householder
how he can get The
Watchtower.
3 For those still uncertain as to

the value of the magazine to them,
you can point out its excellent features. It contains enlightenment on
important Bible prophecies that are
ancient
patterns
for present-day
happenings ; it answers puzzling and
perplexing questions in each issue;
it considers the lives and actions of
Bible characters, as well as doctrine,
recent archaeological
findings, research on ancient writings, languages, history and geography. Of special interest are the articles dealing
with human relations,
conduct, rearing of families, etc. And do not forget its convenient size, easily read
type on non-glare paper, and colorful illustrations.
4 Or, you might be able to use the
handbills to good advantage in introducing the gospel at the doors.
After introducing yourself and stating the purpose of your call, you
might say: "A part of this work is
the holding of free Bible lectures.
Please accept this personal invitation to attend one that will be given
this week. These meetings and lectures are but a small part of the
work we are doing. The greater part
is the helping of the people at their
homes to get an intimate knowledge
of the purposes of Almighty God as
they are found in the Bible. For that
very reason this publication
has
been provided. Just listen to what
it says here about the purpose of
Jehovah in establishing
his kingdora and what it will do for all men
of good will."
5 Servants
can plan demonstrations utilizing
the above introductions or any other approach that is
friendly
and appealing.
To accomplish the most in your house-tohouse preaching, prepare yourself to
introduce
the good news at the
doors.

34 Per Cent Increase! (Continued)
Each publisher
should make a personal goal of starting
one new publisher in the service during the :1951
service year.
5The increase
is on! No power
under the sun can stop it! Thousands of good-will persons are waiting to be fed with the truth and
helped into the preaching activity.
!
The challenge is before us. Will we
measure up to it? Already we have
seen in the first month of the service year an increase of 3,500 publishers over last year’s peak. This
is the time when everyone must do
2

his part in educating such persons
to Jehovah’s
praise.
Our goal is
34 per cent increase in the peak of
publishers!
Can we do it? With determined effort and Jehovah’s help,
we will do it in 1951 !
Hungarian
Watchtower
Subscriptions
for The Watchtower
in the Hungarian language will no
longer be taken, due to the proscription
of the Hungarian branch.
This notice is also given so that
present subscribers
will know why
they are not receiving
this magazine regularly.

YOUR

SERVICE

MEETING

A regular feature of this columnwill be to outline suggestions
for demonstrationsto improveyour service meetingsandto assist youin fulfilling
your ministry. Do you feature demonstrationson your service meetings?
Are your meetingslively, interesting, practical and instructive? Are the
mosteffective andsuccessfulmeansof presentingthe goodnewsillustrated
by demonstrations
so that all publishers can benefit from them?The fol.
lowing material should be planned for one service meeting during the
month.Approximate
time will be from10 to 15 minutes.
Purpose
This demonstration
should answer two objections
commonly raised by
many when offered The Watchtower, namely, (1) "I have too many magazines already. I don’t need The Watchtower"; and (2) "My church supplies me with all the reading matter I need. I am quite satisfied with what
I have."
FIRST SCENE:Publisher on the doorstep talking to manof the house.
Assume
that the publisher has already madehis initial presentation of "The
Watchtower".The demonstrationcan openup with the manof the houseraising the first objectionnotedabove.
In refuting this objection do not denounce their magazines, but show
where The Watchtower fills a need their publications
do not. Their magazines are all right in their field, but they do not point out the way to
everlasting
life.
Have they found that those periodicals
give them the
knowledge that is required to meet life’s
problems? Just how much of
lasting value have they gained from them? They will generally agree, too,
that many magazines feature things of little
or no value, being printed
primarily
to entertain.
Contrast this with The Watchtower, what it has
to offer. It is in a class by itself. It points the way to everlasting life by i
announcing the established
kingdom of God. What would you, as one of
earth’s people, say is our greatest need? Is it not God’s kingdom for which
you as a God-fearing person have been taught to pray? Do you realize that
to live in it you must live for it? And to live for it you must learn about
it? From there you could point to a certain
section of The Watchtower
that will substantiate
your argument and show the practical
value of having such a magazine come regularly to the home.
SECOND
SCENE:The living room of a religious home. In this scene the
publisher has been invited into the house,wherehe makesa brief presentation
of "The Watchtower". The householder counters with objection numbertwo.
In overcoming
this the publishermayuse the following points:
Ask if they always find time to read their church magazines. In the
majority of cases the answer will be No. Then, certainly,
they cannot consider them completely satisfactory
or necessary. Though they are busy,
surely, if they considered these publications vital, they would find time to
read them, for almost all people find the time to do the things they really
want to do. Whether the answer is yes or no the publisher may tactfully
draw the person out on the matter. Do you find that your publications
have the answer to world conditions?
Do they offer you a solid hope for
the future? By reading them, do you acquire peace of mind, security and
the hope for everlasting
life? Then illustrate
just how The Watchtower
meets and satisfies
these needs. It answers their Bible questions, explains
the reason for the world crisis,
establishes
hope in a new world, gives
peace of mind and security
by showing what the future holds forth and
how to prepare for it. Have something definite that you can point to in i
The Watchtower that will stir their interest
and arouse their desire for
the publication.
The publisher might tell how The Watchtower has aided
him, the value he places on it, prompting him to give his time freely and
unselfishly
to bring them The Watchtower.
Ministry School
(Continued)
tion have that rendering? Why does
the NW?Note footnote b. In 1 : 2-16
note the NWrendering
"begat" and
how the NW improves
over it to
show whether it refers to the conception of the child or its birth.
Note the names in the genealogy:
Do they agree with the Greek text

spelling or with the Hebrew text of
the ancient scriptures?
How about
their hyphening and accenting?
Do
not overlook any of the footnotes on
the first
page (page 35). Is there
any value in the cross references
In the side margin?
4 Note "Christ" in 1 : 16. Is Jesus
always spoken of as "Christ" with3

out the article,
and does the expression "the Christ" mean exclusively
the "body of Christ"? See 2:4. At
1:18 note "holy spirit".
Is the omission of the definite
article
an affront to the "Holy Trinity",
and
why does the NWhere carry no definite article?
See the Diaglott’s
Greek text and the interlinear
wordfor-word translation.
What does this
indicate concerning "spirit"?
Note
the first
appearance of "Jehovah",
at I : 20. Whydoes the footnote say,
"Jehovah’s
or Yahweh’s"?
What
authority is there for this rendering? What does the footnote on "Jesus" in 1:21 show for this name?
Even if the name "Jehovah"
were
not in the main text of the NW,
would "Jehovah"
still
be in the
Christian Greek Scriptures,
according to this footnote? Note the difference of Hebrew authorities
for
1:22 and 2:4.
5 In 2 : 1 were those visitors "wise
men" or of demonic wisdom? According to 2:2 and 9 did they see
his star to the eastward and travel
east? At 2:4 what does the footnote show for "the Christ"? According to 2: 13, was Jesus then a newborn babe? Do not overlook the footnotes on this next page (38).
2 : 23 what does the footnote d have
to say for that unknown town of
Nazareth, and hence what does footnote e have to say in relation thereto? (See October 15, 1950, Watchtower for additional
examples.)
6 The above represent some of the
features that the student speakers
in particular
might watch for and
call to the special note of their auditors.
This represents
the system
of analytical
commentary that they
are to follow in delivering
their
talks on the text of the NW.
7 Now for the speakers
on the
chain-reference
words. For the first
lesson, you may group the references on "Abraham" in similar passages. But in your alloted time try to
bring to the fore all the outstanding
references
on Abraham.
Do not
dwell too long on any one feature
about him, but try to show his justification
by works as well as faith,
his meeting Melchizedek,
his ’attempting to offer up his only-begotten son’, etc. Have your auditors follow along with you in their copies
of the NW.
s This assistance
rendered by the
speakers will aid ,’ill attending the
school to learn, how to do research
work in the NWfor themselves,
and
so make us all more able ministers
of God’s Word. Good demonstrations on the proper way to use the
NW will show many who attend the
service meeting why they should always attend and support the theocratic ministry school.

"Make

Known

the

Good

Follow
Up
January
Placements
1 In this world of wickedness and
corruption there is little to he found
in the way of good news. In spite
of tills,
Jehovah’s witnesses
now
have the best news this world has
ever heard. It is the fervent desire
of all of us "with all freeness of
speech to make known the sacred
secret
of the good news". (Eph.
6:19,
NW) This we are doing by
presenting
The Watchtower to the
public, for its purpose is "Announcing Jehovah’s
Kingdom". February
will mark the second month of the
Watchtower campaign, featuring
the
subscription
at the regular rate of
$1.00 per year, with a premium of
3 booklets. Are you striving to meet
your quota of subscriptions?
Following Up Subscriptions
2Making known the good news
does not end when a subscription
is
placed. Back-calls
must be made to
assist the reader to tap the source
of good news that is now available
Delay in Filling
Orders
It has been impossible to keel) up
to date in filling all orders for recent
publications,
even though the Society’s factory has been working extra hours. Already one and a quarter million copies of "This Means
Everlasting
Life" have been shipped
out, yet we are far behind in filling
orders. We ask, therefore,
that you
do not write the Society regarding
these delayed orders, as they will be
filled as soon as we are able. In the
meantime if you do not have the
campaign literature,
use whatever
you have for your field service.
You may note some of your orders have been reduced. This we are
doing so as to extend our limited
supply.

News"

Testimony

Period

i

Distribution
of the
Informant
The Informant ve
not only is to ser
and instruct
the Kingdom publisher.
but serves also to stimulate persons
of good will to engage in field service Therefore,
not only those who
attend the service meeting should
he given a copy of the Informant.
but all those listed as regular or
irregular
publishers.
The com
pany
servant should see that all the infirm and sick publishers
receive a
copy. Your supply should be large
enough to care for "ill the above plus
a few extra for the newly interested who attend. It will no longer be
necessary to put the names on the
Informants before distributing
them.
Publishers.
take care of your Informant, study it carefully,
take it
with you to the service meetings,
make it be your servant for m
ore
effective ministry.

to him. Help him learn that good
news by starting
a home Bible study
in The Watchtower with him.
’~ Call back on persons to whom
you have given sample copies. Subdscriptions
are many times obtaine
in this way. Even if the person does
not subscribe, perhaps you can place
the latest
issue with him and further kindle his interest.
Note all
such placements
and call back on
these prospective
sheep. They may
be thirsting
for the good news.
4 In making known the good news,
a minister must be prepared. By taking down pertinent information concerning the person, a good back-call
can be prepared which will fan that
spark of interest
into a flame. Being prepared,
we can radiate
the
enthusiasm
so contagious
to the
other sheep.
5During January
we will have
Memorial
Outlines
gained much valuable experience in
presenting the offer. Wewill be able
New Memorial talk outlines
will
to begin February at full speed. So be sent to each company with the
forward
go during
February
to February Informant,
Hence coin’make known the good news’.
panies need not request them.

COMPANY
ORGANIZATION
The Company
nesses,
lind recommend needed
2 "Company" is the designation
changes in the servant body. Circuit
given a group of Jehovah’s witnessassemblies are provided by the Soes that meet together in a certain
for the companies,
and all
locality for worship, Bible study and ciety
regularly attend such assemUnited preaching activity.
Such a should
blies for their own spiritual benefit
company is enrolled and organized
and lasting welfare.
by the Society. It receives its terripublishers,
wherever possitory assignment, literature,
supplies ble,5 All
should associate .and co-operate
and instructions for effective service with a company organization
so as
from the Society.
Each company as to unitedly and effectively make
full
an organization has the responsibilof their ministry before Jehoity, and its chief objective is, to proof
vah.
preach the good news of the Kingdom in all its inhabited territory.
34 Per Cent Goat 144,913
2 Various servants are appointed
UNITED STATES QUOTAFOR
1951
to serve the company by overseeing
108,315Publishers
its functions, arranging and providing meetings, and taking the lead in Monthly Field
Service
Report
Aliens
Residing
in U. S. A.
the various features of field service.
NovemberReport
3 A Kingdom Hall is secured by
The Alien Registration
Act of
Av. Av.
Av.
]940, as amended by the Internal
the company so that persons of good
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Security Act of ]950, requires any will can be directed to the company Sp’l Pios.
307 136.7 59.5
7.9
alien residing in the United States meetings and Bible studies. It serves Pioneers
6,353 89.1 33.2
5,3
on January ], ]951, except one law- as a center for theocratic activity.
Pubs. 100,820 8.7 3.2
.5
fully here in a temporary status, to In turn, the publishers
support the Co.
Total Pubs,107,480
notify the Commissioner of the Im- company by making voluntary
conPublic Meetings Held: 5,704
migration and Naturalization
Serv- tributions
to defray its expenses.
4 The Society deals with the pubice, Washington, D.C., of his curlishers
through the company organReport
Promptly
rent address within ten clays thereSeveral hundred pioneer and comafter and during the same period in ization, providing the service needs
each succeeding year. Failure to do of pioneers and company publishers
pany reports
have been reaching
so will subject one to prosecution.
alike. The Society looks out for the this office late in recent months.
Address card (Form 1-53 for the spiritual
welfare of the company by Therefore
we wish to alert
each
purpose of making the reports)
may sending circuit servants to visit it company servant and pioneer to see
be obtained
at any United States
periodically to observe its condition,
to it that his report is mailed not
post office. Be sure to show alien reg- offer needed counsel and advice as later than the third day after the
istration
number on the form.
to how it can overcome its weak- month ends.
4
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"Make
Watchtower

"Praise Jah, you people, becauseJehovahour God, the Almighty,
has begunto rule as king."~Rev.19: 6, NW.

Known
Campaign

Back-Calls
Bring Results
z Someone told you the good news
of the Kingdom. You listened
to it,
learned to appreciate
it and then
started telling others about it. The
one who told you also continues to
tell others, and daily the number of
Kingdom proclaimers
grows. It is
this chain reaction going on throughout the whole world that makes it
possible for more and more to hear
the good news of the Kingdom, learn
to appreciate it, and, in turn, aid
still others to knowof it.
2 Are you not glad that someone
took the time to tell you that good
news, which is as soothing "as cool
water to a thirsty
soul’? Yes, you
are. And you can now prove your
appreciation
to the Provider of the
good news, Jehovah God, by employing your ’ability
to use your mouth
and to make known the sacred secret of the good news’ at every opportunity.--Eph.
6 : 19, NW.
Offer "The Watchtower"
8 Daring February,
the second
month of the 13th annual Watchtower campaign, we will continue to
offer a year’s subscription
for The
Watchtower (or, if the person is
already a Watchtower subscriber,
Awake! may be offered),
with
three-booklet
premium, for $1, the
yearly rate. Take the initiative
and
energetically
present the good news
of Jehovah’s established
kingdom.
Engage regularly
in door-to-door
work. Call on those whose subscriptions have expired.
Make regular
back-calls and be alert to every other opportunity for witnessing.
This
will result in many subscriptions’
being obtained.
Have you experienced the joy of
obtaining a subscription?
By the end
of February each company publisher
should have obtained at least one
subscription,
while each pioneer
should have obtained a minimum of
8 subscriptions.
Using the valuable
features of the magazine in an effective presentation
will help you to

the
Enters

Good

News"

Second

Testimony
Month

obtain subscriptions.
Point out that
The Watchtower contains
the best
news. This can be done effectively
only if the publishers have diligent:
ly prepared their presentation in advance and are thereby familiar with
the magazine’s contents.
Follow Up Interest
5 But taking a subscription is only
the first step in aiding one to get the
good news. Now that they have The
Watchtower, they must be aided to
appreciate it. Since this can best be
done by making back-calls,
a real
effort should be made to call back
on each new subscriber.
Show them
that you were not interested
merely
in taking their subscription, but that
you want to assist them to get the
full benefit of the magazine’s contents. To do this effectively,
you
must be prepared when calling back.
When they say on your return,
as
they often do, "No, I haven’t had a
chance to read the magazine yet,"
Pioneer

with

Have a Fuller
Share
in Theocracy’s
Increase
Glance through the 1951 Yearbook. What is most outstanding?
Is
it not Theocracy’s remarkable in-:
crease? And what accomplished
it?
Work? Working with a purpose. ’As
a man sows, so shall he reap,’ and
in harmony with this Scriptural rule
Jehovah’s servants have sowed purposefully, watered patiently and diligently
and God has given the increase. You are thrilled at the part
you have had in it. Yet would you
like to have an even greater share
in it? You can by enrolling
now as
a pioneer.
2 Because the pioneer service is a
joyful one does not mean that it is
a carefree, happy-go-lucky life. It is
a full-time
job that carries weighty
responsibilities.
If you desire to pioneer, know what is required of you
:and plan accordingly.
For example

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Period

have something definite
in mind to
talk about. Be familiar with the articles in the issue you are using so
that you can refer them to the magazine and they can see the advantage of reading it. By using the
magazine effectively,
you will set a
good example for them, as they see
that you appreciate
the magazine
enough yourself to read it and make
known its good news.
e Try to start a Watchtower study
with them, for it will greatly aid
them to understand and fully appreciate the good news. Such Watchtower study can be counted as a
home Bible study and should be
reported at the end of each month.
7 By our getting out into the field
service this month and offering The
Watchtower,
many of the "other
sheep" will be located. By following
up the placements, they will be assisted to understand the refreshing
Kingdom news, which will cause
them to show their appreciation
by
blending their voices with yours in
making known the good news.
a

Purpose

Pioneers are required to meet a minimum quota of 100 hours a month,
or 1,200 hours per service year. Realize, first of all, that this is a rain.
imum quota,
not a maximum requirement. To meet it a pioneer must
average four hours a day. Hence,
plan your time, not simply to meet
the minimum quota,
but set your
goal above the minimum requirements and allow yourself
a margin for unforeseen emergencies.
Do
not let every little
thing that comes
up during a day’s activity interfere
with or interrupt your service schedule. Neither let the fact that you do
not have to punch a time clock make
you negligent or lax about your service. Get out early in the morning,
put your pioneer service first,
and
let nothing distract you.
a However, there is more to pioneering than just meeting the hour
(Continued on page 3, col. 1)

London
Convention
August 1 - 5
1 London convention delegates who
want to travel by boat should make
their own application
for space to
and from Europe through local travel agents or with the steamship companies direct. There are three class4 There are those persons waiting
On the Streets
es of boat travel:
Tourist Class,
for a bus or streetcar
that can be
1
Among
the
many
thousands
Cabin (?lass and First Class. Tourist
approached like this: "Hell()! Ever
Class is cheapest,
running about walking up and down the sidewalks
read the Aawake! magazine?
May
$350 round trip : the other two class- of the busy streets are persons nev- I suggest that you obtain the latest
es are proportionately
higher. If you er reached with the Kingdom mes- copy and examine it as you ride the
s’(go through the house-to-house
definitely
decide to make the trip,
bus home.. Awake! will acquaint you
put down a deposit for space with work. Working odd hours, traveling
that
work- with uncensored information
the travel agency or steamship com- as salesmen or construction
will keep you awake to the vital ispany and "Is soon as the space is erE, living in hotels, inaccessible at sues of the times. It is only 5c a
confirmed, purchase your ticket for their business offices, etc., these per- copy." These introductions
can be
to, and must be
the going and return trips.
Only sons are entitled
on by opening the magreached
with, the good news of elaborated
then will you be assured of space for God’s
kingdom. This can be done by azines and showing some of the fine
the round trip. Some of the steamcontained in them if time
and offering
the Watch- features
ship lines serving Europe are the displaying
Canadian Pacific (leaving from Ca- tower and A wake ! magazines on the and opportunity permit.
nadian ports for Liverpool), Cunard, streets.
Proper Street Conduct
2 "But I don’t seem to place any
Holland-America,
United States
5 It takescourage to approach peomagazines even though I spend sevLines and French Line. The Society
but it likewise takes courage
presently holds 50 berths in Cabin eral hours in the magazine work," ple,
for people either standing or passpublishers
remark. Experience
Class on the S. S. "America" (Unit- some
ing by to approach you to take a
that
many more magazines
ed States Lines), which sails from shows
magazine. If we approach the peoNew York on July 21. Tide space is will be placed by taking the initiaand calling out slogans as well ple, we make it much easier
for
for eastbound only and does not in- tive
approaching and presenting
the them. Be congenial and friendly. All
clude the return voyage: that will as
have to be arranged separately.
The magazines to the people. Use appeal- may not accept your offer when approached,
but you will find that
one-way minimum fare
would be ing slogans to arouse the interest of many
owho have been too timid t
the passers-by, such as, "The Watch$230. Anyone interested
in taking
dispenses life-giving
knowl- ycome up and ask you for a cop
these reservations
should write the tower
edge. Get your copy for only 5c." uwill take the magazines when yo
Convention Desk.
"If you want truth and facts,
get ve
present them this way. Never gi
the Awake! Only 5c a copy."
cthe appearance of being apologeti
Air Travel
3 Shoppers who momentarily pause tfor doing your work. Yet, never ac
In order to get charter air servlook at something in a shop win- rude or discourteous.
ice, the Society will have to know "co
might be approached
in this
It is recommended that publishhow many persons are going and on dew
: "Pardon me. Have you ever ters stand by themselves in stree
what dates they want to leave and manner
magazine?
magazine work. unless a publisher
return. If you have definitely
decid- read the Watchtower
another, in which case
These are serious times and I’m sure is training
ed to go to the London convention
are keenly interested
as to how it is suggested that they stand about
and you want to travel by air. then you
they might affect you. The Watch- ten feet or so apart rather than close
write to the Watch Tower Bible & tower will prove to l)o a source of together.
The tendency of publishTract Society, 124 Columbia Heights, real comfort and enlightenment
to converse with one another
Brooklyn 2, New York, London Con- you, as it discusses these perilousto ers
will thus be avoided, and the people
vention Desk, giving your name, ad- times in the light of Bible predicwho are yet unacquainted
with the
dress, age, citizenship, (late you de- lion, and points to God’s kingdom "in Kingdom message will receive the
sire to leave the United States or luan’$ ,,lily
hope. A Copy of The benefit and blessing of such knowlCanada, whether you will attend the Watchtower is only 5c."
edge.
Paris assembly too, and the (late of
departure from Europe to the United
as instructed herein.
States, Those desiring to travel on about your desired date of departure 1951,
5 At present,
American citizens
the same plane should list
on the from New York, Chicago or Toronto
traveling to Britain and France will
same sheet of paper all of the infor- and your desired date of departure
need a U. S. passport, but no visas.
from Europe.
mation requested.
Some may attend
3 Probable departure dates from
gFor full information
on obtainin
both the London and Paris assemtravel
documents,
blies. (The Paris convention is Au- New York (and other points in the the necessary
gust 9 to 12.) In that event one must U.S. and Canada) will be July 27, write the Department of State, Pass28 and 29. The return trip to the port Division, Washington, D.C., or
allow at least
one day to return
plane contact the clerk of a United States
from Paris to London, where planes United States via chartered
Au- District
Court, if there is one in
for the U.S. will leave. (Whether will have to be made before
planes will leave from Paris is still gust 31, 1951. Report the date you your vicinity.
questionable.)
On receipt of this in- want to return and then the Society
formation the Society will be able will advise you as to the schedule
Rate for No. 7 Bible
to make reservations
for you and of your return flight.
4 If you are undecided about going
write you when to send us the money
The cost of the New World Transfor your round-trip
ticket.
Round- to Europe, DO NOT REPORT TO THE lation of the Christian Greek Scriptrip air travel will probably cost SOCIETY. If YOUknow DEFINITELYYOU tures will be the same as the No, 11
are going, then report by March I A.S.V. Bible. Cheek Cost List.
about $400. Please be very definite

YOUR SERVICE

MEETING

Effective back-calls stimulate and advanceKingdominterests. The
demonstrationoutlined below should showby contrast howineffective
a back-call Is whenthe publisher IS not properly preparedand howsimple it Is to makeeffective back-calls whena few minutes are spent in
preparingandhowhelpful suchcalls are to peopleof goodwill. If we are
to realize a 34 per cent increase in the peak numberof publishers this
year, effective back-calls must be made.This demonstrationshould be
from16 to 20 minutesin length.
FIRST SCENE:(Part one) The publisher has just completeddoor.to-door
witnessingand Is talking aloudto himself.
Having time to spare he decides to make a back-call.
Taking out the
house-to-house
record sheet, a woman with whomliterature
WaRplaced is
selected and the publisher makes the call.
FIRST SCENE:(Part two) Publisher is at the door.
Following a brief introduction,
he asks, "Have you had a chance to read
the magazine I left?" "No," is the answer for one reason or another. Having nothing definite in mind that he can turn to in the magazine, the publisher
can only make general comments to the effect that the magazine
contains good information and that it should be read. He offers the householder another magazine, suggests that it be read and is about to leave
when her husband makes an appearance,
saying he has read the magazine
and likes it. The publisher, not being familiar with the articles, says he is
glad it has been read, hopes the one just left will be read also and ]eaves
with the promise to return.
SECOND
SCENE:(Part one) Publisher is at home, talking to himself, prep
paring for back-call work that evening.
His house-to-house record sheet reveals the previous week’s placements
were mostly January 1, 1951, copies of The Watchtower. Taking that issue
of the magazine in hand, the publisher starts looking for an article
that
could be used on almost any call. He realizes that he cannot memorize the
entire issue, so he seeks something that will catch the good-will person’s
interest,
be simple to understand and something upon which a further witness could be given should the opportunity present itself.
He comes across
the "Questions from Readers" column, page 31, and notes the question, If
God knew all things, then why did he create creatures
that would fail?’
He decides to use this point on his calls, noting that it can be used to tie
in other articles in the magazine for further discussion.
SECOND
SCENE:(Part two) Publisher at the door.
Following a brief friendly introduction,
he opens a copy of the January 1, 1951, Watchtower and says, "I don’t know whether you have had
a chance to read this or not, hut what do yon think of this question, ’If
God knew all things, then why did he create creatures
that would fail
when put under test ?’ "’ After letting the party express his views, he then
points out that he learned from the article
that God knew his purposes
would succeed before he started creation,
that God’s purposes are predestinated,
but not creatures’
lives, and that creatures must choose life or
death for themselves.
Then build up the witness showing how one must
have knowledge to serve God and choose the way that leads to life.
Turning to the main article,
the publisher can show the great number now being helped to that end, then how the magazine’s purpose is to aid people to
know of God so that they can serve him. He concludes the call by arranging to return for a further discussion of the magazine’s contents, thus laying the groundwork for a home Bible study.
Pioneer with a Purpose (Cont’d)
quota. Pioneers are also required to
engage in every feature of Kingdom
service.
Sometimes we have a tendency to specialize in one feature of
activity, such as street work or backcalls and Bible studies, and neglect
the other features,
either because
we feel we can do that feature of
the work better than the others or,
oftentimes, because it is an easy way
to "put in time". However, by so
doing, we miss the real purpose of
our service, which is to find and feed

WarningDraft ,Registrants
Some of Jehovah’s witnesses
who
have registered
under the draft and
claimed classification
as ministers
and conscientious
objectors
have
been visited
by agents of the FBI
and asked unlawfully to sign statements relinquishing
their rights as
conscientious objectors.
Counsel advises that registrants
who are ministers may also claim to
be conscientious
objectors
and the
board of appeal is entitled
to have
complete information on both claims.
It is not necessary, therefore,
that
Jehovah’s witnesses sign statements
for FBI agents giving up their claim
as conscientious
objectors in order
to be classified
as ministers.
Both
claims may properly be raised at the
same time.
Mr. 5. Edgar Hoover, director
of
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
in
a letter
to Hayden Covington, stared : "You are advised that Agents of
this Bureau have been specifically
instructed not to persuade or coerce
any person to waive either his claim
as a minister or a conscientious objector . . ."
34 Per Cent Goal 144,913
UNITED STATES QUOTAFOR 1951
108,315Publishers

MonthlyField Service Report
DecemberReport
Av. Av.
Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Sp’l Pios.
291 138.8 59.6
8.2
Pioneers
6,345 88.5 32.2
6.3
.5
Co. Pubs.
101,420 8.9 3.1
Total Pubs.108,056
Public Meetings Held: 6,190

thing while you are in the field.
"Whatever you are doing, work at
it whole-soured as to Jehovah." (Col.
3: 23, NW) Successful pioneers are
hose who are working
"wholesouled" at their jobs. It is not always easy and hence is not for those
who are inclined to follow the lines
of least resistance.
It requires that
you step out confidently
on God’s
promise that he will provide for you,
will sustain and keep you as a pioneer. Yet, no other service could be
or bring as
the "sheep". By participating
pro- more soul-satisfying
portionately in every feature of serv- much contentment and joy.
ice you will become a well-balanced
5 As pioneers you have a wonderpioneer who can effectively
wield ful opportunity set before you. Your
the "’sword of the spirit"
in what- share in attaining
the 34 per cent
ever field of battle you are engaged. peak can be great.
Because of the
4 In working with a purpose you great amount of work you do, you
must make the most of your time.
are in position to do something real
You must be efficient, yes, proficient,
and definite about this increase. Will
in your service.
So do not go out you do so?
s You will be forever glad if you
merely so you can "count time", but
make your time count. Do not waste increase your service, become a pioor squander your efforts and energy, neer, and thus enjoy a fuller share
but endeavor to accomplish
some- in Theocracy’s increase.

Can You Hear
WBBR?
WBBRhas recently
rearranged
its programs to appeal to an even
EngageIn All Features
greater
number of persons in the
Prepare
Now to Share in
of Magazine Work
eastern part of the United States.
Magazine
Work in March
Be geared for sped-up activity
as Home Bible studies, Bible questions
Riches ! Uncertain riches! By self- we enter the second half of the and answers, breakfast-table
discusish works many under this present
preWatchtower subscription
campaign sions, Bible talks attractively
in March. Polish up your slogans!
system of things
strive
to gain
sented in addition
to newscasts,
tasteful
music and public service
Smooth out your presentations!
uncertain material riches. Ultimate
programs, all make for enjoyment
death is the only reward such vain Plan now to engage in all features
and profitable
listening.
WBBRis
street
works and riches bring. But what is of Magazine Day activity:
on the air 6 to 8 a.m. Monday
store-to-store
and house-toit that really makes one rich ? To be work,
house magazine work. The Watch- through Saturday and 5 to 8 p.m.
engrossed in the work of dispensing
tower will continue to be offered,
Tuesday through Friday,
and Sunlife-giving
knowledge; to work in but Awake! may be offered if a per- day’s schedule is 6 to 11 a.m. and
behalf of your fellow man and neigh- son is already
a Watchtower sub- 4 to 8 p.m. Remember, it is located
bor ; to work in behalf of God’s king- scriber, and a one-year subscription
at 1330 on your dial.
dom ; to work in behalf of the praise for either magazine, with a 3-booklet
WBBR would like
to know how
and vindication
of Jehovah’s name, premium, is $1.
far its signal reaches and the qualthis is what makes one "rich
in
ity of reception ; so during February
The Watchtower
has immeasurright works".
(1 Tim. 6:18, NW)
and
aided us in becoming rich in see if you can get the station,
Such right works result in our gain- ably
let us know of the reception.
We
right works. Shall we not continue
ing the rich prize of everlasting life.
your comments on
doing the right works of God, by would appreciate
It is the Watchtower magazine
acquainting others with these right the new programs and any suggesthat continually
points out from works through the Watchtower mag- tions you may have. If your town
God’s Word what these right works azine? By all means. And why? Be- hears the station well, you will wish
are and how they can be performed
to advertise
it. WBBRleaflets
may
it will result in the everlastto one’s everlasting
enrichment. We cause
ing enrichment
of, not only our- be had at 25c a thousand for this
will prove the fullness of our appre- selves, but also those who hear us. purpose.
ciation of these all-important
right
works and their
rich benefits
by
COMPANY
ORGANIZATION
greater action on our part in obtaining Watchtower subscriptions
durCompany
Servant
ing the month of March.
to fill different service positions in
1 It is the privilege and obligation the company. At first
he may feel
of the company servant to have the this course takes more time and efNew Public
Meetings
oversight of the preaching activity
fort than if he did the work himself,
and functions of the company. It is but in time it will bring the desired
Begin
with Memorial
a serious responsibility
and one that results,
for these brothers
once
1951--Another
year to increase
he must be careful
to discharge
trained will be ready for added repraise through public meetings! The properly.
He must have a good sponsibilities
and be able to train
talks this year, as set out below knowledge of the Scriptures
and an others in turn. Only in this way can
cover a variety of subjects.
accurate knowledge of instructions
the servant body keep step with the
and communications
issued by the
organization
and be preConqueringFear In a Perplexed.World Society. Therefore, he is the one to expanding
pared to meet any emergency.
Religion--True and False
take the initiative in reconciling dif4 The company servant will see to
Will East Meet West in Peace?
ficulties
and adjusting any problems it that all company meetings are
The Peoples’ Greatest Need
arising
in the company that would properly
prepared
and conducted.
Critical Tlmes--WhyAre They Here? retard Kingdom expansion.
He will arrange for instructive
and
2
Instructions,
supplies,
and
inforEvolution and the Bible
encouraging service meetings, planmation
received
from
the
Society
The Truth About the Trinity
ning them well in advance. Thus the
are to be passed on to the company company will feed upon a rich and
HowLong Would You Like to Live?
and servants
to whom they apply.
wholesome diet that will strengthen
it for increased and efficient service.
Three sets of outlines
for each The Society appoints other servants
company and one set for each male to assist the company servant in getThe company servant as far as
the work done. The company possible
pioneer are being sent with this In- ting
must set an active example
servant must be familiar
with the for the company
by participating
formant. One of the three should be duties, work and records of all the
regularly in all features of the work.
filed in the ministry school library,
other servants and will periodically
and the other two distributed
to check on the work and records of By thus taking the lead, his counsel to the company will be based on
the brothers assigned to prepare the these assistants.
When a servant
actual field
experience
and will
talks.
cannot handle all his work alone,
therefore
be practical
and helpful
will select
No series of the 1950 talks should the company servant
all. Also, his schedule should set
be scheduled to start after the Me- someone to assist him. If a servant to
time to call upon the sick and
morial,
March 23. Order handbills
does not fully understand his duties aside
publishers
early, allow at least one month in or has become a little
lax in per- to aid new and irregular
become regular in their ministry.
the eastern
U.S. and at least
six forming them, the company servant
servant zealously
weeks west of the Mississippi
for will show love for his assistant
by With the company
his responsibility
and
your orders to reach you. Mark the devoting some time to help him be- discharging
with the company giving him full
envelope, "HANDBILLS." Make a real come more proficient.
support,
the company organization
a The company servant
should
effort to support the 1951 public
meeting series and see the Lord’s have an eye to the future and en- will enjoy Jehovah’s rich blessing
deavor to help and train all possible and get the preaching work done.
blessing and increase.
4
"Be

Rich

in

Right

Works"

"Praise Jah, you people, becauseJehovahour God, the Almighty,
has begunto rule as king."--Rev. 19: 6, NW.

MARCH, 1951

"Be
Enthusiastic

Rich
Service

in

Right
to

Center

Works"
Around

Memorial

Lay Plans
Now
Reach
34 Per Cent Peak
1Contrary to the advice of the
apostle Paul, the rich of this world
are storing up wealth to preserve
them in a life of ease. the poor
suffer while the greed of the rich
continues to grow and threatens
to
wreck the whole tottering
system
of this old world. In this system,
although no part of it, are an everincreasing
number who have learned
the folly of placing their trust in the
riches of this world and have learned
the secret of storing up riches in
heaven. With diligence they heed the
advice of the apostle to "be rich in
right works
in order that
they may get a firm hold on the real
life".--1
Tim. 6: 18, NW.

making to get last year’s subscribers
to renew their subscriptions?
Systematic
arrangements
should be
made to call back upon as many of
these subscribers
as possible. Companies have these listed on the S-10
Subscription
Record Sheets kept by
the accounts servant. Help these to
continue to gain riches of God’s wisdom and knowledge as made plain
in The Watchtower.
Magazine Day
witnessing, as well as the other methods of offering
"the fruit of lips
which make public declaration to his
name", provides the necessary ways
to demonstrate that The Watchtower
is a vigilant guide to the new world.
a March brings the Memorial season. For the servants of the Lord
this means not only the celebration
of the Lord’s death and the reason
therefor,
but the joyous hailing of
Activity for March
2 Continuing their "right works", him as the living, reigning King. The
Memorial comes on Friday,
March
Kingdom proclaimers
will continue
service
to offer The Watchtower on a sub- 23. Some may have their
scription
basis during March. Com- meeting on Friday evening, but it is
panies and pioneers,
What progress suggested that the service meeting
have you made toward meeting your for this week be planned for Thursquota of subscriptions?
Have you day or some other day in the week
covered all of your territory
with so that it does not interfere with the
this offer? What efforts
are you
(Continued on page 2, col. 1)
to

Counsel
on School
Procedure
The following counsel is given to
to
clarify
the procedure in the theo- to comment should be permitted
cratic ministry school so that all do so until the allotted time is up.
the chairman will point
will get the most out of our study Thereafter
out the things she sees that were
of the New World Translation.
First
of all, what is the procedure to be missed by others.
The chain reference
word may be
followed in a company composed of
sisters?
The sister
appointed
as handled by one sister taking up the
whole chain consecutively,
going
company servant or school servant
will handle the meeting by assigning from text to text as on a back-call,
someone to prepare the instruction
or the one in charge of the school
talk material in advance, then dur- may assign in advance a certain text
ing the school session to read aloud or texts in the chain to each person.
and briefly discuss it. To consider the Then at the school they will read
assigned pages of the Bible text, the their
assigned
texts and discuss
one in charge of the school will call them. All counsel should be on the
for the sisters to point out what they material,
merely bringing out any
have found of analytical value in the points missed; no counsel will be
week’s assignment.
A sister
may given on delivery. No sisters will be
and they will remain in
comment on several
verses
for a enrolled,
few minutes, and as many as desire
Continued on page 2, col. 2)

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Assuring
Delivery
of Magazines
Every subscriber
for The Watchtower or Awake! is entitled
to receive each issue of the magazine,
and it is the privilege of the.publisher obtaining the subscription to
see that he does. However. not all
are properly caring for this matter,
for during January, ]951, 8,514 undelivered
magazines were returned
to the Society (at the cost of 2c
each, or $170). The reasons given
were "Moved, left no address", "Not
found,"
"Refused,"
"No such address,"
"Returned for better
address,"
etc. Many complaints,
much
delay and needless expense can be
prevented
if all publishers
make
sure that the name and address on
every subscription
slip is correct.
The Society cuts the address stencil
according
to what appears on the
subscription
slip. Hence, make certain that the slip shows all the desired information. If the subscriber
wants the designation
Mr., Mrs.,
Miss, Dr., or other title before his or
her name, be sure the subscription
slip shows this. Accounts servants
should also check all entries,
and,
if they are not correct or legible,
make the necessary corrections
on
the subscription slips.
Publishers, call back regularly on
each new subscriber
in order to
guarantee receipt of the magazines.
Be sure that a Change of Address
form (S-20) is sent in for each subscriber who intends to move or has
recently
moved. Whenever writing
regarding a subscription
send along
the latest address label.
For subscriptions
in languages
other than English,
PRINT the desired language in the UPPER RIGTHAND
CORNER
of the subscription slip.
It takes two months to begin delivery of subscriptions
for magazines
in languages
printed
outside the
United States. Advise new subscribers of this fact.
With each one applying the above
counsel, delivery of magazines will
be insured,
much time and money
will be saved, and, most important,
the "other sheep" will regularly receive the good news to which they
are entitled.

"Be Rich in Right Works" (Cont’d)
Memorial celebration.
This service
meeting should stress
the importance of attending
the Memorial,
bringing people of good will to this
celebration
and highlighting
the
field-service
arrangements for the
week end. Every effort should be put
answer the question to their satisOn Back-Calls
forth to aid those attending
the
faction. You might let the conversaTo fulfill
our commission to "make tion lead into another issue, but
Memorial celebration
to participate
in field service. Demonstrations along disciples of people of all the nations" tactfully
suggest it be reserved for
we must make effective
back-calls.
this line may be planned.
next week’s discussion as you have
should be with a another call, or for some other rea4 Wherever possible
a capable Our return visits
anointed brother should be assigned purpose; each call should be a theo- son.
to deliver the Memorial discourse. He cratic lesson where a point that will
Not only is making the initial
is force- back-call
should prepare his talk well, using stimulate further interest
a major step, but keeping
fully
brought
home.
Consequently,
the new outline and the information
it alive and interesting
after months
we
must
be
prepared.
How
to
break
appearing in the January 15 issue
of regular calling is important, if
through
their
outer
shell
and
reof The Watchtower. At the concluyour back-calls are to progress and
sion of his talk, he should include kindle the spark of interest noted on develop.
To avoid their becoming
visit is a major problem "dead" material,
pointed information
about the im- our first
begin
for many publishers.
The tendency early to train themsototobespeak,
portance
of ’being rich in right
"disciples".
works’ by Joining in with Jehovah’s of many is to abruptly bring up an You know they will have questions.
witnesses in preaching the gospel of issue immediately after their "good Hence, "be ready always to give an
the Kingdom. The speaker or the morning" and try to tell all the truth answer" by taking a few minutes bechairman of the meeting can an- i they know in the first breath. How- fore or after your study to explain
ever first,
try to put the householder
nounce the arrangements for service
the functions
of the organization
during the week end to follow and i at ease by speaking unhurriedly,
Ask a and other matters. Arouse their ininvite all present to share in an- calmly and conversationally.
terest in the different meetings held
nouncing the reigning
King. The few friendly questions and then tact- at the Kingdom Hall and tell them
into
number attending
and the number fully guide the conversation
what they are for. From time to time
For instance:
who partook of the emblems should a Kingdom witness.
take along another publisher
with
"Good
evening,
sir.
How
are
you?
be reported to the Society by the
i you so that when they do attend
company servant,
on the card sup- I’m very glad you’re in this evening, they will not feel like strangers. Replied by the Society for this purpose. as I’ve been wanting to talk to you late an interesting
demonstration
about The Watchtower to which you from your service meeting
program,
subscribed
last mouth. You’ve al- discuss a scripture
Advancing Toward 34 Per Cent
made clearer by
ready
begun
receiving
it
in
the
mail,
5 With each one accepting his full
the study of the NWat the ministry
share of the load, it is believed that you say? Very good. I’m sorry that school,
go over portions
of The
you
haven’t
had
the
chance
to
read
a peak can be reached in March and
Watchtower, calling their attention
it,
but
I
realize
that
there’s
so
little
the groundwork lard for a further
to the various
comments made at
peak in April. The service year is time; we’re all so busy. But say! the company study. Also, looking forYou
know,
I
was
reading
The
Watchnow half gone, so we want to make tower last night and I read some- ward to their becoming "disciples",
good strides toward reaching the 34
tell them of your field service expercent increase in the peak number thing that I’m sure will appeal to periences,
Live the truth in every
you.
Remember
on
my
last
visit
we
of publishers.
In fact,
we should discussed about orthodox religion’s
way and make them want to follow
come close to meeting this desired
your good example.
failure
as a peacemaker despite
goal by the end of March. This will their
All this will make your back-calls
prayers
for
peace,
and
you
be assured if we keep in mind the didn’t quite agree? Well, The Watch- alive, interesting
and progressive.
individual
requirement as outlined
Continue to make "disciples
of peotower
made
an
interesting
observain the January 1 Watchtower: "Aid
ple of all the nations" by systematition
on
that
point.
Would
you
get
another creature to understand God’s
the
copy? . . ." From there pro- cally teaching and presenting
purposes, help him in going out in your
ceed
to
develop
your
testimony
and
good
news
on
back-calls.
the work, grounding him well in the
truth, and letting him see his privi- School Procedure
(Cont’d)
many texts in the chain to cover in
lege of being a minister of the Most their seats when considering
the allotted
time. Do not jump
their
High." The other suggestions
out- assignments.
around but handle the chain references CONSECUTIVELy.
lined in this issue of The WatchOther Points
tower should be heeded. This will
Counsel given the student speakThe chain talks in ALLschools are ers should be on delivery,
timing,
take patience and hard work, but the
other- preparation and analytical coverage.
Joy received in helping others be- to be handled progressively,
come "rich in right works" will cer- wise the chain is of no value. The The Speech Counsel sheet is to be
of the chain is to enable used as heretofore.
Youths enrolled
tainly offset any hardships encoun- purpose
the brothers to locate a particular
i in the school should be given their
tered.
or subject
and follow
it
opportunity
to talk.
Parents,
the
6 Jehovah has decreed that greedy word
through the Bible without having school servant, or any other capable
and oppressive
men shall die. "So a lot of notes, just as you would !person may help them prepare their
it goes with the man that lays up do on a back-call.
in the
The chain word talks. With all participating
treasure for himself but is not rich or expression should be the theme, theocratic
ministry school and then
toward God." But to those that love and as the student comes to each following through by applying the
him and work diligently
to store up text
he will show how the word knowledge gained, a more effective
treasure in heaven by "right works", applies. Do not group the texts to- witness will be given, to Jehovah’s
everlasting life is assured.
gether except where there are too praise.
2

YOUR SERVICE

MEETING

This month’sdemonstrationis to contrast the wrongwaywith the right
way of aiding Irregular publishers. Cautionshould he exercised, however,
that a demonstration of this type does not becomeso extreme as to be
absurd. Such absurdity minimizes the total purpose and effect of the
demonstration. These demonstrationsneed not be elaborate, but should
be practical and instructive so that they will definitely assist all to be
better ministers. This is simply a sampleor model, You are not limited
to only the suggestionsin this column,but useyour imaginationand develop
demonstrationsas required throughout the month.

GOING TO EUROPE?
Decide Now !

Interest
in the European conventions
this
summer is mounting
throughout the United States, as indicated by the number of inquiries
received concerning the assemblies
in London and Paris.
It is anticipated that travel
to Europe this
summer will be extremely
heavy.
Therefore, the sooner you definitely
decide on what you are going to do,
FIRST SCENE: The "Watchtower" study has just adjourned and a the more certain
you will be of
regular publisher approachesan irregular publisher, asks him to sit down obtaining suitable
travel accommofor a momentand then begins to talk.
dations. Those going by boat should
Just as soon
The regular publisher
can take an attitude
like that of a father to make their reservations
a child. He can then explain, calmly, but not too tactfully,
how he has as possible. The Society will try to
come short in field service,
and how such course will lead to his de- charter some airplanes for the trip
interested
in
struction,
and that he must participate
in all features of service and and those delegates
should report to
put in lots of time. Wrong features to expose should be: waiting till he this transportation
the Society soon. Address such mail
was at the meeting to contact him, taking a "holier than you" attitude,
Desk, 124
being tactless,
and not making definite
arrangements to assist him in to: London Convention
service.
(This part should be very brief. The emphasis is to be on the Columbia Heights, Brooklyn 2, New
York.
right way.)
As for incidental
expenses
in
SECOND
SCENE:A regular publisher is making a friendly call on an
irregular publisher. As the scene opensin the living roomof the irregular Europe: Be prepared to pay prices
publisher, the regular publisher is tactfully changingthe subject from one equivalent to prevailing prices here
in the United States for food, lodgof world news to the Kingdomservice.
ing, travel, etc. Your travel to past
In this scene it should be comparitively
easy to switch the subject
conventions
in the United States
from world news to an experience in the field service. After mentioning will help you in arranging
your
the experience,
the regular publisher can casually ask if the irregular
budget for the trip to Europe. The
publisher has had any good experiences lately.
He will reluctantly
admit Society will soon publish the adthat he hasn’t been out for some time. The regular publisher will find dresses of the rooming committees
out why. (Usually no real reason, sometimes just a little
bit of fear)
in the European convention cities
He should be sympathetic,
and then show good Scriptural
reason why and give instructions
on reserving
it is important to put in all the time possible now. Then he can sug- rooms.
gest that the irregular
one assist
him. He has a large territory
that
An early decision will be to your
needs to be worked and he has so many back-calls
that he cannot care advantage.
If you know you are
for all of them. So he appeals to the irregular publisher for help. Aided going to the London assembly or if
by this loving appeal, the irregular publisher agrees to help him. So they you are going to stay in Europe for
make definite
arrangements as to the day, time, place, etc.
,three
or four weeks, write immeTHIRDSCENE:The two publishers are just arriving in their territory. diately for further information.
This scene can showthemmakingcalls at two doors.
Publications Nowin Stock
The regular publisher realizes that he must train up this fellow witness
The Joy of All the People --Ga
in the way he should go, so that when he is mature he will not depart
"The Kingdom of God Is Nigh"
from it. He knows the irregular publisher has not been in the field recently,
--Icelandic
that now he will I)e a bit timid, so he doesn’t send him off by himself
Mankind
but tactfully
suggests that they make the first few calls together. At the The Kingdom Hope of All --French
first door the regular publisher gives a witness, briefly overcoming several
the Earth’
objections, such as: "I’m not interested, .... Well, I have my Bible," and ’The Meek Inherit
--Pangasinan
"I’m just too busy". Afterward the irregular
publisher decides to make
the next call by himself. He tries to give a good witness and overcomes
1951 Yearbook and
the same objections and gains confidence. As the two go home after a long
Convention Report
day, the irregular
publisher is happy because he has preached the Word
to others and now he is determined to go out regularly.
The 1951 Yearbook of Jehovah’s
Witnesses and Report of the TheocBethel Applicants
The Watchtower Campaign
racy’s Increase
Assembly are exBrothers between 18 and 35 years cellent and effective
During January
instruments to
of age, in good health, single and show persons of good will that the
The grand total of new subscripinterested
in Bethel service
may Theocracy is on the increase and at
tions sent in by all branches during ,make application
by writing to the the same time encourage
them to
January, 1951, was 51,192. It is very Society, President’s Office, 124 Co- share in its increase. The Society.
good to note that of these, 5,331 are lumbia Heights,
Brooklyn 2, New
has on hand 40,000 1951 Yearin the Spanish language.
The cam- York, requesting an Application for still
books and 6,000 96-page convention
paign is off to a good start, for this !Bethel Service. These applications
reports.
Yearbooks are available
at
is an increase of 8,831 subscriptions
should
be RENEWEDANNUALLYby 50c each and convention reports at
over January, ]950. With each com- written request. The Society should 25c each. Publishers
and pioneers
pany publisher
and pioneer dilialso be notified
of any change in are encouraged
to place these on
gently striving to meet or exceed his information as to qualifications
for their back-calls
and studies. Order
quota, this campaign should prove work, health, draft classification
and immediately as many as you need. A
to be the greatest yet. Keep up the address. A small photograph should covering
remittance
must accompany all orders.
fine work !
i be sent in with each application.
$

"Droop

Not

Your

Hands"

Testimony

Period

tions by putting forth greater effort
during April to reach those who
"Droop not your hands!"
says
have not yet been contacted
with
Zephaniah 3: J6, (Moll.) ; and with the offer of the subscription and the
these words ringing in their minds, premium of three booklets.
Jehovah’s witnesses will press forBut are we going to slack our
ward in April to do with their might rends in other features of the work
what their hands find to do. With because this is the lust month of the
April bringing in the last month of l subscription
campaign? No! For the
the Watchtower
campaign and the new public meeting campaign must
new public meeting series, there is be supported and advertised so that
plenty of work to keep our hands it can "start with a bang" in April.
from drooping.
And what about our 34 per cent inHave you met your quota
of crease? Even if we make good progWatchtower subscriptions?
You have ress toward meeting it in March,
one more month to do so. Have you remember that April is also conducalled back on those who promised cive to peaks, so let us make it two
to take subscriptions
or on others peak months in a row.
with whom literature
and sample
Yes, no drooping of the hands for
copies of the magazines have been us, but with added vigor on our
placed? Has your territory
been cov- part we will not only meet our subered with the campaign offer? These scription
and publisher
quotas, but
and many other
things
must be will exceed them by a wide margin.
taken into consideration
before the And this will give proof of the fact
campaign is completed. Let’s assure that the ministers of Jehovah do not
our meeting the quota of subscripdroop their hands.
Watchtower

Letter
and

Campaign

Closes

to

All

Publishers

March

15

Watchtower

COMPANY

Memorial
Report
Each company is being sent with
this Informant a special
Memorial
Activity report card. It is to be filled
out and mailed immediately
after
the Watchtower
study,
Sunday,
March 25. Isolated
pioneers
or
groups unable to attend a company
Memorial service should send in a
separate report. This report should
show total attendance,
number partaking of emblems, and attendance
at the public meeting on Sunday.
34 Per Cent Goal 144,913
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1951
108,315Publishers
Monthly

Field
Service
Report
January Report
Av. Av. Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Sp’l Pios.
281 138.8 61.3
8.8
Pioneers
6,666 93.5 37.1
5.8
Co. Pubs. 104,826
9.1 3.5
.5
Total Pubs. 111,773 - A NEWPEAK!
Public Meetings Held: 5,594

ORGANIZATION
helped during the previous months
are likewise receiving proper attention. On the 15th of the month the
assistant
company servant will supply the conductors with another list
of those in their respective studies
who have not yet reported
that
month. This will insure the greatest
number of persons being helped into
the service by the end of the month.
Through such mutual assistance
rendered, all will be knit more closely
together
and the preaching
work
will expand.
The primary duty of any servant
is to take the lead in field service
activity.
Therefore the work of the
assistant
company servant is not
merely that of keeping the company’s records or doing a supervisory work, but he is to energetically assist
the company servant to
co-ordinate the activity of the brothers in aiding new and irregular publishers.
He will engage in the different features of activity,
setting
an active example for those he helps
into the service. The more personal
attention all servants give individual publishers in service matters the
greater the increase will be. Hence,
he will make it a point to discuss
the publishers’ service problems with
them at the Kingdom Hall and when
necessary call at their homes to aid
them. The brothers will show their
deep appreciation for this by greater
co-operation in carrying out service
arrangements and in aiding others
themselves.
Thus the company organization will be strengthened
and
grow to Jehovah’s honor and vindication.

Assistant
Company Servant
The
assistant
company servant
With this Informant is being sent
should be the one best fitted to take
a letter addressed to all publishers.
of the company’s Kingdom
Everyone receiving
a copy of the oversight
in the absence of the comInformant should receive a copy of interests
this letter.
Company servants should pany servant. To be thus qualified
set aside a portion of a service meet- it is necessary for him to co-operate
ing early in March to consider its closely with the company servant in
contents.
The material may be han- all service matters. Not only will he
(lied either by a discourse,
group assist in planning the service activof the company, but he will
discussion
or by questions and an- ities
help in carrying them out.
swers, and it may even be possible
to illustrate
some of the points
He is to tabulate the field service
report each week and post it on the
through demonstrations.
Company
Progressive
Report sheet,
Also, there will appear in the March
15 Watchtower a short article
enti- as well as keep the Publisher’s Rectled "Praise
Jah! You Who Attend ord cards and company chart right
Memorial". This too is to be featured up to date. All records should be
complete, neat and always
on your service meeting before Me- accurate,
for use at company meetmorial, for approximately
20 min- available
ings.
At
the
end of the month the
utes. The material may be handled
by any of the above-suggested ways. Bible Study Reports are received by
In fact, it may be possible to feature him for counting and posting on the
Record cards;
after
both the letter
and the March 15 Publisher’s
Watchtower
article
on the same which they are turned over to the
Bible
study
servant.
He
will
report
service meeting and highlight
this
to the company servant
any weaktheme on your program. Servants,
inform the brothers when this will ness or trend in the company’s report noted 1)y him as he handles it.
be considered,
so they can bring
their copies of The Watchtower and This information will be of assistance to the company servant
in
letter to the service meeting.
planning the meetings and activity
of the company.
Awake!
Available
in
After compiling the month’s report
Two More Languages
he will supply the study conductors
Subscriptions
may now be taken with a list of those who did not refor the A.wake! magazine in the port during that month. All conductors, servants and publishers will
Finnish and Norwegian languages.
then work together
to help these
It is published
twice a month in persons into the service during the
both languages.
the subscription
early part of the new month. He
will be on the alert to see that those
rate is $1.00 a year.
4

"Praise Jah, you people, becauseJehovahour God, the Almighty,
has begunto rule as king."--Rev. 19: 6, NW.
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Follow Throughon Memorial Activity
4 Many new persons will have parin the Memorial week-end
Memorial
Week-End
Activity
slips
sent to the companies, and ticipated
field service activity. Be sure to folarouse
the
original
interest
they
Basis for 34 Per Cent Increase
had for The Watchtower. Learn the low through by continuing to train
in
1 Action! Fearless action! That is cause for their lapse of interest or these new ones to be constant
the cry of all the Bible prophecies
failure
to resubscribe,
and then their field service so that their hands
Be
at this late period of the world’s demonstrate
why and how The will not droop into inactivity.
and show loving consider"time of the end". While the enemy Watchtower should be studied
at patient
will attempt to discourage,
disrupt this time. Don’t forget to visit the ation
toward those whose hands
and otherwise
interfere
with the ones who subscribed
in the early
have drooped into irregularity
or
united activity of Jehovah’s faithful
months of the campaign, and further
inactivity,
by assisting them to bewitnesses, nevertheless,
we will not stimulate their interest.
{Continued on. page 2, col. I)
become paralyzed with fear so that
our voices will become stilled or our
hands droop helplessly in inaction.
1951
District
Assemblies
Promise
Blessings
Jehovah reigns!
Christ
Jesus is
King! The Kingdom is established!
Plan
Now to Attend
This is good news, and it must be
are again happy to announce the district
assembly schedule for
preached. So, "Fear not, droop not the We
year of 1951. All are invited and encouraged to make every possible
your hands," is Jehovah’s
divine
effort to attend these feasts so graciously provided by Jehovah through
command to his consecrated witness- His "faithful
and discreet
slave" organization.
Herewith are listed the
es in this day.--Zeph.
3: 16, Me. district
assembly cities,
dates, mailing addresses and assembly halls.
2 How appropriate it is then that
our hands be actively
engaged in
WATCHTOWER
CONVENTION
presenting
the Watchtower magazine
CITY
DATE
ROOMING ADDRESS
ASSEMBLY HALL
to the peoples of the nations, since
May18-20 6201S. Wolcott Ave.
International Amphitheatre
it is the magazine that announces Chicago,Ill.
Chicago
36,
III.
43rd
and South Halsted Sts.
the reign of Jehovah and his con- Dallas, Texas May18-20 234 S. Patton St.
Fair Park AutomobileBldg.
sort King, Christ Jesus, in Kingdom (White & Col.)
Dallas 3, Texas
State Fair Park
power. Fearlessly
and willingly,
Minneapolis, May18-20 3715 ChicagoAve. S.
Minneapolis Armory
then, as loyal subjects of Jehovah’s
Minn.
Minneapolis7, Minn.
6th Ave. S. and 6th St. S.
King, we will continue to offer a Toronto, Ont. May 18-20 40 Irwin Ave.
Varsity Arena
Toronto 5, Ont.
275 BIoor St. W. and
one-year subscription for The WatchMaple Leaf Gardens
tower, with the 3-booklet premium,
Carlton and ChurchSts.
Evolution
versus The New World,
City
Auditorium
Denver,Colo. May25-27 3300Irving St.
Can You Live Forever in Happiness
Denver11, Colo.
14th and Curtis Sis.
May 25-27 227 Third Ave.
on Earth? and any other self-covered
Montreal.
The Auditorium
Que.
Verdun
4110Lasalle Blvd.
booklet, on a contribution of $1.00.
Montreal
19,
Que.
Verdun
A subscription
for Awake! and the
Winnipeg,
May
25-27
1242
Main
St.
Amphitheatre Rink
3-booklet premium can be offered as
Winnipeg,
Man.
Man.
an alternative
if the person is al- Atlantic City, June 1-3 37 N. PennsylvaniaAve. City ConventionHall
ready a Watchtower subscriber.
N.J.
.Atlantic City, N.J.
3 April
draws the Watchtower
San Francisco, June 1-3 314523rdSt.
CowPalace
campaign to a close. A four-month
Calif.
San Francisco10, Calif. GenevaAve. & Rio VerdeSt.
quota of 16 subscriptions
for pio- Saint John, June 1-3 74 CoburgSt.
Curling Rink
N.B.
Saint John, N.B.
LansdowneAve.
neers and 2 for company publishers
ForumBuilding
was set.
Have you attained
your Vancouver,
June 1-3 1696 W. 7th Ave.
B.C.
Vancouver, B.C.
Pacific Nat’/ Exhibition
quota yet? If not, then redouble your
GordonSt.S.W.
Atlanta
efforts during this last month of the Atlanta, Ga. June 8-10 1070
Atlanta, Ga.
Municipal Auditorium
campaign.
Work with a will and
Courtlandand Gilmer Ste.
N.E.SunsetCasino
with enthusiasm.
"Droop not your Atlanta, Ga. June 8-10 292-1/2 EdgewoodAve.
(Colored)
Atlanta 3, Ga.
690 Magnolia St. N.W.
hands," either through laziness
or
June 8-10 10726 84th Ave.
EdmontonGardens
fear. Be certain to call back on all Edmonton,
Alta.
Exhibition Grounds
Edmonton,Alta.
subscription prospects. Likewise, call
All of the assemblies this year will be three full days in length, starting
on former subscribers
whose names
are listed on the Subscription Rec- at 9:30 a.m. Friday of the assembly week end. Now, then, is the time
ord Sheet (S-10) and the expiration
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
Watchtower

Campaign

Reaches

Climax

"Droop Not Your Hands" (Cont’d)
come regular in the service. Aiding
others who are new or those whose
hands have drooped in active service
will prevent our hands from drooping in Jehovah’s service
and will
make possible a 34 per cent increase
of publishers in April.
Public Meetings to Aid Increase
5 The public meeting series should
get off to u rousing start.
Vital.
decisive and stirring
talks in the
new series will stimulate this feature of service, and will undoubtedly
aid tremendously toward the 34 per
cent publisher increase during April.
Hence, halls should be lined up,
handbills ordered, and the assigned
speakers ready to deliver well-prepared talks. Servants and publishers
can keep their hands active in service by handbill distribution
and advertising.
Extend an inviting
hand
to those whom you call on or with
whom you conduct home Bible studies to come "along with you to the
public talks. Will you do your part
in attaining the 34 per cent increase?
6 Bring the 13th Watchtower campaign to a successful close by meeting or even surpassing
your individual
subscription
quota.
Work
diligently
for the desired 34 per
cent increase
by helping someone
out into the service in April. Take
advantage of the opportunities
for
increased service activity following
the Memorial and opening of the
new public meeting series. Theocracy
is on the increase! Therefore, "dr
oop
not your hands."

To a Catholic

When presenting
the good news
in the field,
how do you deal with
this response: "I am a Catholic and
I go to the big church up the street"?
You might tactfully
reply, "I am
glad to know that you believe in
God and are interested
in serving
the Lord. Without doubt that is why
you go to church, and it is to farther
help God-fearing persons such as yon
that this work is done. You know,
in my work I meet Catholics, Protestants, Jews and others,
and all of
these ask the same questions.
They
want to know what the world is
coming to, whether or not it will be
afflicted by "mother war, or if there
will ever be real peace. They want
to know if God has destined man to
his present plight,
and just what
they can expect of God in the future.
Haven’t you often thought of these
same questions?
"Yes, and the fact that all ask
these same questions
proves that
they are not getting them answered
in their respective
churches. That
is wily this work of free Bible education is so necessary, because only
in your Bible can you find unprejudiced and reliable
answers to these
questions. To aid you in an orderly
study of your Bible, this valuable
publication
The Watchtower
has
Literature Orders
been provided.
Hundreds of thousands use it in their personal study
Many companies are continually
changing the address to which their and find that it faces these questions
literature
orders are shipped. This squarely
and answers them right
causes much confusion, loss of time from the Holy Bible."
and delay in handling orders. Often"Is it a Catholic magazine?"
times the address of the Kingdom
Hall is used, with the result that 1951 District Assemblies (Cont’d)
freight companies are unable to de- to begin arranging your affairs
in
liver the orders because no one is order to attend.
there to receive the shipment; or it is
Check on transportation
facilities
necessary to give two addresses, one and schedules,
fill
out the Room
for shipping and another for notiRequest form promptly "and accufication. For these reasons it is bet- rately, and enthusiastically
invite
ter to use one address that can be all persons to have a share with you
used both for freight and mail. We in this feast" of the pure language.
would prefer that all orders be sent All mail regarding these assemblies
to the name and address
of the
be addressed to the Watchcompany servant,
for then we can should
tower Convention Committee for the
use the address stencil
that is in attention
of the proper department
our files.
(rooming, volunteer service, instalIf you must have your shipments
lation, etc.) at the city where the
sent to someone other than the com- assembly is to be held. Remember:
pany servant,
we suggest that the If you write for rooms, accept and
name and address
of some other
occupy them. This in itself is a good
servant be selected who can conven- rwitness and shows forth the prope
iently receive all orders. Then use
of good conduct.
this same address
each time you Christian attitude
Pioneers
on the list
prior to
order literature.
Your co-operation
on these points will facilitate
hand- March 1, 1951, will again be assisted
ling your orders.
by the Society by being provided
2

"No, it is not a Catholic magazine,
but neither are many of the daily
newspapers
and magazines you read.
Neither are the radio and television,
or the movies, and many of the
schools and colleges to which millions of Catholics go every day for
information.
The Watchtower is a
guide to the Scriptures,
which foretell present conditions and describe
our only hope for peace: and The
Watchtower is the only magazine
doing this. Look, the last printing
of The Watchtower was 1,235,000
copies in 35 languages.
It is a magazine for everybody. Many Catholics
read it and like it very much. Just
to illustrate
what you can learn
through The Watchtower see what
it says in this paragraph
. . ."
If you do not obtain a subscription, you might say, "Why not take
this copy to read? It is only 5c.
I will stop next week to see what
you think of it."
When next week comes, be sure
to call on such persons. If they are
sheep, they will be expecting you.
Be prepared to discuss and present
the good news to them and other
members of the family. Take along
your Douay Version Bible, if you
have one. Do not hastily tear down
their religion, but rather endeavor to
build up good will by tactfully overcoming objections.
Show them that
you have good news they need and
which they can get from no other
source.
The sheep will respond.
--2 Tim. 2:24-26,
NW.
These same suggestions
can be
used with a bound book or other
publication.
with meal tickets. Do not lose these :
no others will be issued.
You may
select the assembly city that you
choose. Pioneers should not, however, go to the assembly city ahead
of time unless the Society calls them.
The district
assemblies will play
a large part in praising
Jehovah
more and more and in attaining
the
34 per centincrease over last year’s
peak of publishers.
Come prepared
to attend each session, bring literature for witnessing and bring someone with you to the assembly for
feasting and service.

Chartered Plane Travel
It will be necessary on April 30,
1951, to close the passenger list for
the chartered plane service that the
Society has arranged for traveling
to the European conventions.
Reequests after that time will not b
accepted.
Make your requests now!

YOUR

SERVICE

MEETING

As all features of Kingdomservice increase in tempo, more and more
good-will personsare being found and manynewfaces appear at the KingdomHall. Thesestrangers, present for the first time, are not acquainted
with God’s people as a group and are observing very intently what goes
on. Their first impressionof the organization is usually a lasting one.
For that reason, it is necessaryto knowhowto treat these strangers when
they cometo our meetings. This demonstrationshould showhowto treat
thembefore, during and after the meeting.
FIRST SCENE:Twopublishers are conversing Just before the meetin
g
is to begin. A person walksin the door and takes a seat in the back row, all
by himself. The two publishers notice him.
This scene should demonstrate
how a stranger
should be greeted
when he first
enters the hall. The two publishers
can discuss whether
(,r not they are acquainted with hint and one will decide that he will go
and find out who the stranger
is. He goes over to the stranger
and
introduces himself in a friendly manner and engages him in a conversation.
The publisher then explains that this is the Kingdom Hall where Jehovah’s
witnesses
meet to study (loWs Word together,
and offers to show him
around. Then he can show him the various features of the Kingdom Hall,
such as the yeartext,
the library,
the stock counter where literature
can
be obtained, the advertising department, etc., explaining briefly the functions of each one. Then it will I)e time for the meeting to begin and they
will sit down.
SECONDSCENE:The publisher is seated beside the stranger as the
meetingprogresses.
Since it is the service meeting, various publications will be studied.
and, of coarse, the stranger has none of them. So as each one is studied,
the publisher should offer to let the stranger look on with him. (That is
one of the reasons why he sat beside the stranger,
because he knew that
the stranger would not be prepared for the meeting and would feel quite
helpless without some assistance.)
The stranger appreciates
this very
much because now he knows what is going on and he benefits
from the
program.
THIRD SCENE:The meeting is Over and the publisher is again talking
with the stranger. He proceedsto introduce him to the servants, procuresan
"Informant" for him, and then introduceshim to other publishers in the hall.
Those to whomthe stranger is introduced should accept the introduction warmly and in a friendly manner. Finally, before the stranger leaves,
the publisher arranges for him to return again, informs him of the times
of other meetings and tells him of the programs for such meetings. Getting
the stranger acquainted with the publishers "and the meetings is a very
important part of welcoming him.
GENERAL
POINTS: It should be kept in mind that a friendly,
receptive
spirit
should prevail throughout.
The stranger
should be made to feel
right at home, however not made to feel too conspicuous, but readily accepted into our midst. The stranger will feel like returning again, and
in an atmosphere such as this, he will begin to take in life-giving
knowledge from the table of Jehovah. A stranger
should be a stranger
only
once, and that once should be only on his first visit.
District
Assembly
Forms
We are sending pioneers and companies a supply of Room Request
and Volunteer Service forms. If you
need more, write for them. Servants,
discuss the instructions on this form
at one of the service meetings, and
explain that the forms, after being
filled out, are to be mailed to the
assembly city each chooses to attend. Prompt action in requesting
desired accommodations will help
the Rooming committees to get for
you the best possible
accommodations. Show love for your brothers
by volunteering your services at the
assembly. Please take care of these
matters immediately.

Do Not Use U.S.
Mailboxes
From time to time it has been
called to the attention of the Society
by Post Office officials that publishers, when in the witness work, leave
handbills and other advertising
material
in mail- and letterboxes.
This is illegal and contrary to postal
regulations
and is punishable by a
fine of $300. Mail- and letterboxes
are for the use of mailmen, and only
for matter on which postage
has
been paid. It would be appreciated
if all publishers
would remember
this fact and refrain from leaving
handbills,
publications,
or other
printed matter in mail- or letterboxes at any time.
3

Be a Vacation
Pioneer
With summer vacations
"just
around the corner",
children
of
school age are once again invited
to enter the vacation pioneer service.
And why not? What better
way
could there be to spend the summer
months than by devoting full-time
service in praise to Jehovah! How
much more practical
for these youths
to so remember their Creator than
to spend these months in idle play
or in the selfish
pursuits of this
world! Think seriously
about it,
young publishers.
Vacation pioneer service is a forward step in your chosen career as
a minister of Jehovah God. It will
help you grow in maturity and understanding
of the truth; you will
develop a keener appreciation
of
your privilege
of serving the Most
High; you will realize
more fully
your responsibility
as a consecrated
follower of Christ and you will become better equipped for efficient
service.
Yes, you will be laying a
solid foundation for the future, and
vacation pioneer work might well be
the turning point of your life, namely, the start of a life career of fulltime praise with bright prospects
of Gilead schooling, foreign missionary work and other joyful opportunities ahead of you.
Last year 858 enrolled as vacation
pioneers, our highest figure thus far.
Many of these will again renew this
refreshing
experience.
Parents can
co-operate with their children and,
realizing
what it means for them,
assist
them to see the advantages
of becoming vacation pioneers.
In
fact,
it may be possible for many
parents to join their children and
enjoy pioneer life during the summer months. Remember, the vacation pioneer service is not restricted
to those of school age. It is open
at any time of the year to anyone
who is baptised and has been a publisher for six months, and who can
devote at least two months in the
full-time
work. Many of the older
publishers
who cannot stand the
rigors of winter weather can take
advantage of the warmer months to
enjoy the rich blessings of vacation
pioneering.
Why not try it?
1951 should see a new peak of
vacation pioneer publishers.
Will
YOU be among them? Write us now
for your application.
Publications
Now in Stock
The Joy of All the People --Bengali
"Let God Be True"
--Swedish
Theocratic Aid to Kingdo
m
--German
Publishers
"The Truth Shall Make
--Sinhalese
You Free"
Can You Live Forever in Happiness
on Earth?
--Spanish

"Subjection

to

the

Superior

Authorities"

Coming Literature
Offers
Set out below is the literature
to
gbe used in the field during comin
months. Companies, order accordingly. Allow four to six weeks for
delivery.
May and June:
"This Means Everlasting
Life" and
the latest self-covered booklet.
July, August and September:
"Let God Be True" and
the latest self-covered booklet.

Two-Month
Campaign
publication.
Use it to teach others
Features
"This
Means
of "the superior authorities".
Plan to make the most of this
Everlasting
Life"
campaign. Help newly interested
Now it is more imperative
than ones and irregular publishers in the
eves" that "every soul be in subjec- field service.
Work for the 34 per
tion to the superior authorities",
cent goal! Press on with the public
Jehovah God and Christ Jesus. The meeting work. Pleasant weather will
heavens, earth, sea and things there- allow for outdoor talks,
so order
in belong to Jehovah by right of necessary handbills now. Do not let
creation.
He is man’s Life-giver.
the initial interest found during the
Hence man’s first
obligation
is to Watchtower campaign cool off. Call
Jehovah. And so Jehovah’s witnesses
back, study with them, and assist
34 Per Cent Goal 144,913
and their companions, impelled by a them to join the ranks of those
UNITED STATES QUOTAFOR 1951
theocratically
trained conscience,
already subject to the superior au108,315Publishers
continue to give the Kingdom wit- thorities".
ness despite opposition
and perseMay will also be district
assembly
Service
Report
cution, in order that "every soul" month for some sections of the coun- Monthly Field
February Report
may become subject to the superior
try. Invite your good-will, and plan
authorities.--Rom.
13: 1, NW.
on attending
the assembly held in
Av. Av. Av.
During May and June we have the your district.
Show your subjection
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
splendid opportunity to help others to "the superior
authorities"
and
369 101.7 42.7 6.4
learn such proper subjection by pre- keep on preaching in obedience to Sp’l Pies.
senting afield the excellent
Bible Jehovah’s command, both in favorPioneers
6,561 86.7 33.4
5.8
.6
study aid "This Means Everlasting
8.4 3.3
able and troublesome
season. This Co. Pubs. 102,720
Life" along with a 32-page self-cov- ,will gain life in the new world for Total Pubs,109,650
Public Meetings Held: 5,865
ered booklet, on a 35c contribution.
’you and those who listen
to you.
If you do not have an ample supply
of this book, place your" order immediately.
Work the house-to-house
COMPANY
ORGANIZATION
territory
not yet covered with this
The Bible
Study Servant
will include a record of all the home
Two Months’
Report
on 1951
Bible studies held by both the pubThe privilege and responsibility
Watchtower
Campaign
of the Bible study servant is to lishers and pioneers, as well as each
of the company meetings. The Bible
Languages:
Watchtower Awake! oversee and care for the back-call
and Bible study activity.
He will set study servant will receive the Study
English
FromU.S. Branch 64,727
17,493 a proper example by engaging in the Reports from the assistant
company
Other Branches 18,575
7,475 back-call
and Bible study work, servant and will post the informaArabic
190
Greek
205
251 while his chief concern will be to tion from them on the Study Record
Italian
865
making out a new Study Recassist
other publishers
in making slips,
Polish
446
back-calls and starting and conduct- ord slip for any new studies started.
Russian
127
The Study Record slip
need no
Slovak
86
ing home Bible studies.
Spanish
4,278
3,902
2 The Bible study servant can as- longer be filed under the territory
Ukrainian
212
265 -certain which publishers need assist
number, but can be filed "alphabeti29,386 ance by regularly checking the Pub- cally accordingto the name of the
TOTALSTO DATE: 89,711
119,097
Grandtotal:
lisher’sRecord cards.He will en- householder, if this is more advanLast year:
103,916
deavor to tactfully
aid his fellow tageous in your company. However,
Increase;
15,181
number will continue
worker by offering to take him along the territory
This report is encouraging
and in the back-call work, show him how to be recorded, though field alpharshould spur all publishers to greate
betically. If a publisher is unable to
git is done and aid him in startin
effort during April, the last month home Bible studies.
a study and cannot find
Assistance
to continue
of the campaign. (Note: The lanthe publishers
in larger eompanies another to take care of it, then the
guages listed obey(, are those printed van be rendered by the Bible study Bible study servant should be inin the United States. All other lan- servants
working through the com- formed of this so he can arrange for
guages are printed in other countries,
pany book study arrangement, rotat- another publisher to care for it. He
and require
approximately
two ing" from group to group.
months to begin delivery.)
3 In large companies it would be will also work closely with the terriany inforwell for the Bible study servant to tory servant, furnishing
1951 Calendars
Available
have an assistant
so that he can mation regarding studies and goodThere are a number of the 195] have more opportunity
to work with will data that may be necessary,
when territory
is assigned.
He will also enlist
ycalendars still available.
They ma the publishers.
be obtained at the usual rate of 25c the aid of other publisher’s and pio5 With the Bible study servant dilieach, or 20c each when ordered in neers who are active and efficient in gently and systematically
fulfilling
the back-call and Bible study work. his responsibility
lots of five or more. There are also
of giving loving
The
Bible
study
servant
may
assign
some 1951 Yearbooks nind stock, a
these to assist the various, publishers assistance to his fellow publishers,
these are 50c each. New publishers,
in turn coneeding aid, and thus make them and all the publishers
lhome
s
Bible studies and back-cal
with him in the same
their personal charge until they have operating
can benefit
greatly
from having
spirit,
Jehovah’s organization
will
been sufficiently
trained.
these in their
homes. Companies
4 A Study Record file will be kept continue to be blessed with theoeshould estimate how many of thes
they can use and order accordingly.
hby the Bible study servant,
whic
cratic increase.
4

"Praise Jah, you people, becauseJehovahour God, the Almighty,
has begunto rule as king.’--Rev. 19: 6, NW.
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"Subjection
May Begins
Bible

Study

Activity
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to

Be

the
with

Superior
"This

Means

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Authorities"
Everlasting

struct them. The literature
is incidental and only instru,ental
in the
over-all
campaign of education for
life.

Life"

really no reason why those features
of the service should lag, since ample provisions for their advancement
rhave been made by the Lord’s o
1 Jehovah our Creator is all
supreme. It follows that we as his
ganization. Service meetings instruct
Increasing Bible Study Activity
us in the most effective
ways of
creatures
should obey him by sub4 A recent check of reports re- conducting back-calls
jecting ourselves to the doing of his
and home Biassimilating
the meat
will. We have no stupendous assign- ceived in the office indicates
that ble studies;
ment, such as participating in clean- the back-call and Bible study activ- in due season provided through the
ing up this present system of things ity is still weak in practically
all publications of the Society at meetor destroying
those
i n g s a nd i n private
study gives us sufficient
who m
refuse to confor
to the new system comknowledge
to teach
ing in. No, that is His
others; and on-the-spot
job, by decree.
Our
training offered by the
servants
in the comcommissioned work is
to preach while mainpanies
provides
a
taining integrity. Right
means for personal instruction
in the doing
in the midst of the
trembling
and crumof this work. Do we
bling society
of na]have any excuse, then,
for holding back fro
m
tions,
we are commanded to preach the
participating
in these
good news of the Kingforms of the service?
dam in obedience
to
NO! These are the very
the "superior
authoressence kof our wor
ities".--Romans 13 : 1,
companies. Over 40 per cent of the and are where the waters of Jehocompanies in the country show these vah’s Word of truth are dispensed so
Our Work During May
much more freely. By everyone’s confeatures
of the service
as chief
2 The work of Jehovah’s prudent
on back-call
and home
weaknesses. Also, the records indi- centrating
slaves is not unfruitful.
On the con- cate that the majority of the calls
Bible study activity in May, by calltrary, many are halting in their in- and studies
are conducted
by a ing back on all who show interest,
decisive course and listening to the minority of the publishers.
(Continued on page 4, col. 1)
There is
message of hope proclaimed.
By
word of mouth and by the printed
Prepare
for and Attend
District
Assembly
page, they are instructed in the way
of life.
During May the book "Th
is
halls,
"Is announced in the April
Many Blessings
to Be Had
Means Everlasting Life" will be used
have been obtained, as1 It is district assembly lime in the Informant,
effectively in this regard to instruct
sembly personnel organized,
roomthese sheep of the Lord. chiefly
United States! From one end of the ing work cared for, a delightful profrom house to house and on back- country to the other, oust to west, gram arranged, etc., so that all atcalls, this publication along with a north to south, tens of thousands,
tending will be well served. Do not
32-page self-covered
booklet will be anticipating
the assembly blessings,
hesitate to encourage those with
offered to the people on the contrigare eagerly planned and arrangin
you are studying
and other
bution of 35c.
to attend one of the eight conven- whom
good-will
persons to attend.
No
3 While placing this book in the iently located assemblies
planned doubt, in most instances,
arrangefield, on hack-calls and with those for this year. Are you one eof th
ments can be made to bring these
who recently subscribed to the mag- many thousands planning to attend?
interested
ones. The information to
azines, keep in mind our main pur- What a treat is in store for all who be presented will be of interest
to
pose in placing literature,
that of do!
all. Bethel brothers will serve at
2 For months Jehovah’s ’discreet
using it to teach people of good will
each assembly,
and specially
prethe truth. If they already have litslave (.lass’ has been making the pre- pared subjects
of vital importance
erature and do not desire to obtain
liminary and detailed arrangements
will be discussed by them.
the latest, then do not conclude that necessary so that these assemblies
3 Do not forget to take along your
they are not interested.
Use the will run smoothly and to the mutual witnessing
case and your magazine
publications
that they have to in- benefit of all assembled. Spacious
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
Increased

Six-Month
Pioneers--Excel

Check-up
in

Your

Work
The results
of the six-month pioneer hour check-up covering September 1950 through February 1951 are
heart warming "and definitely
prove
that despite present critical
times
increasing
numbers are joining the
pioneer ranks and making a success
of it. At the time of the check-up
last February there were 4,553 pioneers on the list.
This year there
are 6,207. Of these, only two per
cent had to be transferred
to the
company publisher ranks because of
their reports find circumstances.
Those who did not quite reach the
minimum quota are being written
individually respecting their pioneer
activity, and they will be given until
the end of the service year to make
up lost time and reach the quota.
Pioneers, work to excel at the fulltime ministry!
Do not be content
with minimum service.
Your’s is a
grand privilege, yet, a grave responsibility.
Preach the good news, find
the sheep, feed them and help them
shoulder the kind of responsibility
tthat
h
the knowledge of the tru
brings. Serve your brothers, do god
toward all,
set the right kind of
example that will cause others to
glorify Jehovah Put pioneering first
at all times, always "keep watching
the ministry which you accepted in
the Lord, that you fulfill
it".--Col.
4 : 17, N W.
Publishers,
does not the steady
growth in the pioneer
ranks mean
something to you? It is most convincing evidence that pioneering is
a practical
vocation. Additionally,
the Scriptures
abound with promise
that Jehovah will provide for those
who step out with faith into the fulltime ministry.
Why put it off any
longer’? If you cannot be a pioneer
the year round, perhaps
you can
he a vacation pioneer. This field is
hopen at any time of the year for bot
youths and adults who can meet the
pioneer requirements
for at least
two months. Do not let the present
"critical
times hard to deal with"
prevent you from joining the ranks
of full-time ministers now.
So now is the favorable time and
season to engage in full-time service.
Prayerfully
apply yourself
now to
do God’s good will and pleasure
while the opportunity to serve thus
is open. Write to us for your application.
We shall be happy to send
you one immediately.

On Your Magazine
Route
1 Millions of good-will persons now
obtain,
enjoy and benefit from the
Watchtower and Awake/magazines.
How can multitudes
more be included among those regularly receiving these two important magazines?
Through the magazine route work.
2 Publishers
are encouraged
to
build up a magazine route by placing the magazines
from house to
house. As an introduction
you might
say: "Good day. I am building
up
a magazine route in this neighborhood, and it would be a pleasure to
include you on my list as a regular
obtainer.
Here is a copy of the
Watchtowcr
magazine,
which may
be had for 5c. I would like to leave
it with you for your personal examination. You will find it very helpful in understanding the reasons for
present world distress. In these critical times The Watchtower offers a
bright outlook by explaining
many
Bible prophecies
and announcing
mankind’s only hope for life and
security,
which is God’s kingdom.
Examine the magazine carefully,
and
I will call back in two weeks to see
how you like it."
3 The Awake! magazine
can be
similarly placed as suggested in this
introduction:
"Good day. I am calling on the people of this neighborhood in the interests of establishing
a magazine route. I would like to
introduce,
the Awake! magazine to
you, and include you on my list as
a regular obtainer
of this timely
magazine. It will keep you awake
to the vital issues of the times, and
acquaint you with truth and facts
that will enable you to make wise

and safe decisions. It covers a wide
range of information
and knowledge
that is uncensored, and contains onthe-scenes
reports contributed
by
our own correspondents
from the
four corners
of the earth.
Over
three-quarters
of a million copies
of this magazine are printed,
and
it is read in many nations, in many
languages,
by persons of all ages.
The magazine is only 5c a copy.
Give it your honest examination,
and in two weeks’ time I will stop
by to see how well you enjoyed it."
4 Be sure to call back at the end
of the two-week period,
and have
with you the latest
issue of the
magazine. Also, be prepared to discuss any of the articles
with the
people, using some article
or feature to stimulate their interest.
Your
return visit conversation
may open
like this:
"Hello.
Two weeks ago
I left you a copy of the Watchtower
(or Awake!) magazine.
So now I
am calling back, as I promised, to
see how you liked the magazine. You
need the vital information
in this
magazine regularly,
so I am quite
anxious to have you as a regular
obtainer
on my magazine
route.
Therefore
I have brought with me
the latest
issue of the magazine,
which I know you will enjoy. Here
is an article
I particularly
liked ....
"
5 The people need the message
contained
in the Watchtower
and
Awake! magazines.
You can help
them obtain it. Start now to build
up a magazine route and share in
aiding
many thousands
of other
persons to learn how they can praise
Jah and live!

District
Assembly
(Cont’d.)
bag for use at the assembly and en
route, for you will have many opportunities
to speak the pure language. By the middle of June not
only tens of thousands, but millions
will know that
Jehovah has assembled his people according to his
good purposes.
Yes, millions,
for
multitudes
will hear our shout of
praise en route to the assemblies,
while there, "and on returning to our
homes. plan now to have your share
in it.
4 An immersion service will be held
at each assemhly.
At most assemblies it will be held at 9 o’clock Saturday morning. (Check programs for
exact time.) Candidates should bring
their own towels and bathing suits.
Those desiring to participate
in the

orchestra should bring their own instruments, and all should bring songbooks. Pioneers enrolled
March 1,
1951, onward should bring their Pioneer Assignment cards to the assembly for use in identification.
It
may be impossible to provide outlets
for sound recorders
at many of the
assembly cities,
or, at best, provide
them for only a limited
number.
Therefore,
please write Watchtower
Convention, Sound Information,
at
your assembly city for verification
before taking your equipment.
5 Plan to be at the assembly
Friday
morning at 9:30 for the
opening meeting and plan your time
so that you are on hand to take in
every session scheduled.
Wonderful
blessings are in store for you if you
do.

that Isaiah instructed, "Be ye clean,
that bear the vessels of the Lord."
Baggy, unpressed trousers,
grimy,
Circuit and district assemblies are meansthat the Lord is using to
wrinkled shirts or dresses, or unassemblehis people for vital Kingdominstruction so necessary during
shined shoes are no aid to us as
these last days. A great deal of time, money,and effort are spent in arWe bear the Kingdom message.
rangingand preparingassembliesand, for publishersto derive full benefit,
Though not necessarily
fancy or exthey must properly prepare to attend and conduct themselves fittingly
pensive, clothing should always be
while there. The following material emphasizesproper publisher prepand clean, befitting the message
aration, consideration for the landlady and conductat the assembly. To neat
cover this material as outlined, twenty to twenty-five minutes should be we bear.
Personal cleanliness
is likewise
devoted to it at a service meeting.
eimportant.
An ambassador
of th
FIRST SCENE:(Part one) By pantomime illustrate
the basic steps Theocracy will not+ have unkempt
hair, unshaven face or dirty hands.
each publisher should take in preparing for an assembly.
Such things nullify the good effects
Publisher
has Room Request form and is in the process of filling
of the comforting words we speak.
it out. Care is taken to supply all requested information,
such as full
By far the majority of the servname and address, type of reran requested and amount desired to be paid,
date of arrival and length of stay, etc. Upon completion it is rechecked ants of God do observe the simple
and mailed. Receiving the rooming assignment
a few days later,
time rules of cleanliness. But since people
are prone to judge all by the one
is taken to write the landlady and confirm date of arrival
and intended
time of arrival.
Next comes personal organization.
Proper clothing is who may not, it is essential for all
to be equally diligent
in this imselected, appropriate literature,
book and magazine bags are put in order.
portant matter. We are called upon
duties
oo
m
requiring
one’s attention
before leaving
are cared for r
to reflect
the light and glory of
assignment card is thoughtfully
put in with those things to be carried
Jehovah. Neat appearance,
clothes
to the assembly, such as songbook, etc.
(Part two) Showarrival of publisher in assemblycity at a reasonable pressed, shoes shined reflect cleanness and enlightment
and confihour on day before assembly.
dene. Pause a moment each time
Upon arrival the publisher,
with suitcase and book bag, goes directly
before going into the service
and
to assigned room, introduces himself in a friendly manner to the landlady,
ascertain if these things have. been
and dis directed to his room. Showing consideration
for the landlady an
wanting to lie fully rested so as to get the most from the next day’s taken care of. It is a good investment to be clean, it will make your
assembly schedule, the publisher retires
for the night.
and you will
SECONDSCENE: Witnessing to the landlady. (Arrange as a demon- work doubly effective,
be conforming to the apostle’s counstration.)
Many landladies
are interested
in Jehovah’s witnesses,
want to know sel "Giving no offence in any thing,
that the ministry be not blamed."
what kind of work we are doing, what we believe, etc..,
and open their
--2 c(11". 6::}.
homes to Jehovah’s witnesses
with this in mind. Understanding
this,
on the following evening the alert publisher utilizes
an opportunity to
34 Per Cent Goal 144,913
witness. A program in produced, future assembly activity
is highlighted,
particularly
the public meeting, and an offer is made to have the landUNITED STATES QUOTAFOR 1951
lady and her household attend assembly sessions
with the publisher.
108,315 Pubhshers
Continuing, the witness tells of an experience had in the field service
there in the assembly city. The scene will end with the publisher leaving"
Service
Report
with the landlady the particular
booklet, magazine or book which covers Monthly Field
the point of discussion raised in the experience related.
THIRD SCENE: Forum discussion covering Christian conduct at an
March Report
assembly.
.Av, Av.
Av
Twoor three publishers should be assigned to cover the following points,
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
and in their discussion they should point out the benefits all receive by adSp’l Pies.
374 122.8 50.3
6.3
hering to these principles:
1. Be on time for and attend all sessions.
2. Show neighbor love by not talking and distracting
others during the Pioneers
6,950 86.1 33.3
5.4
meetings. 3. Do not rudely leave sessions before being dismissed or while Co, Pubs.
116,588 6.8 3.2
.5
prayer is being said. 4. Visit before and after sessions (not during).
5. Volunteer for assembly work, 6. Have a part in field service;
help Total Pubs.123,912
others attend. Turn in good-will slips and subscriptions
at assembly city:
Public Meetings Held: 6,167
field service reports
to home company. 7. Arrive at your rooms at a
reasonable hour each evening.
Legal Assistance
Those
who desire their material
"That
the
Ministry
Be Not Blamed"
gods, or a portion thereof,
to be
used, upon their death, to advance
Personal
Appearance
presses men that the speaker and his the interests of the Theocracy should
Important
message are not important or worthy consider
the Memorandum on Gifts
When a person calls at another’s
of serious concern. Thus, one who is and Wills prepared by the Society’s
indifferent
about
his
appearance
and
door, displays magazines on a street
legal counsel.
dress may unwittingly
close many
corner m
or stands upon a platfor
The memorandum answers
quesminds
against
the
truth
even
while
to deliver a talk, people reach contions concerning wills, deeds of real
zealously
engaging
in
field
service.
It
clusions about him before he even
estate,
conditional
donations
of
is very difficult to remove these first
speaks. This is a natural tendency,
money during lifetime,
etc. You may
impressions,
however
incorrect
they
and even the Scriptures
note that
write for a free copy to Watchtower
prove to be.
"man looks upon the outward ap- may later
Legal office,
124 Columbia Heights,
pearance".
A poor appearance
imIt was with good reason,
then,
Brooklyn 2, New York.
YOUR

SERVICE

MEETING

"Pure

Language"

Be Bible
Study
Conscious
A pure language in these last days
when critical
times are here? At a
time when men are lovers of themselves, haughty, blasphemers, slanderers,
betrayers,
puffed up with
self-esteem? Yes, in these very critical times Jehovah is sending forth
his servants with the pure language
of his purposes to all nations, peoples,
kindreds and tongues. This enables
the honest-hearted
"other sheep" to
cease speaking the polluted language
of this dying old world and to understand and begin to speak the pure
language which Jehovah is turning
to the people, "that they amy all call
upon the name of Jehovah, to serve
him with one consent."--Zeph.
3:9,
AS; Da; Yg.
All pure language speakers will
continue to serve Jehovah with one
consent during June by offering the
pure language contained in the book
"This Means Everlasting
Life",
on
a 35c contribution,
and giving a
thought-provoking self-covered booklet with each placement.
In eight
0short months more than 2,000,00
copies of this book have been printed,
shipped
and most of them placed
with the public. With a good supply
now available,
undoubtedly
many,
many additional
thousands will be
placed during this month, for, having now studied
the book at the
company study, in private and with
others, we are in a more strategic
position to point out the life-giving
information contained in it.
’Superior Authorities’
(Cont’d)
let’s see if we can bring these features of the service
up to their
proper standing.
Other Activity
5g With the new public meetin
campaign off to a good start in April,
plans should be shaping up now to
ahave
l
public meetings in the rur
and semirural areas of the territory
this month. Good results
are being
obtained throuogh the public meetings; so, keep pushing this means of
spreading praise.
6 Have you completed your plans
for attending
one of the district
assemblies?
The Lord’s blessings
are not cut short
but he lives
up to his promise to provide our
needs at the proper time. Do your
part to receive them by attending.
n7 dJehovah, through his Word a
organization,
has outlined the work
before us. We are thankful for this
and will show our love for him and
our neighbors by subjecting ourselves
to his will and using all the means
he has provided to preach the glad
tidings of the Kingdom.

Testimony

Credit
Memo Revised
The name of the Credit
Memo
(SC-7) has been changed to Receipt,
but no change is made in its use.

Period

But to enable prospective
"other
sheep" to ’call upon the name of
Jehovah’ according to his purposes
moans more than just placing
a
Publications
Now in Stock
book. They must learn the pure lan"Rhe
Prince
of
Peace"
--Swedish
guage it contains.
So continue to
serve by calling back on every placement. Make a real effort to start a
MEMORIAL REPORT
study, for through home Bible studies these honest-hearted
ones will
Memorial Attendance
178,728
learn of Jehovah, his purposes, and
Numberof Partakers
how to worship and serve him. The
9,778
mature servants and those just learnPublic MeetingsHeld
1,902
ing the pure language will together
Public Meeting Attendance 94,766
’call upon the name of Jehovah’ and
serve him with one consent.
COMPANY

ORGANIZATION

The Company
Committee
Sometimes it is necessary
to
settle
matters in the company upon
which no specific
instructions
have
been given in Counsel on Theocratic
Organization.
These matters must be
decided upon by the company committee representing
the congregation. the company committee, comprised of the company servant,
assistant
comany servant
and the
Bible study servant,
has the responsibility
of handling such matters in a systematic
and orderly
way. Wherever possible,
the committee should be composed of three
different
publishers,
and should be
the most mature in the company and
the logical
ones for the company
servant to consult
when he needs
advice or counsel on such matters.
2 The committee will consider and
care for all incidental company matters such as the advisability
of dividing the company into units, how
much rent should be paid for halls,
what halls should be rented,
hat
w
should be done with excess money,
hom much money should be spent on
legal matters approved by the Society, how to minister spiritual
and
physical aid to the poor and infir
m
in the congregation,
when needed,
and any other similar matters relative to company affairs and the service. It will also be the duty of the
commitee to make recommendations
for servants lo the Society, in acenrdance with paragraph 82 of Counsel on Theocratic Organization.
All
esuch recommendations
should b
signed by each member of the committee.
The recommendations
must
tbe impartial and always for the bes
interests
of the company. Publishers
should not be recommended until
they have published for one full year
after immersion. --See Philippians
2 : 3, 4 ; James 2 : 1-9 ; and 1 Timothy
3:2-10,
NW.

3 It must be rememberedthat the
company servant takes full oversight in the company and tllat the
other members of the committee
are to work closely with him in
supervising
the company’s
activities.
Decisions
made by the committee
relative
to company matters will be
presented to the company when necessary by the company servant.
The
Committee
will
meet only when
necessary.
4 When difficulties
arise in the
company because of an individual’s
dconduct and the congregation
an
persons of good will are affected,
the Bible places the responsibility
for handling
such nmtters in the
bands of the "older
men", and
such difficulties
may be handled by
the company committee or, if assigned, other mature brothers
who
are Scripturally
qualified.
If the
company servant feels it advisable,
he may select two mature brothers
other than those on the company
committee to handle these particular
difficulties.
This assigned committee,
after hearing all the evidence and
witnesses,
can recommend whether
the guilty individuals
should be removed from their servants’
positions, disfellowshiped,
or just counseled and given a chance to prove
their
repentance
and good intentions. If a disfellowshiped
person
has repented,
and shown this by
right works over a period of time,
such committee can recommend his
acceptance
back into the congregation.
5 The company committee should
always be willing
to receive suggestions
from the publishers
and
give them careful consideration,
and
should be at unity and in harmony
so that it can carry out its duties
to the honor and glory of Jehovah’s
name.

JUNE, 1951

"Praise Jah, you people, becauseJehovahour God, the Almighty,
has begunto rule as klng."--Rev. 19: 6, NW.

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

135,356
Publishers
in U.S.in April!
"The little
one shall become a thousand!" When this prophecy was
discussed
in the October 1, 1942, issue of "The Watchtower", how
many of us could foresee
the many thousands that would rise as a
cloud of doves and hasten to Jehovah’s unwalled city? At that time
we reported only 63,423 publishers
in the United States. Now, in April we have made. Help these new pub1951, we reached our fifth peak in lishers to become regular and effeceight months, with a grand total
tive ministers.
Keep on telling the
of 135,356 publishers. A 25 per cent good news. Reflect Jehovah’s glory
as you go from house to house, make
increase-’
What a marvelous evidence
of Jhovah’s blessing on hands back-calls,
conduct home Bible studthat did not droop! Servants,
pub- ies, and train those of good will to
become disciples.
Doing this will
lishers and pioneers all kept their
have a wholesome effect on everyhands busv in Jehovah’s
service,
will be worked,
gave a helping hand to their broth- one, more territory
ers ad those of good will, and the more people of good will educated
in the truth a greater witness given,
rich rewards of increase have filled
and we will continue
to receive
our cup of joy to overflowing.
"Consequently,
Above everything else, let us now Jehovah’s blessing.
become steadstrive to maintain the splendid gains my beloved brothers,

"Pure
Language"
Testimony
Period
Spread
the PureLanguage
in EveryWay
Hold Gains
Made During Past Months

as for May will be used, namely
the timely hook "This Means Ever1Of the many thousands
of lasting Life". It will be placed with
languages spoken today, there is but a self-covered booklet, on a 35c conone pure language and that is the tribution.
pure language of truth, God’s Word.
How to Spread Pure Language
The Almighty God has provided it
3 Book placements (as well as the
for peoples of all lands and tongues.
obtained earlier
So, during the month of June, Je- many subscriptions
hovah’s servants earth-wide will be this year) will create openings for
starting
home Bible studies.
Goodaiding persons of many nationalities
to know and speak that pure lan- will persons want to enjoy the happy
sound of the pure language
and
guage.--Zeph. 3: 9.
2 By the time this Informant is learn how to speak it; it is through
back-call
and Bible-study
work
considered most of the district
as- the
that they can do so. Hence, call
semblies will have been held, our back
on your placements, feed those
knowledge of the word of truth will showing
interest,
take an interest in
have increased,
our hearts wiI1 he them and spend time in helping
overflowing with gratitude
and our them. Start them off aright by showminds will be filled
with the pre- ing them how to get the most from,
cious pure language.
We will thus and make the best use of, their
be fired with enthusiasm to speak literature.
And remember, advance
it forth to others. Having our com- preparation
is vital to lively and
mission
uppermost
in mind, our profitable studies.
desire will be to use our enthusiasm
4 Public meetings are serving marin aiding others to learn and appre- velously to educate persons of good
ciate this knowledge that means life will and to help them gain a knowlto them. To assist us in fulfilling this
(Continued on page 2, col. 1)
commission the same literature
offer

fast,
unmovable,
always having
plenty to do in the work of the Lord,
knowing that your labor is not in
vain in connection with the Lord."
--1 Cor. 15: 58, NW.

New
Accounts
System
Keeping of Accounts
Simplified
The Society is herewith issuing
a new and simplified
system for
keeping the accounts of all-size companies. Enclosed with this Iformant
are two copies of the new Company
Accounts Instruction
sheet (SC-70),
one copy for the accounts servant and
the other to be read by the stock
an advertising
servants
and kept
on file by the company servant. Samples of the new Accounts
Sheet
(SC-8) and Progressive
Inventory
(SC-17) are also enclosed.
Discard
the old forms these replace, but continue to use your present supply of
all other related forms until they
are exhausted.
The name of the
Credit
Memo (SC-7)
has been
changed to Receipt,
but no change
is made in its use.
When filling
out the Remittance
Form (S-52), disregard the division
of money between The Watchtower
and Awakc! as money for these
magazines will no longer be separated;
but continue
to show" the
total for the magazine account separate from the total for subscriptions.
Money remitted for cash items will
be separated
from money for campaign literature
on the Remittance
Form, hut the stock and accounts
servants will make this separation
of money only once each month,
when the Progressive
Inventory is
posted.
In the future,
the Society will
show charges for cash items separate from charges for campaign literature on both invoices and monthly statements. Similarly, remittances
for cash items will be listed sepa(Continued on page 4, col, 1)

"Pure Language"
(Continued)
edge of the truth. Hence, companies
should continue to arrange for and
utilize these meetings to the best advantage.
If possible,
make use of
every week end by keeping a continuous series going. People generally
like to spend their week ends doing
or enjoying something different.
So
why not have them hear the pure
word of truth in ’my one of the
special
places you may select
to
have the public meetings? Invite
them and then take them along with
you. Warmer weather means additional opportunities
to speak the
pure language
in this
re;tuner
throughout the territory.
Rural witnessing can be planned
for certain localities,
and in conjunction with this rural activity publie meetings can be arranged. Territories can be effectively
covered by
an orderly and systematic
arrangement. Company and territory
servants, give some thought to this and
plan the most effective
way to reach
the people in your territory.
Take in
all the smaller towns, and villages,
present the offer and advertise
he
t
lecture to be given in some nearby
community house, lodge hall,
outside location,
etc. planning in advance will reduce travel to a minimum, and needless
expenditure
of
time, energy and resources will be
eliminated. A full day of service in
rural work will open the way for
many to hear the pure language and
obtain pure-language
publications.
Since rural activity
is limited in
many places, a real effort should be
put forth to cover such territory.

Not

To Those
Favorably
Disposed

As international
crises flare and
fade and public opinion blazes and
subsides, Jehovah’s witnesses meet
with ninny false ideas concerning
themselves.
Commonamong such are,
"You are a communist";
and "You
won’t fight!" We want to tactfully
answer these objections
and then
direct the minds of the people to the
Kingdom. For instance,
one might
say :
"communism is against
God and
freedom of religion,
and it seeks to
revolutionize
the world by force. On
the other hand, Jehovah’s witnesses
believe strongly
in the Almighty
God, have fought many legal battles
for freedom of religion,
preach
against revolts, and exhort the people to turn to the kingdom of God,
waiting on him for the destruction
of wickedness. We are violently persecured in Russia and her satellite
countries,
and all because we tell
the people that Almighty God himself will soon destroy all godlessness
and wickedness
and will set up a
new world where there will be no
sickness, sorrow, pain, want, fear,
old age, or even death. Our fervent
desire is to aid all persons of good
will to find the way to everlasting
life in that world. That is why I am
calling
today with this publication . . ."
Answering the charge, "you won’t
ufight," one can tactfully
reply: "Yo
wouldn’t expect your minister
to
fight, would you? Well, I too am a
minister.
Jehovah’s witnesses are a
society of ministers. As ministers, we

are exemptedfrom militaryservice
not only by the Scriptures
but also
by the law of the land. We are in a
covenant
with the Almighty God,
Jehovah,
to make known the good
news of his kingdom under the
Prince of Peace, Jesus Christ. How
could we prticipate
in war and at
the same time represent
the Prince
of Peace? How could we fulfill
our
covenant to preach God’s kingdom?
We are under a sacred vow to make
known the good news that Jehovah
through Christ is about to sweep
away this system of things and set
up a system where there will be no
more wars and no one will have to
sacrifice his loved ones to warfare.
At that time love will prevail, and
all humankind will live in peace
forever; yes, they will have everlasting life. It is our job to help persons learn how to gain that everlasting life. Ours is an educational
work for real life;
we are ambassadors of peace, and that is why I am
calling
at your door this morning .... "
Turn the person’s attention to the
Kingdomas soon as possible.Never
be sharp and returnlike for like,
or wrangle. Don’t waste time with
goats; don’t throw your pearls before swine. However, give those
"’not favorably disposed" every reasonable opportunity
to learn the
truth,
"as perhaps
God may give
them repentance
leading to an accurate knowledge of truth." (2 Tim.
2:25, NW) Hunt for the sheep and
kindly teach them the truth.
Then
they too will speak the pure language.

Our Aim
6 Our efforts for increase are not
to gather together a large organization of which we can boast or be
proud. No, not that! Our goal is not
to convert the old world. Our efforts
for increase are for the purpose of
accomplishing the greatest
work on
earth. We want to see God’s word of
truth spread among all people, earthwide, so that the worship and praise
Public
Meetings
Serve
Men of Good Will
of Jehovah may be expanded and
Proper
Conducting
the crowd of pure-language speakers
2 It is essential that these meetmay increase.
The harvest is truly
of
Meetings
ings
be properly conducted, for it
great, but the workers are comparwill add much to their effectiveness
Adds to Effectiveness
atively few. So, as the Lord blesses
in serving those of good will. When
us with an increase in workers, we
1Just look at the following chart there is no competent chairman to
strive
to maintain such gains and
handle the meeting and introduce
together work to produce much, some for the United States’
the speaker, the speaker will introthirty,
some sixty,
and others a
Yearly duce his own subject
and make the
hundredfold.
Thus we diligently
Avg, concluding
Total
Total
announcements.
the inspread the pure language in every
Year CompaniesPub. Mtgs. per Co. troduction
should welcome those in
way to reach increasing
numbers of
15.7
attendance
and announce simply
1948
2,901
45,446
men of good will,
to Jehovah’s
that the speaker, Mr.....................
, an
1949
2,905
54,919
18.9
praise.
24.5
ordained minister and representative
1950
2,941
71,964
of the Watchtower Bible and Tract
Publications
Now in Stock
Society,
will address them on the
The evidence is overwhelming that
Catalogue (1951 edition)
This should not
people of good will are helped to subject .................
The Kingdom Hope of All Mankind
get a knowledge of the truth through take more than one minute of time.
--Ibo the public meetings.
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)

YOUR SERVICE

MEETING

Studying the "NewWorld Translation" has infused new life into the
theocratic ministry school. Publishers enjoying its benefits are learning
the "pure language"of Bible truth, "with a view to all the riches of the
full assuranceof their understanding."(Col. 2: 2, NW)However,to further
assist the students in preparing their discourses, the following demonstration, plannedfor twenty-five minutes, will illustrate howto prepare
the analytical talks and chain worddiscussions.
SCENE1: The student is at homepreparing his assignment, which is a
portion of the main text of the "NW". (10 minutes)
He will make his comparisons out loud (as if talking to himself) and
thus bring out the differences
of the NWwith other popular versions. His
analysis will not merely identify the variant readings but will show why
the NWrendering is superior.
In one verse it may be a point of grammar
that is improved; in another, a matter of accurate translation;
the next
modern speech, simplified rendition,
explanatory footnote, cross-reference
support, etc. He will analyze at)out five or six verses, and in each one
different
point should be brought out. The student mulls over his assignment and decides to use the story or narration
as a theme upon which
to build his analysis. A fitting introduction is also worked out.
SCENE
2: The school servant is in the theocratic ministry school library
assisting one of the students with his talk on a chain reference word. For
this purposea brief chain should be selected. (10 minutes)
After looking up and reading the chain references,
a theme is selected
that seems most apropos and embraces the majority of the texts.
Tim
dictionary
is used to get the full meaning of the word involved.
Some
Watchtower publications
are consulted
on the subject
for background
material. As they go from text to text the school servant shows the student
how each text can be woven into the theme, and even the more ditlicult
scriptures are fitted into the theme selected. He also shows him how to line
up his material into notes. (In many cases just a few notes in the margin
of the NW,or notes on a small slip of paper, inserted at the text location
will be sufficient.)
The fewer notes one has the more extemporaneous
will be his delivery and the better his audience contact. Illustrate
how connectives can be used to bridge the gap from one text to the next, so as to
preserve the coherence of the talk. Since this talk is to be given as on a
back-call,
an introduction
and conclusion will be developed that will fit
in with the theme and demonstrate the "back-call
style".
SCENE3: KingdomHall and time for above student to deliver his talk
on the chain word.
The student,
using his copy of the NW, will deliver a five-minute
discourse on the chain discussed in the previous scene, embracing all the
points brought out above. (Except for length,
this should be a model
student talk on a chain reference.)
General Points
In analyzing the main text of the NW, one’s purpose should not be
merely to show the differences
of the NW, when compared with other
versions, nor should the story be given in paraphrase style. But an analysis
means explaining
the whys and wherefores,
why crowd is better
than
multitude,
why the NW leaves out a verse that other versions contain
how the NWis superior,
proof of its accuracy, modern speech, etc. With
the chain the purpose is to show the various uses of the word, weave a
theme around that word and present it as on a back-call
IT is NOT an
analytical
discourse like the two talks on the main text. Audience participation should not include counsel to the student. Publishers are to bring
out points that were not covered by the student in his analysis. By putting
into practical
application
the above suggested points the ministry school
will be enlivened and proceed with greater benefits to all who are seeking
to speak the "pure language" according to "accurate knowledge".

Brooklyn Bethel

Vacation

From August 4 to August 19 inclusive the Bethel home, offices and
factory printing plant will be closed
down to give the family
a rest
period.
No mail or correspondence
will be handled during this period.

There will also be an unavoidable
delay during all of August resulting
from the accumulation of mail Bear
this in mind by making plans early
and ordering needed supplies well in
advance of this time. Circuit and
district servants will have their vacation during the same two weeks.
3

Public Meetings
(Continued)
At the close
of the meeting
the following announcements should
be made: (a) That,
after
the
meeting is dismissed,
the speaker
or any of Jehovah’s
witnesses will gladly
answer any questions on the talk that anyone in the
audience may have. (b) That a booklet or magazine will be given free
to those desiring it. (The company
will pay for these and report placemerits.)
(c) Announce the title
the talk for next week and invite all
to attend. (d) Also, extend an invitation to attend the other company
meetings, giving time and location.
The Society’s publications should always be available after the meeting.
a It is the company servant’s
responsibility
to take the initiative
in making arrangements for all public meetings.
He, along with the
school servant, will select capable
speakers from those enrolled in the
theocratic ministry school. All servants and publishers
should co-operate wholeheartedly
by advertising
each meeting thoroughly,
so that
it will be brought to a successful
conclusion,
namely, that people of
good will may be served with the
truth through it.
4 When people of good will come
to the meetings, they should be made
to feel welcome. Extend a friendly
greeting
and, where possible,
sit
with them, answer their questions,
introduce
them to other brothers,
and invite
them to return.
When
sufficiently interested, make arrangemeats to call at their
homes and
conduct Bible studies with them.
5 Meetings may be held in halls,
parks, on lawns, and in outlying
localities.
For variety in speakers,
company servants
may arrange
for
speakers
from nearby companies,
where possible.
Also, one or two
talks may be featured at each company book study location every few
months. At such times a special effort should be made by those assigned to such study to get all persons of good will to attend these
talks. The talks can be forty-five
minutes in length,
followed by a
fifteen-minute
study in the publication currently
considered by the
group. This will serve to introduce
the newly interested
to our method
of group study. General questions
may be answered after the meeting
is dismissed.
6 By applying this counsel on the
proper conduct of public meetings,
and with each company endeavoring
to expand its public meeting activity, a further increase in this feature
of work will result,
to Jehovah’s
vindication
and the salvation
of a
great crowd of men of good will.

"Let
Featured

"Continue

in

the

God

Be

True"

for

Three

Things

Months

Jehovah’s salvation
is sure, and
his reward is certain
to those who
continue in the things they learn
from him. Therefore, patient endurance in right works is a quality to
be cultivated by all of God’s servants.
Especially
at the consummation of
this system of things is it necessary
to be on guard against the evil influences
of this old world. The
apostle Paul strongly warned of this
present time when wicked men and
impostors
would advance from bad
to worse, misleading and being ntisled, and then admonishes,
"You,
however, continue, in the things you
learned,"
in order to experience
Jehovah’s
sure salvation
through
Christ Jesus.--2 Tim 3: 14, Nil’.
During the months of July, August and September we can continue
in the things we have learned
by
practical
application,
and this by
presenting in the field the very effective
Bible study aid "Let God
The Watchtower
in Japanese
The Watchtower is now available
in Japanese. It is a 16-page edition,
published twice a month. The subscription
rate in the United States
and elsewhere is $1.50 a year. (A
single copy will be 10c.) In Japan it
is 500 yen a year.
Accounts System
(Continued)
rately on the statements, just below
the remittances for campaign literature.
Before Adopting New System
If your company has any cash
items on hand now for which you
have not sent the Society the covering remittance, transfer the cost of
these
items from your Company
Cash account to the Literature
account as soon as possible. All cash
items should be already paid for and
belong to the company. Also make
an up-to-date
audit of your present
accounts, following the old accounts
instructions,
but, whether or not the
audit has been completed,
it will
be all right to begin using the new
system July 1, 1951. The circuit
servant when he next visits the company will check to see that the accounts servant understands the new
system, that entries are being made
properly, and that the "Hold File" is
kept up to date. Carefully follow the
instructions
and illustrations
and
you should have no trouble keeping
the accounts. If difficulties
are encountered that you cannot overcome,
you may consult the circuit
servant
or correspond with the Society.

You

Learned"

Be True" and a self-covered booklet,
Oil a contribution of 35c. companies
should order now, if they have not
yet done so. With summer vacation
here, the rurals can he given a good
coverage with this book. It has had
a wide circulation,
but there are yet
people who need the information
in
this book.
Being filled
with much practical
instruction
learned at the district
assemblies will also enable all of us
to continue in right works. Keep in
mind also to maintain the gains in
publishers
by continuing
to help
newly interested
and irregular
publishers in field service. continue to
push the public meeting activity,
which can be carried
on outdoors
during the summer season.
Do not neglect to call back on all
those with whom books are placed,
amd endeavor to start Bible studies.
Assist them in learning the way of
salvation,
and how they can continue
therein.
The reward of everlasting
life is sure. So continue in the things
you have learned, and live!

1951
Yearbook
and
Calendar
at Reduced
Rates
The Society still has a considerable supply of the 1951 Yearbook of
Jehovah’s Witnesses and 1951 calendar. These two publications
are excellent to place with your new interest and Bible studies because they so
graphically
describe
the present
world-wide expansion of the Theocracy.
Publishers,
please
order
through the company. The Yearbook
will he available
for 25c and the
calendar for 10c each, as long as the
supply lasts. Remittance should accompany the order.
34 Per Cent Goal 144,913
UNITED STATES QUOTAFOR 1951
108,315Publishers
Monthly

Field
Service
Report
April Report
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Sp’l Pips.
301 136.0 58.0
7.8
Pioneers
6,439 95.2 36.8
5.6
.5
Co.Pubs. 128,616 8,3 3.1
Total Pubs135,356
Public MeetingsHeld: 8,052

COMPANY
ORGANIZATION
Territory
Servant
4 The territory servant should
To help insure proper coverage
always have in mind the proper
of all tie territory
assigned to a coverage of the company’s territory.
company organization,
the Society
It is preferred that companies cover
appoints the territory
servant.
He their territories
at least twice a
has the responsibility
of seeing that. year, so the territory servant should
the territory
is subdivided
into
arrange for the territory
not being
smaller sections for assignment to covered often to be covered by group
the publishers and pioneers and that witnessing and encourage publishers
these assignments
are regularly
to obtain certain
territories
that
covered with the Kingdom message. have not heen covered recently.
2 This can best be done by having
5 The territory
servant can aid
a master map of the company’s ter- the company servant
much in the
ritory,
showing the boundaries and selection of public meeting locations.
numbers of all indiviual territories.
Different sections of the city, urban
A similar
map can then he cut up ureas, small towns and rurals should
into corresponding
territories
and all he considered "and arrangements
these pasted on territory
map cards made for the most appropriate coverobtained from the Society. The size age of the territory
with public
of territories
will depend upon the meetings. When a public meeting is
type of territory
and local condi- scheduled for a particular
area, it
tions. However, they should be small will usually be advisable to call in
enough for publishers to effectively
the territory
assigninents
held by
work them and care for all interest.
publishers
in that area. The terriAs these are issued, a record should tory can then be worked uniformly
be kept of the date issued and when by group witnessing in advertising
they are returned
as well as the
number of times worked. Each as- the public talk and placing the offer
signment should be returned every for the month. All the interested
six months for a semiannual check- ones in the area should he invited
to the public meeting.
up.
6 In addition to his duty of seeing
3 Where territory is entirely business, it should also be covered with that theterritory is properly covered
the regular offer of literature,
and and caring for the records in this
the territory
servant will hold maps regard, the territory servant has the
for this territory.
However, the ad- chief responsibility,
as with any
vertising
servant will prepare and servant,
to set a good example in
issue territory
for street and maga- the field and to assist
and train
zine store-to-store
work.
others in the preaching work.
4

"Praise Jah, you people, becauseJehovahour God, the Almighty,
has begunto rule as king."~Rev. 19: 6, NW.
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Three

Months

Rural Work to Be Stressed
in rural territories
and in finding to continue in the things they are
1 With Jehovah God and Christ ,those
who want to learn the truth.
]learning.
What gain is there if we
.Jesus as their teachers, Jehovah’s Locations for these lectures are com- start a publisher in the service and
witnesses have received fine instrucparatively
easy to get. Why, public on his way to Christian
maturity,
tion in the way of life.
They have meetings can be held in fields,
on and then abandon him and let him
learned the elementary doctrines of lawns, on sun porches, in schoollapse back into inactivity
or even
Christian principles,
they have been yards and in various other places
into the world? Yes, we must
enlightened on the issue of univer- that can be had free or at a very back
assist
him. to continue in things
sal domination, they know the King- reasonable
cost. Once found, this learned until he is strong enough
dom is now in operation,
and they rural interest
should be regularly
to move forward on his own. And
know that their chief obligation at fed by starting
home Bible studies,
we must assist
those who have not
this "time of the end" is to make group studies or by letter
writing
yet entered into the service to conknown this good news to all the in- when it is impossible to make per- tinue in the things they have been
habited earth.
the "feast
of fat sonal visits.
Let us take advantage learning by making public declarathings" enjoyed at our recent disof every circumstance and condition
tion of the good news. We can set
trict
assemblies
was part of our that offer us an opportunity
to an example for all by diligent study,
teaching and tins helped to equip all teach these honest ones, that they regular attendance at meetings and
of us to heed the admonition to "con- too may continue in the things they regular
service,
and thus demontinue in the things you learned".
strate how to continue in the things
Only by so doing can the man of will have learned.
we learned.
God become "fully
competent"
in
e Now is not the time to droop our
Hold On to Increase
teaching,
reproving,
and all good
5Many new publishers
are now hands and rest on our laurels.
works.--2 Tim. 3 : 14-17 ; 4 : 1, 2, NW.i swelling our ranks. Also increasing
Knowledge brings happiness and reA ready instrument to assist us =by leaps and bounds is the number sponsibility
as well. If you would
to continue dispensing the things we of good-will persons who associate
obtain Jehovah’s favor, "continue in
have learned will be featured during with us. We want to aid all these the things you learned."
the months of July, August and September, namely, "Let God Be True"
Spend
More Tune in Field
Service
together with a 32-page self-covered
booklet, on a 35c contribution.
This
book presents God’s side of the issue
Make Your Time Count
and assure that the sheep will be
now before mankind. Many have alz Now is the "opportune time" for
and cared for. Do not be conready learned much from its pages. men to take in and pass on to others found
tent with minimum service.
Strive
But there are a great
many more
knowledge of Jehovah, his Son and to increase the amount of time you
who have not had that opportunity.
kingdom. The time period al- spend in field service. At least make
So we want to search out these per- his
lowed for this since 1914 is rapidly an effort to reach and exceed your
sons and aid them to get a basic
moving toward its end with the de- company’s individual quota of hours
knowledge of God’s Word through
Can you do more?
of this wicked system of each month.
this help. Then they, too, will be able struction
being properly
things. Hence, the remaining time is Is your territory
to continue in things learned.
made
especially
precious to all of Jeho- worked? Are your back-calls
regularly? Does each publisher convah’s servants. As much consecrated
Cover Rural Sections
time as possible must be spent in the duct at least one Bible study? Does
s During July, weather conditions
everyone participate
in Magazine
ministry.
Ours is a real stewardare very conducive to rural work.
Day activity?
Are there
new or
i
ship,
a
life-saving
ministry,
the
most
Many persons in our rural territhat you can
!important
of all work! The sheep i weaker publishers
tories receive very little
attention !of the Lord must be found and fed, help? No, none can afford to relax
during the winter months, so we and a warning witness given ! To do and take it easy. The field is large
should use this opportunity to carry this, time is required. Time must be and much is yet to be done. Howfrom house to ever, with each one putting forth efthe things we have learned to them. spent in preaching
Of course, we do not want to neg- house, holding forth the Kingdom fort, more will be done.
message on the streets,
making backlect our city territory
completely.
Increasing Sacred Service
calls
and conducting
home Bible
a With careful planning it will be
But we want to cover our rurals
studies, and training new publishers
possible to utilize in field service
while the season is favorable.
to be effective ministers.
4 Public meetings
have proved
2 MOREtime devoted to field serv- time unnecessarily
spent in other
very successful in giving a witness ice will result in a greater witness
(Continued on page 2, col. 1)

More Time in Service (Cont’d)
pursuits.
Weights and hindrances
must be cast off. For the theocratic
minister it is not "How much can I
crowd in on the ministry?" but, instead,
"How many of these weights
can I lay aside for the ministry?"
Putting the Kingdom interests
first
will allow the most time for field
service.
Time and energy consumed
in pursuit of illusive wealth, worldly entertainment, etc., are the things
to be sacrificed in favor of time for
the ministry.
4How can you make your time
count while in the service? Strive
for efficiency. Be well organized both
as a company and individually.
Get
necessary literature
and territory
at
the service meeting. Wherever possible,
arrange your group beforehand for the week-end service. This
will save valuable
time when the
group is to leave for the field. All
will know where they are going. No
time will be lost in indecision; publishers
will be able to immediately
depart to the field. Also, efficiency at
the doors will result if you have in
mind what you intend to say in presenting the literature
offer. Regardless of the number of hours you
spend in the field,
make them the
best hours you can give. Jehovah’s
service deserves it!
Regularity Essential
Then, there is the matter of regularity.
The most good is accomplished by a publisher who is regular
in the service. Endeavor to be regular, engaging in the service some
time each week. Schedule your affairs to do this. This will make possible the coverage of more territory,
proper and regular care of interested persons, and will show your dependability.
Such a regular example
was set by the apostles,
for "they
continued
without letup teaching
sod declaring
the good news about
the Christ, Jesus" --Acts 5 : 42, NW.
a After field service is done, report it. In this way all will know
how’ much of the "opportune time"
is spent in the preaching work. Ours
Is a great privilege to serve Jehovah. It is a good work. Therefore,
we should face each day’s service
with enthusiasm
and a desire for
the work; be joyful,
happy to be
used by Jehovah. He will not forget
your work and the love you show
for His name. Be industrious
in the:
service.
Resist any tendency to be
sluggish. Instead, always have plenty to do in the work in connection
with the Lord. Make your field service time count!--I
Cor. 15:58;
Heb. 6 : 11, 12, NW.
Publications
Now in Stock
Permanent Governor
of All Nations
--Cebu-Visayan
"The Prince of Peace"
--Iloeano

To Those "Not Interested"
z "I’m not interested."
How often
the Kingdom publisher
hears this
remark when approaching
the people with the Kingdom message ! This
presents a challenge,
and in order
to make sure that such persons do
not willfully
turn the minister of
good news away without first
knowing what he represents,
it becomes
the duty of each publisher to devise
ways of overcoming this barrier.
2 It is not a case of refusing to
take "No" for an answer, but of
being sure that the householder is
not answering before he knows what
the visit is about. Perhaps, in the
mind of the householder
you are
Just another salesman,
or he may
know you are one of Jehovah’s witnesses but his mind has been poisoned against
the work because of
misrepresentation.
The need to ascertain why one is not interested is
thus seen in order to know how to
approach him and remove the objection. One might answer such a remark in this manner :
3,,But surely you are interested
in the Bible, and that’s why I’m calling-to further
acquaint
you with
the good things contained therein.
You are interested in the security of
your home and family.
And no
doubt world events, perplexing
as
they are, have caused you to wonder
what chance there is for security
and peace in the world. The Bible
holds out a hope; and that is the
purpose of my call, to point out the
importance
of gaining
an understanding of the Bible and thus learn
the way to gain God’s favor. If we
1951

District

have this, we can be certain of his
protection
and salvation.
You want
to learn about this, I’m sure; and to
aid in this regard, I would like to
show you this book which is a great
aid in studying the Bible. Let me
show you some of its features."
4 In the case of some who are prejudiced and have based their erroneous conclusions
regarding
Jehovah’s witnesses on false testimony,
one might tactfully
draw out the objector and find out why he does not
like the work of Jehovah’s witnesses.
Frankly
and sincerely
ask him:
"What is it about our work that you
object to? I am very much interested
in your opinion." In this manner the
sincere person will express himself,
and an opportunity will be presented
to tactfully refute the erroneous conclusions.
Care should be taken to
avoid closing the mind of the individual with dogmatic refutation.
It
is best to establish
common ground
immediately, and then as quickly as
possible let him see that, despite
all that he has heard about Jehovah’s witnesses and their beliefs,
they are following the teachings of
the Bible and are endeavoring to apply the principles of truth and righteousness contained therein.
Honest
persons will not object to this practice.
5 The circumstances
will always
dictate how one shall proceed after
he has taken the initial
steps to
overcome this particular
objection.
Hence, the publisher will need to be
alert and be ever ready to help those
with whom he comes in contact to
grasp the truth and learn of Jehovah
and his purposes.
Assemblies

Stimulating
Sessions
shown to be the Ideal life as we rapSpur Works of Praise
idly approach the new world. The
on divine healing and
1 "The three
days went by so information
clean and
quickly,"
"So much wholesome in- keeping the organization
struction
was given!" "The assem- wholly devoted to Jehovah’s service
Then, too,
bly has given me renewed determina- was deeply appreciated.
tion," "Certainly,
these assemblies our responsibility
as servants and
are Jehovah’s provision."
These are publishers
to maintain a blameless
but a few of the many thousands of ministry was clearly outlined. Thus,
expressions made in appreciation
of with our minds braced up for activthe eight recent district
assemblies ity, all of us together will push
ahead faithfully
in order to complete
of Jehovah’s witnesses.
2 Yes, we have good reason to be that tested quality of our faith.
s The high point of each assembly
grateful.
Just review the timely in"Prostruction
that we received.
Much was Sunday’s public lecture,
good counsel was given on Magazine claim Liberty Throughout All the
of
Day activity,
appreciating
and using Land." The combined attendance
the New World Translation,
and the eight assemblies for this main
how to reach and maintain our 341 event was 93,305. This is a decided
per cent increase.
Pioneering was l
(Continued on page 8, col. i)

YOUR SERVICE

MEETING

Personalpreparation and organization of one’s ownaffairs is necessary
to get the most out of the time and energy spent in Jehovah’s service.
This is emphasizedby the apostle Paul’s wordsrecorded at 1 Corinthians
9: 26, NW, "The way I am running is not uncertainly; the way I am directing myblows is so as not to be striking the air." The following demonstration is to showby contrast the need for personal advancepreparation and organization in order to accomplishthe mostgoodwhile in the
field service. Time: 15-20 minutes.

Selective Service
Memorandum

There is being sent with this Informant
to each company and to
each male pioneer
in the United
States one copy of a printed Memorandum in Reference to the Classification of Jehovah’s Witnesses Under
the Selective
Service Act and the
Selective Service Regulations.
Good
CARESHOULDBE TAKENOF THIS MEMSCENEONE: In the homeof a family of publishers. (4 minutes)
ORANDUM,AS ONLYONE COPY CANB
E
It is Sunday morning and the parents are getting the children up to FURNISHED. It should be read and
go into the field service.
It is rather late, none seem to know where considered
by each man who registheir literature
cases are, the parents are scolding, all is in a state of
with a local
confusion,
no one seems to know where anything is, and each one ex- ters or has registered
pects the other to get it. They hastily try to get organized, find they board and who desires to assist his
have none of the latest literature,
magazines, territory,
etc., but decide local board in following the law.
to go out anyway, though poorly equipped, too late to meet the group,
some without breakfast,
and no consideration
of the daily text, etc. Of
Conscientious Objection
course, under such circumstances they will not stay very long or accomAny one of Jehovah’s
witnesses
plish much in territory
coverage or.give an effective witness.
as a registrant
in the draft who has
SCENETWO:In a well-ordered homeof publishers whobelieve In being been induced to waive his claim of
preparedand ready for the service. (If necessary,the samepublishersused in being conscientiously
opposed to parScene Onemaybe used in this scene. 4 minutes)
ticipation
in war should write to
It is early evening before the service meeting. The parents have their Hayden C. Covington, 124 Columbia
children get their literature
cases, and they proceed to make a list of
Brooklyn 2, New York,
the things they will need to get at the Kingdom Hall for the week-end Heights,
giving a complete report, including
service, such as a supply of latest magazines, current literature
offer,
a Bible for a back-call,
report slips, house-to-house
records, and check local board number, history of classiand the name of the person
to see if they have enough territory,
etc. Thus, with an eye on future fication,
service,
they prepare in advance, so when Sunday mo.rning comes they who induced him to relinquish
his
will be fully equipped for field service.
conscientious
objection claim,
as
!SCENETHREE:In the well-ordered home, early Sundaymorning before well as the date and place.
leaving for the territory or group contact point. (7 minutes)
New Talks for
The family is gathered together after breakfast,
they are just concluding the discussion of the daily text. Then they proceed to prepare
Circuit and District Servants
a testimony (under direction
of the parents) that they can use in preStarting
September 1, 1951, the
senting the current literature
offer.
An appropriate
paragraph in the
book is selected for use in showing the people the value of the book as circuit servants will deliver the new
public talk "With All Thy Getting
a Bible study aid. Thereafter,
fully prepared, organized and with their
literature
cases and territory,
all leave joyfully for the field service or Get Understanding"
when they visit
contact point.
the companies in their circuits.
After
the
above
date
the
new
talk
will
General Points
In all of this do not overdo the wrong way and lose the point of in- be used in every company. "Security
struction,
namely, personal organization
and advance preparation
for in a Troubled World" is the title of
the field service.
While the above demonstration
illustrates
a family the district servant’s new talk. This
scene, the points brought out should be such that they could apply to too will be used after September 1,
all publishers,
and from which ell can profit.
By applying the above 1951. Presently assigned talks will
counsel, publishers
will be in a better frame of mind to accomplish the be used until that date. Handbills
ministry.
They will be fully equipped, able to stay in the field longer and advertising
material should be
without wasting valuable time. So doing all will be running in a "cerordered accordingly.
tain" manner, not striking
the empty air with what could be telling
blows in field service.
34 Per Cent Goal 144,913
1951 District Assemblies (Cont’d)
cities.
Now that this interest
has
UNITED STATES QUOTAFOR 1951
increase, to compare with 66,350 for been found, we must diligently
care
108,316Publishers
back soon and
1948 and 85,441 for 1949. Also, 2,006 for it by calling
persons symbolized by baptism the starting home Bible studies.
dedication of their lives to Jehovah’s
5 To the extent that we apply the Monthly Field Service Report
service.
(Servants,
remember to sound counsel received at these aspost this baptism date on the Pub- semblies, we will show our appreciaMay Report
lisher’s
Record card of those pub- tion to Jehovah for this grand proAv. Av.
Av.
lishers baptized. )
vision of his. With grateful
hearts
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
+ Not only Jehovah’s
witnesses
and renewed strength
received from Sp’l Pios.
281 129.2 54.4
7.4
were served by these assemblies, but these fine assemblies, all publishers
Pioneers
6,405 92.4 30.2
5.4
many additional persons of good will are determined to steadfastly
press Co. Pubs. 117,440 8.0 3.0
.5
were witnessed to by publishers
en on with the work of ’proclaiming
liberty
throughout all the land’ in Total Pubs.124,126
route to and from the assemblies,
and more especially
in the assembly their respective home territories.
Public Meetings Held: 5,426

"Life-giving

Knowledge"

Testimony

Period

1951

FINAL
REPORT
Watchtower
Campaign

Share in August’s
Activity
Languages
!Watchtower Awake
are in position to tell others. Often
The woeful cry of the people to- all that is necessary for them to join English
FromU. S. Branch 171,058 48,188
day is for life.
How are they to in rendering sacred service is a lovOther Branches
42,900 17,131
Arabic
648
find it? If the declaration of Jeho- ing and tactful invitation
from you Greek
582
495
vah holds true that "my people are to engage in the service that leads Italian
2,393
to life.
Polish
1,282
destroyed for lack of knowledge",
Russian
412
But to really serve people with Slovak
then the converse must be true that:
243
knowledge means more Spanish
the people will be saved and pre- life-giving
14,066 7,766
620
521
served alive by the possession
of than just placing a book. Keep a rec- Ukrainian
knowledge, life-giving
knowledge of ord of all placements so back-calls
FINAL Totals:
"234,204 74,101
can
be
made,
with
the
goal
of
startJehovah God and of his Son Christ
Total rec’d at B’klyn:
308,305
ing studies in mind. If placements
Jesus.--John
17: 3, NW.
Last year’s total:
276,336
territories
The greatest
service
any man, are made in isolated
Increase:
31,969
it is difficult to call back, then
woman or child could possibly ren- where
According to the field service reder to humanity today is to dispense when placing the book spend time to
turned in by U.S. publishers,
freely the knowledge of God and en- explain how they can study it them- ports
a grand total of 222,744 subscripselves.
With everyone
following
courage all those who are "sighing
these suggestions the crying need of tions were obtained during the fourand crying"
to make a personal
month campaign. This is 2,744 over
individuals
for life-giving
study of the Bible, the source of life- many
our quota of 220,000!
giving knowledge.
During August knowledge will be satisfied.
Jehovah’s witnesses will continue to
serve people everywhere by offering
COMPANY
ORGANIZATION
the Bible study aid "Let God Be
True" and a self-covered booklet, on
a 35c contribution.
The weather this
The Accounts
Servant
For the purpose of checking and
month continues to be favorable for
z To insure that all money belong- auditing, the accounts servant will
working rural territory,
so wellkeep
a "Hold file" and a Permanent
planned efforts
should be made to ing to the company is properly used
really witness in such areas. With to further Kingdom interests,
an ac- file. Into the "Hold file" go all incopies of remitthe groups starting early and taking curate record of accounts must be voices, duplicate
lunch with them, a full day of serv- kept. The accounts servant is ap- tance forms, Literature
Credit Reice can be spent among people in pointed to do this. The Society has quest forms, labels for magazines received
and
any
other
information
these areas, serving them life-giving
furnished a simplified accounts sysknowledge.
Where possible,
plan tem in order that the accounts might you expect to appear on your statements. After all information
is
public meetings in conjunction with be kept orderly and properly.
rural activity.
Companies not having
2 It is the duty of the accounts checked against your statements and
found to be correct,
then transfer
rural territory
can concentrate
on
servant to see that a contribution
city territories
needing attention.
such to the Permanent file,
which
box is provided at all company meetMany newly interested
ones have ings. This includes all company book is to contain all forms and stateto the company acacquired
life-giving
knowledge studies and public talks. Contribu- ments relative
These will then be kept for
through
a study of "Let God Be tions thus received are noted on a counts.
seven years, in accordance with the
True". They are familiar
with its Receipt
form and entered
on the Statute of Limitations.
contents,
appreciate
its value and Accounts
Sheet
under Company
eAt the end of each month all
Cash, Receipts, column 1.
accounts
are to be balanced,
and
3 All money received for literature
money received for literature
and
Correction
on June 1 and 15
and magazines by both the stock and magazines is to be sent to the SoWatchtowers
advertising servants is to be turned ciety, using the regular remittance
The June 15 Watchtower, on page over to the accounts servant at least form along with a covering check,
384, outlined study material for July once each week. In turn, he will give money order or bank draft, etc. The
15, 2"2 and 29. It should have assigned them a Receipt form and enter the accounts servant will not make paymaterial for only July 22 and 29, as amount of such money on the Ac- ment on any bill unless it is first
July 15 study material is given in counts Sheet in the proper columns. approved by the company servant.
Receipts,
column 3; The company servant
will check,
the June 1 Watchtower.
Hence for (Literature
sign and mail all remittances.
the week of July 22 company groups Magazine Receipts, column 5)
7 Finally, the accounts servant is
should
study
from the June 15
4The accounts
servant will refor The to make a report to the company on
Watchtower the articles
"The Place ceive all subscriptions
and Awake! He will
of God’s Word in Our Lives" and Watchtower
the condition
of the company accheck each subscription
counts at the first service meeting
"Free Moral Agency and the Word", carefully
and of each month. This report must be
and for the week of July 29 the en- for proper address, legibility
These are then in writing and contain the standing
tire article on "The Spirit, the Or- proper remittance.
ganization,
and the Word". An- recorded on the Subscription
Record of the Company Cash, Literature
The original,
i and Magazine Accounts,
and must
nouncement of this correction should Sheet in duplicate.
be made at company meetings prior
along with covering remittance and be signed by the accounts servant
slips, is given to the and put in the Permanent file.
to July ]5. Also, the June 1 Watch- subscription
With
tower, on page 352, and the June 15 company servant for checking and; the accounts servant thus diligently
forwarding to the Society,
and the caring for his duties and working
Watchtower,
on page 384, listed
is kept in the company’s along with the rest of the servants
"This Means Everlasting
Life" for duplicate
is en- and publishers,
use in the field during July. This file. Money for subscriptions
local Kingdom inhas been changed to "Let God Be tered on the Accounts Sheet under terests
will be advanced, to the
True".
Subscription Receipts, column 6.
praise of Jehovah’s name.

"Praise Jah, you people, becauseJehovahour God, the Almighty,
hasbegunto rule as king."--Rev. 19: 6, NW.
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"Life-giving
All

Work

Together

Knowledge"
to

By Rural Activity
and Public
Meetings
z Instead of the distracting
and
deceiving propaganda put forth as
knowledge by this present system of
things, it is the taking in of the
soul-satisfying
knowledge of Jehovah and his Son, Christ Jesus, that
means everlasting
life.
(John 17:3,
NW) Just as Jehovah sent his Son
to bear him witness, so now he sends
forth his witnesses to carry this lifegiving knowledge to everyone, that
they might exercise faith in him and
not perish at Armageddon.
During August we will give everyone the opportunity to gain this
life-giving
knowledge by presenting
afield the book "Let God Be True"
and a 32-page self-covered
booklet,
on a 35c contribution.
While the
weather is favorable continue to expand the coverage of territory to the
rurals and outlying sections so that
none are missed. Hold outdoor public meetings where advantageous.
Locally arrange for house-to-house,
store-to-store
and street witnessing
so all can join in spreading
the
knowledge that means everlasting
life. With the servants planning and
taking the oversight, the activity of
the company should run smoothly.
Publishers,
remember to keep a record of the names and addresses
of
interested persons in order that you
can call back. Your calling back will
show that you are sincerely
interested in their gaining life.
"Let

Us

Press

Extend

Knowledge

By Back-Calls
and Home Bible
Studies
8 In what better way than through
back-calls
and home Bible studies
can you insure that those of good
will are going to take in the lifegiving knowledge? These sheep must
be fed. It is our privilege to do it.
If we find them in isolated territory,
it would be well to take time to
show them how to use the book
themselves
in home Bible study.
However, make a real effort to personally call back on all who obtain
literature
and inquire if they ’understand what they read’, thereupon
making a sincere
and determined
effort to start a home Bible study
with them. Thereby they will be enabled to accurately
take in the
knowledge that leads to life.
4By working through
the company book studies in evening backcall work arrangements can be made
to give personal
help to the new
publishers
in this feature
of the
work. Every publisher
should endeavor to conduct at least one home
Bible study. Perhaps a demonstration can be put on the service meeting program to show how to tactfully turn a back-call
into a home
Bible study. The object of each Bible study is to equip interested persons with knowledge to serve Jehovah; so, keep service prominently
before
them as you conduct the
study. By encouraging them to witness to their acquaintances you will
start them to pass on knowledge.

Period
in

Every

er
an
M

By Training
and Assisting
New Publishers
Knowledge of Jehovah also includes instructive
counsel on how
to effectively
serve him. The thousands of new publishers
who have
recently joined our ranks must become regular and mature ministers,
able to teach others also. Since
many of them came into the truth
by studying the life-giving
knowledge contained
in "Let God Be
True", they should have little
difficulty talking about it to others. Publishers,
before taking these new
ones into the field,
help them prepare a testimony to use at the door
in presenting
the book. Show them
how to keep a record of all the interest found, and, when necessary,
go with them on their back:calls
and assist
them in starting
home
Bible studies.
Complete your work
of teaching.
6Never should, we lose sight of
the fact that in this manner Jehovah purposed to ’teach the meek his
way’. Exercise love and patience as
we press on together in this lifesaving work. Help not only those
whomwe contact in the field,
but,
with even more good reason, those
who are our brothers.
So doing, we
will maintain our present gains in
publishers
and insure
Jehovah’s
blessing for future increase. In all
this Jehovah is to be praised, for it
is his unselfish arrangement to extend life through his Son to all
those who now take in life-giving
knowledge.

Actual-Count
Stock Inventory
Two Stock Inventory forms (S-7)
pure language. This requires regular are being sent to each company and
study and diligent use of the things pioneer with this Informant. An aclearned.
From the fundamentals
of tual-count
inventory
of stock on
the language, the publisher must ad- hand is to be taken on March 1 and
vance to maturity so that he can September 1 of each year, as stated
speak the pure language fluently.
It in paragraph
120 of Counsel on
i is the mature publisher who stands Theocratic
Organization
lot Jehothe best chance of squarely meeting vah’s Witnesses.
The count of your
the issues and trials of these critical
inventory
taken on September 1 is
(Continued on page 2, col 1)
(Continued on page 3, col. 1)

On to

Perceptive
Powers
Trained
Through
Use
1 In the May Informant appeared
this statement:
"The mature servants and those just learning
the
pure language will together ’call upon the name of Jehovah’ and serve
him with one consent." How can this
good end be successfully
accomplished? First,
all must learn the

Essential

Testimony

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Maturity"

"Press On to Maturity" (Cont’d)
times and overcoming them faithfully. Mature knowledge and understanding of the truth or pure language is our safeguard.
2 There is, then, a great need now
for helping the many thousands of
new publishers,
who, in recent!
months, have joined our rank’s,
to
grow to maturity and become adept
at using the pure language. This will
take time and effort,
but then, we
are commanded to "’work what is
good toward all, but especially those
related
to us in the faith".
Such
time and effort will be well spent.
It will produce a mature body of
ministers
doing Jehovah’s service
"with one consent".
Howto Acquire Maturity
3 Since "a pupil is not above his
teacher,
but everyone that is perfectly instructed
will be like his
teacher", it is imperative that every
Kingdom publisher "pay constant attention" to his teaching. (Luke 6: 4o,
Nil’) See that your Bible studies
are lively and interesting.
Strive to
give sound instruction
to these m
any
new ones. Having taught them the
"elementary
doctrine
about the
Christ" kindle a desire in them to
speak the truth
to others.
When
taking them into the field service,
help them develop a pleasant and appealing testimony.
Set a proper
example for them.
4 Additionally,
the company meetings are the Lord’s
provision
through his organization
for aiding
publishers and people of good will to
progress together to maturity. That
is why it is necessary for company
servants to try to make the meetings
full of instruction.
Servants, face
the weak points in your company’s
service,
determine how to overcome
them, and at the meetings suggest
workable means to remedy them. Let
the meeting serve to encourage and
train the publishers for the ministry.
Brothers,
when you are "assigned a
part on the program, prepare well;
do your best. Make it practical
and
instructive.
5 Publishers, it is in your life’s interest as well as those of persons of
good will, to attend all meetings.
Therefore,
see that the newly interested
are invited and brought to
the meetings to receive and profit
by the counsel and training
given.
If you feel timid "and backw
rd
about preaching, then make an effort
to openly express the pure language
at the various company meetings by
commenting in answer to questions.
Use the truths you learn in study.
Make them a usable part of your
pure-language
vocabulary.
If you
don’t, the results may prove disastrous. To illustrate.
One not using a
language for a period of time risks
losing even that which he knows,
but if it is used by him, he becomes

To a Hell-Fire

Believer

It will require tact and good judgment by Jehovah’s ministers
to apIleal to the minds of those who believe in the hell-fire doctrine. Some l
will exercise a reasoning attitude,
while others will exhibit a fanatical
disposition
when approached on the
subject.
Therefore our presentation
must be governed to a great extent,
not only by what we say, but how
we say it.
For instance,
you are calling on
a householder
and presenting
the
book "Let God Be True". Upon opening the book to the table of contents
to show the various subjects treated
in the book, the householder notes
the subject on "hell",
and inquiringly asks, "I understand you people
do not believe in hell, is that true?"
Calmly and considerately
you can
titan suggest turning to the chapter
on "Hell, a Place of Rest in Hope",
and note a few points discussed in
a paragraph or two to establish
the
correct Bible viewpoint on the subject. After satisfactorily
answering
the controversial
question, the person can then be encouraged to learn
further by procuring a copy of the
book.
On the other hand, fanatical hellfire believers
who are informed of
our disbelief of such doctrine usually confront us with the outburst:
"You people don’t believe in hell!
I don’t want to have anything to do
with you! etc."
Do not countercharge or retort with any rash statements. Instead,
with calmness you
fluent.
So it is with the truth or
pure language. Those who are diligent in studying and speaking the
truth in meetings and field service
are the ones who are seen to grow to
maturity. They are, as the apostle
Paul said, "Mature people . . . who
THROUGHUSE have their
perceptive powers trained."
(Heb. 5 : 14,
NW) Train your perceptive
powers
by using the things learned. Doing
this will have a wholesome effect on
everyone. AII will, as a result, become more qualified to teach.
6 Don’t be content to just "get
along" in the ministry. Rather, seek
to excel.
Press on to maturity.
Advance from the elementary
doctrines of the truth, such as, repentance, where the dead are, baptism,
Armageddon, etc.,
to more meaty
things. Become well-balanced teachers, with a mature knowledge of
truth from which strength
can be
drawn and understanding
imparted
^

might answer like this:
"But I do
believe in the hell mentioned in the
Bible. When the scripture
at Acts
2:31 states that Jesus went to hell
when he died, and arose out of hell
the third day, I firmly believe that
truth.
However, the question that
enters my mind, and no doubt yours
also, is, If hell is a place of fiery
torment reserved for only the wicked, then what was Jesus
doing
there?
I am sure we both agree
that, according to the Scriptures, Jesus was perfect and without sin, and
therefore
that would be no place
for him to be. Likewise, is it not
true that no one can ever come out
of hell, according to popular religious teaching? And yet, Jesus did
come out of hell the third day when
he was resurrected.
Logically, then,
the hell mentioned in the Bible and
which Jesus went into could be nothing more than the grave." Then sidetrack this controversial
subject to
a Kingdom witness.
Show how Jesus, after his resurrection
and ascension,
sat down at his Father’s
right
hand and awaited
the due
time to establish
Kingdom rule and
its blessings.
Only after a proper
frame of mind has been established
would it be wise for the publisher
to return to a further discussion of
the "hell" subject.
Never be rash or use cutting remarks toward those
who oppose
themselves.
Instead,
be kind and
considerate,
always using tact in
presenting
the good news. Unquestionably, it will result to Jehovah’s
honor and praise.
to others whomyou teach. Make disciples of people of all the nations.
Set an example of maturity
for
them. Unselfishly
"strengthen
the
weak hands, and the tottering
knees
make firm". Study with them, take
them to our meetings and into the
service. Thus doing, the mature servants and those just learning
the
pure language will together ’call upon the name of Jehovah’ and serve
him with one consent.
Offers
for Coming Months
October:
Awake! campaign
November:
Three bound books
Publications
Now in Stock
Can You Live Forever in Happiness
on Earth?
--Italian
dThe Kingdom Hope of All Mankin
--Polish
The Joy of All the People--Tagalog
Can You Live Forever in Happiness
on Earth?
--Ukrainian

YOUR

SERVICE

MEETING

Use

Your

Booklet

Stock

Due to the prevailing paper shortage, the Society has had to curtail
the printing
of English booklets.
However, according to the stock inventories of September 1, 1950, ten
million booklets are in the hands of
companies and pioneers,
therefore
it is advisable
to draw from this
reserve. Circuit servants should take
note of the supplies of booklets in
SCENEI: (4 minutes) An unpreparedpublisher is doing street magazinethe companies which they serve and
work. He Is accostedby a policemanand, after a brief discussion,is arrested. if possible arrange for a redistribution of booklets. Where one company
The publisher,
not having studied Defending and Legally Establishing
and another" needs
the Good News, is found standing in front of a store window. The police- is overstocked
a transfer
should be made by
man approaches him and explains that the manager complains that he is them,
the
companies
involved.
Listed beblocking the view and blocking the traffic,
and wouldn’t he please move
the Society
out to the curb. Immediately the publisher becomes excited, firmly an- low are the booklets
has in stock and which you may ornouncing that he will not move and that he will stand on his constitutional rights.
He quotes such scripture
as "We must obey God rather than der if needed:
men" and" denounces man-made laws. The patient policeman tries to reason
Fighting for Liberty
with the publisher, but finally loses his composure and gruffly places him
on the Home Front
under arrest.
God and the State
SCENEII: (6 minutes) A well-prepared publisher is standing on the
Religion Reaps the Whirlwind
street andhe too is accostedby an officer. After a calmdiscussion,he agrees
Evolution
versus The New World
to go downto the station and have a talk with the desk sergeant.
In view ’of the paper shortage,
This publisher, having studied the legal booklet, is standing near the
companies and pioneers should orcurb away from the store windows and traffic.
While he is energetically
presenting the magazines to passers-by,
the officer approaches him and der no more than a one-year supply
informs him that because of complaints raised, he will have to cease his of any FORM. When an order is in
work there. Calmy, the publisher
suggests that perhaps the officer and excess of a one-year supply, the Socomplainants were misinformed concerning the legality
of his work. While ciety will reduce it to prevent an
For example, consider
saying this, he brings out his copy of the legal booklet. He explains that overstock.
there have already been a number of similar cases, and he points to a few the new Accounts Sheet (SC-8).
of them in the legal booklet. The policeman is somewhat taken aback and Large companies will seldom use
seems a little
uncertain of himself. The publisher further points out that more than one form a month, while
smaller companies will use one form
as long as he is not blocking traffic or disturbing the peace, there certainly
could be no valid objection to his being there. The publisher, being calm every two months, so 15 would be
and sure of his legal standing, has partially
convinced the policeman of an ample supply for ()no year. When
his right to be there. But the officer is under orders, so he asks the pub- it is necessary for the office to
change the quantity ordered extra
lisher to go to the station with him and explain that to the desk sergeant,
time is taken here in handling orTo this the publisher agrees.
ders and also an adjustment in your
SCENE
II1: (10 minutes) The publisher and the policemanare talking
i remittance
and in your company
the desk sergeant.
The policeman explains that this is the person against whomthe com- account is required. Use discretion
plaint was registered,
but after talking to him, he isn’t sure that the pub- when ordering forms.
lisher is doing anything unlawful. The desk sergeant then asks the pubfisher the nature of his work. Using the information on pages 7, 24 and
10c Yearbook
Clearance
87 of the booklet Defending and Legaly Establishing
the Good News,
the publisher shows exactly what he was doing, why he was doing it and
We have on hand several
thouthe Scriptural
backing for it, and how he is trained to do it properly
sand copies of the 1951 Yearbook
without creating a disturbance
or violating
the law. The desk sergeant
and instrucraises three objections,
which are answered by referring
him to the court containing interesting
decisions listed on page 36 and in the appendix. The desk sergeant then tive information and the daily texts
for this year. Companies may order
agrees that the publisher should be released without charges being filed,
from the Society at 10c per copy, and
and he returns to his street corner to resume his Kingdom service.
the Yearbooks will in turn be availStock Inventory
(Cont’d)
ceived free from the Society. in the able to company publishers
at that
Total
Value
of
Literature
on
Hand.
to be recorded on these forms acrate or free to pioneers. Companies
The
TOTAL
VALUE
Of
the
completcurately
and completely.
Send the
will receive a credit each month for
original to the Society no later than ed inventory will include the total
those placed with pioneers. This is
value
of
literature
on
band,
amount
September 5, and retain the duplian excellent
opportunity
for backof
cash
on
hand
(book
money),
and
cate for your files.
the value of literature
held on cred- calls,
home Bible studies
and new
List on this inventory only literit by the publishers,
if any. The publishers to obtain them at this reature that is usable in the field,
Check with your comliterature
that is clean and in good company servant should check with duced rate.
the stock servant to see that the in- pany publishers
condition.
Note on the inventory
and pioneers
in
is properly taken, and give your company as to how many each
form the title of any literature
of ventory
him help if necessary.
The results
which you have a large supply in of this inventory
one would like to have. Then place
and the latest
stock. Foreign literature
should also statement of the company’s indebtthe order with other literature.
Your
be listed;
however, do not include
edness to the Society should be read prompt orders will be filled as long
the value of foreign literature
re- to the company.
as we have stock.
In times past, Jehovah’switnesseshavehad the privilege of witnessing
before manyauthorities of the land By contendingfor our rights from the
police court right on up, we have succeeded,by Jehovah’sundeservedkindness, In building a massof precedentto protect our legal rights. However,
the battle to keepthe wayopento preachthe goodnewsis not over, for the
enemyis constantly striving to break downthat which has been built up.
This demonstration,therefore, is for the purposeof showingthe need of
preparednesswhenaccostedby local policemen.
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Picture

Post

Cards

The Society now has in stock color
Use "Let
God Be True"
contribution
of 35c. if you do not post cards, which are similar to the
at Yankee Stadium,
To be fearless
means to put our have "Let God Be True", then use ones released
new scenes of Gilead and of
complete trust in Jehovah: to enter another book of which you have an with
the factory.
Sets of 10 post cards
into the truth,
the commands, the excessive supply.
have been prepared,
with each set
service
and the love of God with
Our activity
in September, first
all we have. If we do this we can month of the new service year, will consisting of 4 pictures of Gilead,
1 of WBBRat Staten Island,
3 of
say, "God is our refuge and strength,
be to concentrate on aiding the new- Bethel,
1 of the Bethel Kingdom
a very present
help in trouble.
ly interested
ones into service. It
Therefore will not we fear, though will be easy for such to join with Hall, and 1 of the factory.
The cost of the post cards is
the earth be removed, and though us in door-to-door work and in call25c per set of 10, or $2.50 for 10
the mountains be carried into the ing back on the many new subsets. Please order in multiples
of
midst of the sea." (Ps. 46:1,2)
scribers
and literature
obtainers.
10 sets only: 10 sets, 20 sets, etc.
Knowing we have His never-failing
All publishers
associated
with a
strength
with us we can and will Help them get the full benefit
company should order through the
by discussremain fearless
to the accomplished from the publications
!local company, as this saves the Soend.
ing their contents
and arranging
Fearlessness
is also required of to use them to conduct home Bible ciety time and expense in handling
i orders. Since these are Cash Items,
the other sheep. Yes, they too must studies.
Then as these too become a covering remittance
must accombe strong-hearted.
To start them in new publishers,
help them to become" pany each order.
the right way we must disclose and efficient,
mature ministers by taking
demonstrate the faith we have, the them with you
into the field and to
prospect before those serving JehoConvention
Reports
vah and the unlimited
power with the Kingdom Hall. Here they will
which he backs them up. This will meet others who, like themselves,
limited quantity of the report
are doing this work. Seeing the fear- on Athe
move them in the direction of faith
1950 international
convenin God and trust in his almighty
less organization
of God in action,
tion is still on hand. These may be
power for the realization
of their
they will take courage and remain obtained
at the reduced rate of
f0ndest desires. That is why we will fearless to the accomplished end.
15c per copy.
work with enthusiasm
during September while offering
"Let God Be
True" and a 32-page booklet,
on a
COMPANY
ORGANIZATION
34 Per Cent Goal 144,913
Advertising
Servant
UNITED STATES QUOTAFOR 1951
reported to the territory
servant so
108,315Publishers
records will be comx Organizing
and arranging
for his territory
advertising
the Kingdom message plete.
Monthly Field
Service
Report
4 In order
to know how many
throughout the company’s territory
June Report
is the responsibility
resting
upon magazines to order from the Society,
Av. Av.
Av. the advertising servant. By being an he will ascertain the needs of each
and order accordingly.
him- publisher
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St. exemplary, zealous advertiser
Publishers
should regularly
take
Sp’l Pios.
262 133.3 55.1
7.6 self and arranging the advertising
Pioneers
7,046 92.6 32.0
5.4
activity
so everyone in the company the number of magazines they orshould
Co. Pubs. 118,399
8.5 2.9
.5
can have a part in it, the King- der. The company servant
Total Pubs.125,707
dom message will be made known be advised when to increase or dethe order for magazines durthroughout the territory
for a bless- crease
Public Meetings Held: 6,119
ing campaigns. When magazines are
ing to people of good will.
received from the Society,
the ad2 A zealous advertising
servant
vertising
servant will count them
1951 Catalogue
will be in the forefront of magazine and inform the accounts servant of
diligently
advancing the the issue and number received. MonWe have recently
printed
one- activity,
quarter million copies of the new use of the Watchtower and Awake! ey for magazines placed with pubis lishers
1951 Catalogue, brought up to date magazines. Complete organization
will be turned over to the
by including within its pages a brief very necessary so that on Magazine accounts servant each week.
Day
all
in
the
company
may
endescription
of the current
Bible
5public
meetings
deserve much
engage in magazine advertising.
study aids available
from the So- thusiastically
Usually this will be
distribution
from
store
to
store
and
ciety. It is provided for your aid in
worked in with street work and reghouse to house. Advertising servants ular service activity.
spreading forth the pure language.
Handbills and
would
’do
well
to
organize
work
in
placards
should be used whenever
Left with those showing a hearing
their
territory
in
harmony
with
the
ear, it will direct them to publicapossible.
Where window space is
tions containing life-giving
informa- suggestions given at the recent dis- available
at the Kingdom Hall, the
trict
assemblies.
tion..
advertising servant will keep a neat
8 Territories for street-corner
and display in the window. It should be
In the magazine activity, in houseto-house work, advertising
the pub- store-to-store
activity will be made changed from time to time, at least
once a month, so it will always be
lic talk, on back-calls
or at home up and issued by the advertising
Bible studies,
in fact, always have servant. When house-to-house
terriclean and attractive.
6 Advertise ! Advertise ! Advertise !
some with you to leave with per- tory is worked on Magazine Day,
sons righteously
disposed. Yes, in the advertising
servant can obtain is what Jehovah commands his peoall avenues of the Lord’s service,
regular territory cards from the ter- ple to do during these last days.
the Catalogue is of real value in ritory servant and return them when By the advertising
servant’s
taking
pointing the way to knowledge and completed. Territory completely cov- the proper oversight of his duties,
understanding.
Order from the So- ered with magazines is to be counted the Kingdom message will be adciety, at 50c per 100. Use them well. as territory
worked, and should be vertised throughout the territory.
4

"Praise Jail, you people, becauseJehovahour God, the Almighty
has begunto rule as king."--Rev. 19: 6, NW.
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International
All

Move

Forward

into

Systematically
Aid New Publishers
in the Field
To conquer the cruel and mindenslaving force of fear, .lehovnh has
given us the most power[’ul weapon
in the worhl. This is lhe mighty
"sword of tile spirit" which is able
to give us a defense that is better
than any carnal weapon. This sword,
or the Word of the Lord, "is alive
and exerts power" and "is aide to discern the thoughts and intentions
of
the heart". Those who go to it for
guidance and search diligently
in it
for knowledge will be blessed by the
Lord’s spirit
with understanding.
Because this has been proved true
with all of the Lord’s servants, the
psahnist rightly and confidently proclaims:
"’God is our refuge and
strength,
a very present help in
trouble. Therefore will not we fear,
though the earth be removed, and
though the mountains be carried into the midst of the sea."--Ps. 46 : 1, 2.
Washington,

D.

Immediate
Plans
Necessary
Our hearts were joyful as a result of the "good things" received
at the district
assemblies. But here
is something more: "m opportunity
to receive greater provisions at the
assembly the Society’s president announced (at Gilead graduation)
for
the week end of October 12-14, 1951,
at Grifith Stadium, in Washington,
D.C.
A number of brothers,
including
the president,
will be back from
London and other European assemblies, and will have information we
will be eagerly awaiting.
The new
London releases will also be available. All who can attend are invited
and encouraged to make every possible effort to take advantage of this
provision of Jehovah.
Now is the time to begin arranging
your affairs in order to attend. Immediate and definite plans will have

New Service

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

England,
Assembly

Year

To the great
Wembley Stadium
they came, thousands of them, from
" Understanding
is what infuses
us with fearlessness.
Contidently we forty nations, eagerly, knowing that
days together
would more
go forward in our work of preaching their
the good news, though the forces of than justify all the expenditure of
time and resources
they
this entire world be against
us. effort,
There are many more of the Lord’s made to be in London on the first
other sheep that need to be found ?five days of August. And why not
and fed. and we do not cower in Had they not received through the
of the new world sofear at what may seemingly be im- organization
ciety an invitation
to back up by
pending Rather, we go confidently
assemforward in the strength of Jehovah. their presence a theocratic
Fearlessly we enter the new service bly? Important were previous Chrisyear, and we will work unitedly
tian conventions in London; of outwith our brothers world-wide in pre- standing importance they knew this
senting the campaign offer for the one would be.
month. In the United States this
And it was! In its title
Is seen
"The Clean Worship
will be "Let God Be True" with one its theme:
self-covered booklet, on the contribu- Assembly of Jehovah’s Witnesses."
tion of 35e. If you do not have a Assurance,
optimism,
encouragesupply of "Let God Be True", then ment. these prevailed
throughout
use any of the other older books of the program. Practical
were the
which you may have an excessive
many features relative
to meetings,
supply.
conduct, organization,
ministry.
Thrilling
were the many reports
The Mature Help the Weak
from countries
of Europe, Africa,
3 Although we will make appro- Asia, the islands, the Americas. Vital were the spiritual
truths set out
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)
in clarity
for the first
time.
Devastating
to demon religion
was
the resolving of the issues in the
C. Convention
current fight to the finish between
true and false worship.
to be made, as the time is limited.
Upward of 20,000 were in attendCheck on transportation
facilities
ance on Wednesday, opening day.
and schedules, fill out the RoomRe- Meetings were scheduled
in many
quest forms promptly and accuratelanguages
other
than
English
ly and mail them to the Convention throughout the five days. Brother
Committee.
(Company
servants
N. H. Knorr’s first discourse was on
should take up and discuss thorough- Thursday afternoon.
His subject:
ly the instructions
attached to the "Confidently
Facing the End," and
form. Additional
forms can be or- at its conclusion he released four
dered from the Society.) Enthusiassplendid little
tracts, briefly outtically invite all persons to have a lining their use.
share with you in this bounteous
The immersion was held Friday
feast of Jehovah’s pure language.
forenoon in a beautiful
lake, and
All mail regarding this convention
1,123 were baptized.
Friday’s proshould be addressed to the Watch- gram included a discourse on "Baptower Convention Committee, in care tism for Salvation
and Fire Bapof the proper department (rooming,
tism", correcting
our viewpoint of
volunteer service, installation,
etc.),
scriptures
involved.
"Making Your
817 A Street
NE., Washington 2, Mind Over for New World Living"
D. C. Remember, if you write for was Brother Knorr’s subject Friday
rooms, please
accept and occupy evening,
and he spoke Saturday
them.
afternoon
on "The Triumph
of
Pioneers on the list prior to May 1, Clean, Undefiled Worship", to 22,(Continued on page 8, col. 1)
(Continued on page 2, col. 1)

International
Assembly (Cont’d)
250. Powerful were the truths set
out, and the conventioners
were
overjoyed
when at the conclusion
of his talk on Saturday
Brother
Knorr
released
A NEW BOUND
BOOK: "What Has Religion
Done
for Mankind?" Yes, the London convention was one of "firsts"
in many
ways.
Comes Sunday, August 5, and the
morning sessions
were climaxed by
a discourse, "Princes Shall Rule in
Justice,"
applying
properly
the
thirty-second
chapter of Isaiah.
Then the public address,
delivered
to 36,315: "Will Religion Meet the
World Crisis?" And it was in booklet form, released at the conclusion
of the speech!
This is such a brief report of the
great assembly, but may it further
whet our appetites for further presentations
of that spiritual
food.
Yes, the American brothers
who
went to London were well repaid,
as were all in attendance.
Perhaps
at any future international
convention, whenever and wherever that:
may be, this country of the United
States will be better represented.

To the Atheist

a Atheism is one of the many
means the Devil is using to turn
mankind away from the true God,
Jehovah. It furnishes
an objection
that can be difficult
to overcome if
we are not prepared to meet it. What
would you say if someone said to
you, "I am an atheist"?
Perhaps you
could say something like this:
2"Well, that is understandable,
seeing the condition the world is in
and also the hypocrisy of so many
who claim to believe in God. Yet,
that does not deny the existence of
a Creator. Take a little
watch, for
instance. It could not possibly have
just happened, with all its intricate
and inter-working parts. It took intelligent
minds, the minds of men,
to put it together.
How much more
complex than a watch are the solar
system and the universe which run
New Book
on a much more accurate time schedule than the finest watch! And look
and Booklet Released!
at the intricate
complexity of all
At the grand and informative
life, plant and animal. Does not that
international
convention of Jeho- all indicate the presence of a great
vah’s witnesses
held at London,! Mastermind?
How could
any of
England, August 1-5, 1951, the So- these things have just happened, any
ciety released a new 352-page bound more than a watch could just hapbook What Has Religion
Done for pen? Romans 1 : 19-23 bears this out.
Mankind? Additionally,
a 32-page
And, too, God’s Word, the Bible, is
booklet,
Will Religion
Meet the an accurate scientific book, referring
World Crisis? was released.
to many now-known scientific
facts
Copies of the publisher’s edition,
were supposed to have been disthe only edition
of this book now that
available,
can be obtained on a con- covered only in the last few centribution
of 50 cents each and the i turies. It offers the only reliable remand
booklet at 5 cents per copy. Corn-! edy for the world conditions,
pany servants should ascertain
im- condemns hypocrisy.
And that is
mediately the number of publishers
why we are calling,
to show the
desiring
personal copies and then
submit an order covering the company’s need. Do not order regular i
Bible Tracts
editions for use in the field service
The
Lord
through his visible oruntil advised to do so at a later
ganization is continually
supplying
date.
us with additional
equipment to aid
Symbols for the new publications
us in our work of preaching
the
are as follows:
good news effectively.
To this end
What Has Religion
Done
the Society released at the London
for Mankind?--rm
assembly four Bible tracts dealing
Will Religion Meet the
with timely subjects.
Here are proWorld Crisis?--wc
visions that will prove of real benefit,
and they are just what many
Chain Reference Correction have been asking for.
These attractive
two-color 6-page
The chain references
on the sub- Bible tracts (samples sent to each
ject "false prophets",
in the New company) are so designed as to atWorld Translation,
end at Luke tract the attention of the people and
6: 26. Actually they should continue create a desire to pick them up and
are eye-apon to the one at Acts 13 : 6, and then read them. The titles
on through to the last. Please note, i pealing. The material in these tracts
and mark your Bibles.
is written so as to hold the atten2

people that remedy, God’s kingdom
through Christ . . ."
a Of course, many atheists
will
bring up the doctrine of evolution to
explain
how the universe
and man
came into existence.
Then you might
say something to this effect:
4 "My main objection to the evolution theory is that there is such a
lack of evidence to prove it. For instance, prominent evolutionists
have
admitted that there are a great number of missing links in the chain of
life forms from which man is supposed to have evolved. In fact, one
of them said that most life forms,
fossils
of which have been found in
various layers of rocks in the earth,
have all the ’characteristics
of absolute creation’. (See Evolution versus The New World, page 17.) But
what is even more puzzling is that
the first link, where life started, has
never been produced.
Darwin admitted that the first form of life was
probably created. (Ibid.,
page 18)
So if one admits the creation of the
first
life form, why discount the
creation of the others? Incidentally,
I have a little
booklet here, Evolution versus
The New World. You
would no doubt be interested
in
what it has to say."
5 In preaching to the atheist and
evolutionist,
one must adopt a materialistic
approach, and he must
point to tangible
evidence of the
Creator and his creations.
He must
try to establish
confidence in the
reasonableness of the Bible. In this
way it will be possible
to make
known the good news to those who
are sincere in these beli0fs.
lion of the reader once he begins to
read them. Sufficient
meat is contained in them to cause people to
think and inquire for further information. Their attention is also called
to other literature
that can be obtained to increase Bible knowledge.
The Bible tracts wilt fill a great
need. Announcement of availability
will be made later.
Do not order
nosY.

Publications Nowin Stock
Can You Live Forever in Happiness
on Earth?--Creole,
German, Hollandish, Polish, Yiddish
"Equipped for Every Good Work"
--French
"Let God Be True" --Malayalam

Remaining Fearless
(continued)
priate arrangements for presenting
the offer in the field, we will. keep in
If newand irregular publishers are to makerapid progress and become
for the
regular and effective ministers, they mustbe instructed in what to say and mind a primary objective
year, that of giving all the help and
howto say it, given an assignmentand shownby example howto carry
training
we can to those who have
it out. This Jesus did for his new apostles and disciples. He told them just
in the ministry, even as
where to go, told themwhat to say, and set thema proper examplein the Paul’sstarted
desire was for the Philippian
field. (Matt. 10: 5-7; Luke 4: 43; Luke 8: 1, NW)The following demonstra1: 8-11, NW.
tion should showhowto follow this Christian examplenowin helping our brothers.--Phil.
Servants should have an orderly
brothers become
efficient and productiveministers.
procedure that is streamlined
and
efficient for assisting new publishers.
that
SCENEONE: Early Sunday morning a mature publisher calls for the Here are a few suggestions
one with whomhe conducts a homeBible study to go in the field service. can be worked into the system
used. First of all, the assistant com(4 minutes)
pany servant will need to keep a
This newly interested one has not as yet engaged in the house-to-house
check on the Publisher’s
Recwork. Having this in mind, the mature publisher calls early in order that close
ord card file and always have availsome time can be spent helping the new publisher
prepare a testimony
the names of those that have
to use at the door during the morning’s field service. Tactfully he helps able reported
field service during the
him decide upon a point or two in the book that can be used In its pres- not
month. Early in the month, before
entation.
(For example, the need people have for new world conditions
the fifteenth
of the month, and
described on pages 261-2G3 of the book "Let (led Be True".) Thereafter
again close to the end of the month,
they leave for the field to work in the mature publisher’s
territory.
he should furnish a list of those
SCENETWO:Both publishers are in the field. (6 minutes)
that have not published to the comMature publisher
suggests new publisher
accompany him to door for pany book study conductors.
They
the
first few calls. Mature publisher makes first presentation,
leaving booklet in turn can arrange to assist
or new ones to particiwith promise to call back, and then shows the new publisher
how to use irregular
pate in the service.
The company
House to House Record, so he will know where to call back. Thereafter
servant should keep close check on
new publisher is encouraged to try the next door alone using presentation
previously
decided upon at home. He makes presentation,
copying ma- the system to see that it is effective
ture publisher’s
example, and, using points discussed earlier,
he places and results are obtained.
5 The assistant
company servant
book, and gets person’s name and promises to call back. This scene should
close with new publisher
asking mature one to go with him when he should also note from his records
makes the back-call.
which publishers
are obtaining good
in the field and pass this
SCENETHREE:Two weeks later. Both publishers are calling back on results
information
on to the conductors.
newpublisher’s bookplacement.(6 minutes)
Some of our brothers
other than
Before approaching
the door they decide to proceed on a definite
appointed servants are very effeccourse in their discussion.
They choose to use the chapter "Who is Je- tive publishers.
Perhaps several new
hovah?" in the book "Let God Be True". When greeted by the housecan be assigned to these
holder, they are asked to step in for a few minutes. After a few friendly re- publishers
mature publishers
selected and each
marks, the conversation is directed to the book and it is found that the can then be responsible for regularperson has not read much of it but seemed to like it. Since the householder ly aiding the new publishers
ashas no Bible question of his own, the new publisher raises the question signed to him in the service.
as to who Jehovah is. This catches the interest
of the householder. For
6 These extensive
arrangements
the answer, they turn to pages 21 to 32 of the book. The householder
are made that all might be effecmakes mention of never having noticed the name Jehovah in the so-called
aided to appreciate
their
"New Testament",
and asks, "Why?" Paragraph
4 is discussed
in an- tively
privileges
of serving Jehovah and
swer. The mature publisher
supports
the argument with information
enjoy his blessing
as they engage
found on pages 10-18 of the Foreword of the New World Translation.
activity.
We are sure
The back-call
ends with the householder asking for a copy of the New in theocratic
all will appreciate the kind assistWorld Translation,
and arrangements are made to call back and further
ance given by those who are asconsider the book in a home Bible study.
signed to care well for the needs of
the congregation.
General Points
Throughout the year we want to
In these demonstrations
strive to make them as natural as possible.
The mature publisher should have in mind that he is training
a new pub- ’always manifest the unselfish spirit
lisher and should therefore
try to make his sample presentation
simple of "one help another" and see that
made to insure the
and to the point, yet appealing. Publishers receiving assistance
should every provision
of Jehovah’s people is
be shown that the object of all our witnessing as respects the sheep is :well-being
to the maximum. From the time
to first
find them and then feed them with the message of truth, in the used
newly interested
ones begin to learn
most effective
manner.
of Jehovah until they begin to atWash., D.C., Conv.
(continued)
companies and serve circuit
assem- tend company meetings regularly,
participate
in the service and grow
1951, will be assisted by the Society blies.
to maturity,
we want to show our
Jehovah’s
blessing
has always love
by being provided with meal tickets
consideration
by giving
which them aand
at the pioneer registration
desk at been upon these conventions
helping hand.
and
the assembly. Do not, however, go supply us with determination
s Our commission
is clear.
We
Come fully
to Washington, D. C., ahead of time, wholesome instruction.
know
we
have
much
work
before
us
prepared to attend each session,
unless the Society calls you.
which the Lord has assigned us to
bring
literature
for
witnessing
and
Circuit servants and district servdo. Fearlessly
we will move forward
ants should keep tills assembly be- bring someone with you to the con- to perform it until the accomplished
fore the publishers as they visit the vention for feasting and service.
end.
3
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Plan to Attend
Your Circuit
Assembly
Do yon want a real treat?
One
that will enable you, whether q company publisher,
servant or pioneer,
to better
equip yourself for more
efficient
Kingdom service and to enjoy a greater part in the work of the
Lord? Then upon receiving
notice
from the Society regarding the next
circuit
assembly in your circuit,
start planning for it and be certain
to attend! A sure blessing is in store
for all who do.
On the week end of August 31September 2 a new circuit
assembly
program goes into effect.
Changes
have been made in the Friday, Saturday and Sunday features.
the Society feels that the new arrangement
considers and deals very effectively
with material
important
to God’s
servants during the present time,
and encourages "dl new world servants to feast on this provision of
the Lord. The assembly will be very
stimulating to persons of good will
too, so do not hesitate to encourage
them to attend or bring them along
if possible.
On the whole, circuit assembly attendance has been splendid in all
sections of the United States and the
results
have been very gratifying.
However, a weakness has been noted
in the Saturday night meeting attendance in some circuits.
This meeting, which has as its purpose the
considering
and overcoming of circuit weaknesses, has been completely revised, "and the district servant.
circuit servani, local servants, pioneers and company publishers
will
share in presenting helpful material
on overcoming circuit
weaknesses.
This will be done by means of talks,
pantomimes, discussions
and demonstrations.
The material to be considered is timely, being applicable to
the circuit,
and each publisher will
derive much practical
instruction
from it.
The Friday
and Sunday
changes will likewise be appreciated
by all.
When you receive the next invitation to attend a circuit assembly in
your circuit, plan to attend all three
days and be the recipient
of rich
blessings.

"The

Way of

Success"

Testimony

Period

Awake!
Featured
with three booklets,
for a contrifor
One Month
bution of $1.00.
This system of things and its inAwake! suits every sincere pervisible ruler, the devil, are opposed son’s needs with its answers on govto God’s will. This opposition
is ernment, commerce, religion, history,
manifest as the masses of humanity science "and social conditions. Why,
vainly struggle for temporary suc- its coverage is as broad as the earth
cess.Businessmen,
clergy,educatorsand as high as the heavens!
and politicians
join-forces
to assure To insure preparedness
for this
their fellowmen a way of security campaign, servants,
order needed
and success.But the realityis that distributors’
copies and subscription
after repeated tries and failures,
slips early. Group witnessing should
sorrow, distress
and death have al- 1)e organized and territory
lined up
ways resulted, because this old sys- so tim, any unworked sections
will
ten, of things does not know the way he covered. Arrange instructive
servof SUCCESS.
ice meetings with practical
demonGod’s favored people know success sire,ions on bow to present the offer
lies only with Jehovah God and his and overt.dine
objections.
Plan to
Son christ Jesus. By a study of his start on the first
day of the camWord, the way that leads to life, is paign. Also, remember the new pubrevealed, and gladly to his servants lishers.
Aid them to maturity ’by
adhere to it. To do so means not only taking them along into the field. A
life for the doer but also the grand successful
Awake! campaign deprivilege of helping someone else to pends greatly upon proper organizagain life.
During October we will tion. Awake! is the magazine for all
make known this positive
way of people. Help others learn the way of
success by presenting
the Awake! success by offering Awake! at every
magazine on a subscription
basis
opportunity.
COMPANY

ORGANIZATION

The Stock Servant
and after meetings for the benefit of
The company stock
of books,
publishers
desiring literature
and
booklets, Bibles and all other sup- should be on time to care for the
plies except magazines, is under the publishers’
needs. At times it may
supervision of the stock servant. He be necessary for the stock servant
is to see that there is always suffito issue., small amount of literature
cient literature
on hand to supply to publishers
on credit.
However,
the needs of the publishers for the additional
credit should not be exgospel-preaching
work.
tended until payment has been made
2 The stock servant will co-operate on the literature
previously obtained
Order Blanks
closely with the company servant in on credit. Publisher’s
making out the company order for are used to keep a record of the
Money taken
literature
supplies. Frequent orders movement of literature.
can be avoided by carefully keeping in by the stock servant should be
and checking the Progressive Inven- turned over to the accounts servant
tory of stock. It is necessary to post at least once a week.
5 An estimate of literature
needs
this record only once a month. A
separate
sheet should be kept for should be made by the stock servant
each language.
well in advance of campaigns. Like3 Stock received from the Society wise, he should consult with the piois to be opened and checked by the neers on their literature
needs when
stock servant against the order and ordering.
He will also co-operate
invoice received. If invoices do not with the accountsservantto keep a
check, the Society should be advised properrecordof literatureplaced
of the discrepancyby the company with pioneersand listthe totalsin
34 Per Cent Goal 144,913
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1951 servant within five days after re- duplicateon the LiteratureCredit
ceipt of the shipment. An actualRequestform.The original,
properly
108,315Publishers
checked,will
count inventory is to be taken twice signedand accurately
Monthly Field
Service
Report
a year, September 1 and March 1 be mailedto the Societyand proper
but only on the first day of the serv- creditwill be given the company.
July Report
6 Withthe stockservantfaithfully
1) will each
Av. Av.
Av. ice year (September
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St. stock servant fill out and return the discharginghis responsibilityin
inventory form supplied by the So- caring for the company stock and
Sp’l Pios.
220 142.7 56.6 7.7
Pioneers
ciety at such time.
7,490 96.4 30.5 4.8
publishers’needs,the companyorCo. Pubs. 117,413 9.1 3.0
4 The stock servant should see to ganizationwill function smoothly
.4
Total Pubs. 125,123
it that the stockroom is open ap- and effectivelyto the accomplishPublic Meetings Held: 7,556
will and pleasure.
proximately
twenty minutes before ment of Jehovah’s
4

"’P’raise Jan, youpeople, becauseJehovahour God,the Almighty,
hasbegunto rule as klng."--Rev. 19: 6, NW.
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"The

Way

of

Features
Fills

Great

Success"
Awake!
Need

1 People everywhere are seeking
success, but, outside of the truth,
they have great difficulty in deciding
what constitutes
success.
To them
success means the gratification
of
some selfish
desire of their own
without any thought of what their
personal success may cost someone
else. But meditation
upon and observance
,of the divine Word and
law of Jehovah lead to "good sucCess".--Josh. 1 : 8.
2 Pointing the way to "good success" is the mission of the Awake!
magazine. Recognizing this, in October we will enthusiastically
present to the people a one-year subscription
for Awake! in any one of
twelve languages,
with a premium
of three booklets, on the contribution of $1.00.

Testimony
for

One

Period
Month

realistic and optimistic. True, it exposes the corruption of this present
wicked system of things, but, even
more important, it presents irrefutable proof of Jehovah’s righteous
panacea for all this world’s ills
by announcing the destruction
and
clearing away of all wickedness and
the ushering in of a new world of
righteousness.
5 Awake! is not just another magazine but one that the people NEED.
It is outstandingly
different,
presenting untarnished
facts and not
catering to the lustful
propaganda
desires of the public to stimulate
sales. Awake! presents to the people
the real issues of the day and points
to the sure way of "good success"
by ending each article
with a word
of comfort and hope. It is interesting, instructive
and truthful,
and
maintains
a high standard
of integrity.
6 At each service meeting attention
should be directed
to the current
offer as well as the weekly service
schedule.
Arrange to have lively
demonstrations
so that all may be
stirred to present Awake! Use selections from the magazines to show
how the contents
may be used to
best advantage. Experiences may be
(Continued on page 2, col. 1)

Quota and Goal
3 We are now printing over 870,000
copies of Awake! each issue; but,
with each one of us meeting the
regular subscription
quota of one
for each publisher and four for each
pioneer, its circulation should easily
run over the million mark. Think
of the expanded witness this would
give! Is it not worth it? You know
it is. Then let each one of us conscientiously give our all to this witnessing campaign, in order to attain
our goal. Be ready to take subAttend
the
scriptions in the store-to-store
and
street
work, on magazine routes,
Do Not Miss It!
FROMHORSE TO HORSE and on backHave you made final
arrangecalls and Bible studies;
and don’t
ments to attend
the Washington,
forget your neighbors and friends.
D.C.,
convention?
If
you
have
not,
All over, Awake! can fill
a great
you stand to miss what promises to
need.
be one of the most blessed assemblies
to date. Here is the one grand opporWhy Present "Awake"?
4 The path of the world points to tunity to enjoy the unforgettable
anything but the Bible. Rather it program presented to the publishers
leads
mankind away from "good across the ocean. Be sure to be there
success".
Of the magazines on the if at all possible. You will have the
newsstands, none meets the critical
chance to hear the same stirring
need of the people in this day of messages that thrilled
those atcrisis. All paint a dark picture with- tending the conventions held abroad,
out hope. In sharp contrast
Awakel and this from the lips of the brothis not religiously pessimistic.
It is ers who served on the program, and

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Change
on Book Rate
In view of the rising
costs of
materials that go into bound books,
it seems advisable to increase the
rate of contribution
to 50 cents a
volume. Beginning December 1, 1951,
all bound books will be placed with
the public at 50 cents a copy (or
half of the Watchtower subscription
rate set by the Society).
The company rate on all bound books will
be* 45 cents and the pioneer rate
will be twice the present cost for
books used as campaign literature.
All orders invoiced by the Society
after November 1, 1951, will be at
the new price. There will be no increase in prices of stock on hand
held by companies or pioneers. After
December 1, whatever stock is on
hand will be placed at the new rate.
No other changes in prices should
be made, on either
magazines or
booklets.
NewBook Distribution
The regular
edition
of the new
book What Has Religion
Done 1or
Mankind? is ready for delivery, and
the new rate, as shown above, will
apply to it from the very beginning
of shipment from Brooklyn. During
the month of December,
the new
book What Has Religion
Done for
Mankind? and a booklet
will be
used as the offer, on a contribution
of 50 cents. Order your needed supply immediately.
(Any booklet of
(Continued on page 8, col. 1)
Convention
also reports
from the mouths of
many of your fellow publishers
who
were privileged
to attend the overseas conventions. You will hear the
widely acclaimed public talk "Will
Religion Meet the World Crisis?"
delivered
by Brother Knorr, who
will be present at Washington, D.C.,
to deliver it in person. Reports indicate that there will be good representation
from all states at this
national
convention.
Make all the
necessary plans so you can be there
too. You’ll never regret attending
this assembly ; but you certainly will
if you miss it. Ask the ones who
(Continued on page 2, col. 1)

Attend the Convention (Cont’d)
attended the European assemblies.
2 Thousands of handbills, placards
and window signs are ready,
and
something new--colorful lapel cards,
.lust like the ones used at the London
international
convention, which were
such a success in advertising
the
public lecture In the Wembley StaThrough
Bible
Tracts
dium-will
be there for your use.
(Part One)
Hundreds of ear cards will be disgCompeting with this fast-movin
played in the public transit
buses atomic
age, the Christian servant at
and streetcars.
times finds himself faced with a
a Parking space will be very limited.
problem: people generally are in a
Although there will be some street
despondent condition and need comparking in the general vicinity
of fort and assistance
and yet, too
the stadium, this too is limited.
often, they think that they are so
While traveling
to and from as- busy the3" have no time to listen to
semblies and while at the assembly the message. Realizing
the imporcity it is always the best and safest tance of making known the good
practice to refrain from leaving any news of the Kingdom to everyone,
articles or valuables lying visible on he fervently
and zealously strives
the inside of one’s ear, because of the to fulfill
his commission from the
risk of having thieves break in and Lord. But how
is he to overcome the
steal them.
and present the message to
+ Since the hotel rooms are inade- obstacle
countless
numbers who are so
quate to take care of all the brothers the
engrossed in this system of things
requesting
such accommodations,
that they continually
give the exsome may be assigned
to private
"Sorry, but I am busy"? At
homes. If you receive such an assign- cuse,
London convention the Society
ment, please accept it and bear in the
released something that will aid tomind that a much greater
witness
solving this particular
probcan be accomplished
in the homes. ward
lem: four fact-presenting,
questionIt may be impossible to provide answering Bible tracts.
outlets for sound recorders or, at
Just think! A complete witness on
best, provide them for only a limited "What Do Jehovah’s
Witnesses Benumber. Therefore,
please
write
lieve? .... Hel1 Fire," "Jehovah’s WitWatchtower Convention,
Sound In- nesses, Communists or Christians?"
formation,
at 817 A Street
NE.. and "Awake from Sleep!" The quesWashington 2, D.C., for verification
tion now comes to mind, How should
before taking your equipment.
these tracts be presented?
6 Experienced musicians may bring
Being efficient
ministers we will
their musical instruments with them. at all times consider the purpose
Songbooks should also be brought by of the tract. It was designed to give
all.
Send in your room request at a witness by personal contact. the
once if you have not already done so. tracts are not to be slipped under
If there is not sufficient time to get the doors or left on the seats of
it back in the mail before you leave.
buses,
trains
or other means of
send it in anyway; then call for it public transportation.
When someat the rooming department
when one savs "I am busy", a tract or two
you arrive.
Everything is ready for may provide the brief witness that
you to attend the "Washington con- is needed.
vention. Listen to the assembly call
Do not hand out the tracts as you
and ATTEND!
would a handbill.
Nor are they for
house-to-house distribution
regard"Way of Success"
(Cont’d)
less of whether people are home or
drelated by those who have obtaine
not. At all times strive,
to make a
subscriptions,
which will serve to persoal presentation.
The tract is
stimulate others in their preaching not to be left with the person of
efforts. Successful presentations may good will and then forgotten. Follow
be developed by observing
others
this up with a back-call.
The conand by adopting and applying these tents reveal thought-provoking
inmethods in the field.
formation and may lead to the placParticipate wholeheartedly in its ing of a bound book, further quesdistribution
and keep a record of tions on the subject or the opportunity to give a verbal witness.
all who subscribe,
in order that
back-calls
may be made and the inWe should at all times handle the
terest cultivated.
Lovingly help oth- tracts carefully, realizing that they
ers to join you in this service. Direct curl at the ends and soil easily.
all to the sure way of "good suc- Avoid folding
or crushing
them.
cess". Doing so, you will serve for Make certain that those we present
Jehovah’s vindication
and the salto the people are attractive
to the
eye as well as the mind. Perhaps
vation of all who love righteousness.
2

a small folder can be used to hold
them in the pocket or handbag.
There are a variety of opportunities that provide an opening for
the use of the tracts.
By carrying
the tracts with us at all times, we
will be equipped to give a witness
under any circumstance.
We can
use them while talking to a friend
nor a relative
or a businessman, I
striking
up a conversation
with a
stranger on the street or the friendly
companion on the bus, the opportunity may present
itself
to make
known the Kingdom hope.
So make known the good news
with confidence that your territory
can be more easily covered with the
new and colorful
tracts.
Keep pace
with this fast-moving
system of
things by letting
those you come
in contact with hear of Jehovah’s
purposes and of the coming destruction on this rebellious
world. By
conscientiously
applying ourselves
in presenting
the tracts
we will
have many opportunities
to further
the witness work.
The Society is ready to fill company orders for tracts,
and you may
begin using them as soon as you
receive them. In ordering the tracts
please note the one desired
and
indicate by the corresponding
symbol: Tl--"What Do Jehovah’s
Witnesses Believe’."’ T2--"Ilell
Fire,"
T3--"Jehovah’s
’Witnesses,
Communists or Christians’.’"
T4---"Awake
from Sleep."" All orders should be
in lots of 250. the prices on the
tracts will be: 75 cents a thousand;
40 cents for 500, 25 cents for 250.
There will be no reduced pioneer
rate. They are to be given away free
by the publishers.
After supplies of the tracts are
received, 1.5 minutes in each service
meeting for four weeks may he spent
in considering each of the tracts.
Discuss a different tract each week,
showing how to make further use of
them as a means of advertising
and
arousing, interest.
Studies
in What Has Religion
Done
for
Mankind?
This book may he studied at the
company book study as soon as the
group finishes the book it is studying
at the present time and when publishers have received their personal
copies of the new book.

Reporting
Home Bible
Studies
Reportsindicate that althoughthere is an increase in publishersthroughand Public
Meetings
out the country, yet there is no corresponding
increase in bookplacements.
It is the placing of booksthat furnishes one of the best bases for backSome servants
and pioneers
are
calls and homeBible studies. Therefore, to assist in overcomingthis
having difficulty in correctly reportweaknessin book placements, the following demonstration should aid
ing their home Bible studies.
As a
mistakes
the publishers to maketheir presentations moreeffective and enable them result reports containing
to devote moretime in the field service, especially in the house-to-house are sent to the Society. It is not difficult to report correctly if instrucactivity.
tions are followed.
Do not report
the number of times you conduct
SCENEONE: The =companyservant and assistant companyservant are studies
during the month as the
on the platform discussing the report of the company
activity. (8 minutes) "Number of Home Bible Studies".
is the number of
The company servant inquires
of his assistant
what an analysis
of What is required
the publisher’s
Record cards reveals.
The assistant
explains that the different studies held. Before filling
book placements are low and notes the need for improvement. He also out your report stop and ask yourshows how the other features
of activity,
such as back-calls
and home ! self : "In how ninny different homes
during the
Bible studies,
have suffered
and suggests that an increase
in book did I conduct studies
month?" If you were in five different
placements
would make way for increases
in these important features
homes
then
report
five.
Do not reof activity.
Many times the book placements
average less than the
twenty studies
just because
number of publishers,
and it can be shown that it is usually a minority port
of the publishers
who make most of the book placements.
{Base your you held a study four times in each
discussion on analysis of Publisher’s
Record cards.) Low hours of field of the five homes during the month.
service can also be emphasized as a contributing
factor as well as the However, each time you conduct a
little
amount of time spent in house-to-house
activity.
To remedy study, report it as a back-call.
Concerning public meetings: This
these weaknesses
the company servant
and his assistant
decide to
column on the pioneer report card
arrange for an interview of a few publishers
who have been successful
is to be used only by pioneers holdin their book placements.
ing isolated
territory.
The pioneer
SCENETWO:An interview of publishers is conducted on the platform who sponsors any public meeting in
such isolated
territory
where the
by either the companyservant or his assistant. (8 minutes)
public is invited an.d a discourse is
A number of brothers
and sisters
are interviewed
to relate
how given should report such meeting. A
they have been successful
in their book placements.
They can either
pioneer who gives a discourse at a
demonstrate or explain how they present the books to the householders
meeting
sponsored
by a company
and illustrate
how their presentations
are varied with different
persons should not report the meeting, since
to insure successful book placements. They can also show how these place- that is to be reported by the contments are followed up by making back-calls,
pointing to some of their
pany. Also, pioneers who advertise
home Bible studies as a result of following up book placements.
Like- and attend such company-sponsored
wise it can be shown how they devote a good portion of their time meetings should not report them. All
in house-to-house
activity,
rather than perhaps spending all their time public meetings in company terriin other features of activity.
tory are to be reported by the company, including funerals and meetSCENETHREE:Sunday morning out in the field service. (4 minutes) ings conducted by circuit servants.
OrA publisher is just finishing witnessing to a householder and places a Consult Counscl on Theocratic
ganization for further information
book. The name of the householder
is obtained,
and the conversation
on reporting properly.
closes with the householder agreeing to a return visit by the publisher.
The publisher
notes the householder’s
name and address and the book
Tract
Experiences
placement
on his House-to-House
Record form. As he looks up, he
is happily
greeted
by two other publishers
who in times past had
Joyful over the prospect of using
spent most of their time in other features
of activity.
They joyfully
the new tracts,
released in London,
tell of their successful
placement of books and the good experiences
undoubtedly
many publishers
will
enjoyed in witnessing to the people. With this, they express their intenbe blessed with interesting
and edution of continuing
to put more time in house-to-house
activity.
They cational experiences.
These experiexpress their gratitude
for being encouraged to put more time in house- ences may prove to be helpful
in
to-house activity and the blessing received from the Lord for doing so. aiding our fellow publishers.
Any
sound and helpful experiences
perpaign use, due to shortage of news- taining to the use of and distribution
Change on Book Rate (Cont’d)
may be sent to the
which you have an excessive supply print paper. Only a limited supply of of the tracts
this new booklet is on hand for the Society.
may be used.)
If you do not have ample booklets publishers who wish a personal copy.
Hence, if any company wishes to
34 Per Cent Goal 144,913
in stock or are unable to obtain
UNITED STATES QUOTAFOR
1951
some from a nearby company that is order copies of the new booklet,
108,315 Pubhshers
overstocked
and you wish to order please
be governed by the above
booklets from the Society, then you circumstances.
Monthly Field
Service
Report
may consult
the August 1951 InAugust Report
formant as to which booklets
are
Publications
Now in Stock
Av. Av.
Av.
available.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C BI. St.
The Joy of All the People
SD’I
Pips.
226
139.7
58.7
8.0
Booklet Paper Shortage
Pioneers
7,422 107.1 39.6 4.9
--Indonesian
The new booklet
Will Religion
Co. Pubs. 119,801 8.9 3.2
.5
Meet the World Crisis? released in The Joy of All the People
Total Pubs. 127,449
London, will NOTbe stocked for cam--Japanese
Public Meetings Held: 7,161
n
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Bearing

Fruit

Many,fold

Three
Bound
Books
to Be Offered
1 Our ministry to Jehovah God is
our most worth-while possession and
it is therefore
deserving
of our
greatest efforts. Weshould try to improve and excel in this all-important
service to Jehovah.
Jehovah has been very gracious
tO us. He has given us knowledge and
enlightenment
through his visible
organization.
The reading
of the
Society’s
bound books gave us our
fundamental knowledge of the truth.
From there we gradually progressed
more and more in life-giving
knowledge and, in turn,
we proved our
faith by bearing
fruit
manyfold.
--Mark 4:20; Luke 8:15.
ayes, our Bible-study
aids, the
bound hooks, have borne fruit
by
helping
many to a knowledge of
God’s wonderful purposes;
and now
when the need for bearing
fruit
manyfold is so great we are going
to offer three bound books to the
people wherever possible,
on a contribution
of only $1.00. The threebook combination offer to be used
during the month of November will
include
"This Means Everlasting
Life" and any other two campaign
books that the company has in stock.
4 Let us bend every effort to place
these books in the hands of the
people. Keep in mind that the placing of literature
is a step toward
imparting to persons of good will
the knowledge that is life-giving.
But in Order for us to help them
appreciate
the bound books, we must
Public
Meeting
Welcome Slip
To welcome persons of good will
and make them feel more at ease, and
to acquaint them with true Christian hospitality,
the Society is printing Public Meeting Welcome slips
(C-29). These are to be given out
before the public lecture to good-will
persons and strangers.
When circuit
servants order programs for the circuit assemblies
they should order
these welcome slips
at the same
time. They are to be used at circuit
and district
assemblies.
Estimates
on the number required can be determined by ordering (1) enough programs to supply only the publishers
attending
the assembly
and (2)
enough welcome slips to supply the
number of good-will
persons and
strangers
anticipated.
The Assembly
Good-Will Follow-up slip (C-63) will
continue
to be used by the publishers
when finding interest.
Companies should review this information just prior to their circuit assembly.

from

Right

Soil

know what our publications
contain.
Become familiar
with these study
aids and, with strong conviction and
sincerity,
use them effectively
in
preaching
the good news of the
Kingdom.
5 In order to bear fruit manyfold,
we must prepare
an enthusiastic
and convincing presentation
of the
books, and then ’buy out opportune
time’ to spend in Jehovah’s service.
Engage in house-to-house work, call
on the "not at homes" and endeavor
to share in all other features of the
ministry.
Remember also to make
return calls on those who obtained
the books and help them to "get
understanding"
of the way that
leads to life. Strive always to excel
in your service to God, and thus you
will be truly bearing fruit manyfold
from right soiL--Matt.
13:23, NW.
COMPANY

Tax Exemptions
on Kingdom
Halls
Companies that rent halls
are
not entitled to tax exemption on the
real property. Since the building Is
not a church and the owner receives
rent, he must pay taxes.
Companies that own their Kingdom Hall are entitled
to exemption
from paying taxes under the state
constitution.
This is notice to any company that
owns its
Kingdom Hall and has
been paying taxes on it to write to
the legal office of the Society as to
the amount of taxes paid and the
date of the payment of taxes each
year, and instructions
will be sent
as to the procedure for obtaining
tax exemption. Address your letter
to Watchtower Society, Legal Office,
124 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn 2,
New York.

ORGANIZATION

The School
Servant
1 The school servant occupies a
unique position in the company. Into
his hand has been committed
the
responsibility
of training the broth-i
ers in public speaking, and both the
brothers and the sisters
in their i
oral presentations.
By setting
an
enthusiastic,
energetic pace for himself,
he sets a good example for
those whomhe is trying to assist.
2 The school servant should take
an active, personal interest
In the
students.
His job is not just to i
assign them talks and then counsel l
their presentation in the school, tie
should give them personal assistance
and instruction
in preparing
and
delivering their talks. The students
should appreciate
that the school
servant is their servant and should
not hesitate
to ask him for needed
help.
3 Time should be spent by the
school servant in preparing for the
school. Not only should he be familiar with the lesson, but he should
salso be prepared in advance for hi
counsel. This can be done by keeping
a duplicate counsel sheet or a record
for each student.
So doing,
the
school servant can be familiar with
the points on which the students are
likely to be weak and can look up
appropriate
lessons in Theocratic
Aid to Kingdom Publishers,
noting
constructive
counsel and suggesting
that the student also study those
chapters.
4 Counsel should not exceed two
minutes.
The instructor
can thus
limit himself by discussing
only
one or two good points and one or
4

two weak points. He will still have
sufficient
opportunity to give con
structive suggestions for overcoming
weaknesses and for showing practical application of the good points.
The present arrangement of the
school, allowing one minute to present important points omitted by the
strident speakers on the Bible chapters, offers the sisters a grand opportunity
to have a greater share
in its blessings. (This, however, does
not apply to the chain word talks.)
Of course, participation
in the discussion requires
advance preparation. But preparing the lesson on the
New World Translation is not ’wearisome for the flesh’. In fact, those
who do little
advance preparation
have no idea of the thrill
they are
missing in discovering
for themselves clearer renditions
of scriptures that were previously hard to
understand,
more powerfully worded
scriptures for use in the field, anti
eye-opening chains on subjects that
were previously puzzling. If you are
doubtful
about how to study the
lesson, ask the school servant for
assistance,
whether you are a brother or a sister,
enrolled or not enrolled.
Do not deny yourself this
fascinating
and beneficial
personal
study.
6 The school servant should be a
constant example to the publishers0
as all servants should be. He too
must set an example of faithful field
service, assisting publishers to use
well their ministry training.
The
better the example he sets in the
school and in the field, the greater
will be his joy in assisting
his
brothers in the way of success,

"Praise Jah, you people, becauseJehovahour God, the Almighty,
has begunto rule as king."--Rev. 19: 6, NW.
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Hell-Fire
Bearing
Three

Fruit
Bound

Manyfold
Books

from

Offered

Back-Calls
and Bible
Studies
to Be Emphasized
1 The flood of expansion
is on
The Lord’s sheep are hearing his
voice and are pouring out of this
system of things. This is a torrent
of increase that will continue on
until
the Universal
Sovereign,
Jehovah, declares that our work is
finished.
And how is this increase
coming about? Why, by the cultivation of "the right kind of soil"
and by Jehovah’s blessing on this
work so that those "hearing
the
word and getting
the sense of it"
really bear fruit manyfold.--Matt,
13:23
NW.
2 During the month of November,
to aid us in our cultivating
work,
we will be placing three bound books,
preferably
including
"’This Means
Everlasting Life", on a contribution
of $1.00. These aids can be used in
several ways, as we shall see.
3 Bearing fruit
manyfold means
seeing an increase in publishers and
general service activity.
To achieve
this result,
we must do more than
just break up the soil and plant the
seed with the initial
presentation
of the offer. We must weed, water
and loosen the soil around the seed.
That means making back-calls
on
the persons
with whom the books
have been placed, re-arousing their
interest
and pointing
out ways in
which the seed of truth which has
been planted can be made to sprout
and grow in their hearts.
Producing the Fruit
4 Of the various soils,
only the
"right kind of soil" brings forth
good fruit.
By zealously following
up all interest
found we can definitely determine which is right soil.
Hence, it is the responsibility
of
each publisher
to follow up the inretest he finds. If he does not, the
seed cannot be expected
to bear
fruit.
On the other hand, if we do
make the effort
in this matter,
Jehovah is certain to bless it with
increase.
5 But, again, we do not stop with
gback-calls. HomeBible studies, usin

During

Right

Soil

November

the books as study aids, must be
started if the good-will persons are to
advance toward maturity.
From the
home Bible study such ones will
get the basic knowledge and understanding of God’s Word that helps
them send roots down deep so that
they cannot be choked out or plucked
up by the birds. Thus they grow in
the accurate knowledge of the truth.
6 The fruit is finally
harvested
when the new interest
are taken out
into the field service. If they are
properly trained in regularity
and
proper presentation
of the good
news they continue the cycle that
produces,
fruit
as much as a hundredfohl.
They cannot be left to
stand alone until they are sufficiently mature and strong in God’s Word.
Otherwise
they might, as tender
young buds cut from the tree, wither
and die.
Increased Activity Vital
It is true that there has been
an increase in back-call and Bible
study activity
in this country.
However, reports
show that there
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)
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Many Respond
as Pioneers
"Whom shall
I send,
and who
will go for us?" Among those w
ho
have responded in thunderous tones
to this most cherished invitation,
there are the 6,166 full-time servants
of Jebovah
who have heard his
voice, and their answer is similar
to that of the prophet Isaiah,
as
they unitedly cry out, "Here am I!
send me." (Isa. 6": S, AT) No ordinary invitation
is this, but a call
from the eternal King, Jehovah God.
2 We are living
in the day of
Theocracy’s
increase and we share
in the joy of seeing the actual fulfilhnent
of prophecy. Our eyes witness God as being true to his prom;
eises. Are we only to gaze and star
at this wondrous fulfillment of promised expansion
or can we have a

BROOKLYN, N.Y.
Tract

Correctior

The following correction
in the
Hell-Fire
tract should be noted by
all Kingdom publishers.
On page 3,
paragraph 1, in lines 2-4, the portion
of the first sentence under the subtitle
"What Does the Bible Say?"
reads, "... but, please note, the
expression ’hell-fire’
is not to be
found, and there is a vast difference." This should read as follows:
"... but the expression ’hell-fire’
is not translated
from the same
original Greek words, which makes a
vast difference (gehenna is used, not
hades)." All publishers will please
study and become familiar with this
correction so that all will be fully
equipped to explain any questions
that may arise relative to this matter in the field.
(NOTE : Tracts should be ordered
in lots of 250 of each tract;
for
example, 250, 500, 1,000, etc., as the
Society will not be filling orders for
less than 250 of any one particular
tract.
Companies may supply the
tracts to the publishers in quantities
desired, based on the same rate paid
to the Society, such as 65 for 5c,
when they have been received
in
lots of 1,000. Tracts are cash items,
therefore
a remittance
should-accompany your order.)
Send

Me"

greater share in this invitation
to
"’praise Jah"?
Jehovah is the great director of
this chorus of praise to his name.
From and after
198 he sent forth
the call,
"Who will go for us?"
and, "Enter into the joy of your
master."
We have had the cue,
what more do we need to join in
the life-giving
melody and song? We
must now give our best so that the
song will reach the ears of all who
have righteous hearts.
4 The chorus is made up of those
who really and sincerely
desire to
be used by the Lord and who actually do sing forth His praises.
At
first
we participate
in the chorus
by being good company publishers.
With this requirement met, the next
question
is, How can we have a
(Continued on page 2, col. 1)

Here Am I! Send Me
(Cont’d)
greater share in this song of praise
and respond more fully to the invitation?
This is made possible by
being used as ministers in a fulltime capacity--pioneering
! Yes,
these are the ones who are ready
to heed the voice of the Lord now
and are most fully qualified and able
to share to the fullest
extent in
answering
the question,
"Whom
shall I send?" They say, "Send me."
t5Does that
mean that
jus
limited few can be pioneers? Definitely not! All who have completely
dedicated themselves to do the will
of Jehovah have the opportunity
to
take advantage of this privilege.
If you have participated in the field
service regularly
for at least six
months after
having submitted
to
water immersion, you are eligible.
The pioneer is one reporting
full
time, to the extent of at least 100
hours a month, or 1,200 hours a year,
in Kingdom preaching.
6 The voice issuing
forth from
the throne says: "Be praising
our
God, all YOUhis slaves,
who fear
him." (Rev. 19:5, NW) Who is in
the most logical position to fulfill
this command of continuous eulogy?
If you answer that it is the one who
does all he possibly can in service
to his Creator, your reply is correct.
So you see why Jehovah in his
Word holds forth pioneering
for
all,
and as time goes on we can
expect to see this group of full-time
praisers
grow and expand.
7 In many cases,
whatever your
present station of life is, by wise
planning, use of foresight, an organized schedule,
good conscientious
work, reliance on Jehovah’s promises and by prayer,
you can be a
pioneer. Strong determination,
courage and faith
are needed in this
full-time work of setting the prisoners free. Practical
information
and illustrations
on how to get into
the pioneer ranks and then remain
there will be considered in subsequent issues of the Informant.
8 An automobile, trailer
or substantiaI living quarters are not the
things essential to be in the pioneer
service.
If we plan to have these
things before we enter the full-time
work, we may never taste
of the
real pleasures and joy of pioneering
We can easily become a slave to this
old system of ’things by craving,
submitting to and striving to fulfill
the desires of the flesh. "Keep on
. . . seeking first
the kingdom,"
said Jesus,
"and all these other
things will be added to you."
9 Consider too that there are many
in the world who are tied down
and chained to old world traditions
and philosophies.
How dark must
their future look to them without
any hope! As a pioneer
you have
so much more time to get to all
of the people in your territory,
to

Through

Bible
Tracts
(Part Two)
1 A mature dedicated
servant of
the Lord appreciates
fully that he
must live a life of praise to Jebovah
all the time. Necessarily,
then, he
must follow the command: "Preach
the word, be at it urgently in favorable season, in troublesome season,
. . . with all longsuffering and art
of teaching."
He must be ’always
ready to make a defense
before
everyone
that
demands of him a
reason for the hope in him’.
2 The four tracts recently released
by the Society were designed particularly to aid us to always be ready
to effectively present the good news.
In our daily routine
we are continually
coming in contact
with
people, either when out in the field
service
or when doing necessary
work to sustain
ourselves
in the
ministry.
Let us not waste these
opportunities
to preach the good
news.
3 For instance, the housewife can
keep a supply of tracts conveniently
placed
at home and use them in
witnessing to those who call, such
as deliverymen, salesmen, neighbors,
etc. To the neighbor
that drops
by for a few minutes she might say :
I’ve talked to you several
times
about the Bible and what Jehovah’s
witnesses
believe.
Here’s a little
tract that discusses the primary
doctrinesof the Bible and Scripturally shows what Jehovah’switnessesbelieve.Readit overand I
l
’
be happy to discuss it with you
sometimewhen I’m over to see you."
4 A brother
riding
the bus or
gstreetcar
to work in the mornin
engages in conversation
with the
person beside him. World conditions
predominate in the conversation and,
perplexed, the stranger asks: "Why
is it that something can’t be done
about this awful state of affairs?
People are so indifferent."
No time

for a long, detailed witness, so the
brother, briefly explains how these
times fit into Bible prophecy and are
known as the "last days" and thus
lays the groundwork for presenting
the tract "Awakc from Sleep!"
5 The brother who is a farmer and
known by all in the community t})
be one of Jehovah’s witnesses may
engage in conversation
with his
supplier
of needed items for the
farm. the discussion turns to Jehovah’s witnesses and he inquires : "Is
it true that Jehovah’s
witnesses
haw connections
with the Communists
as claimed by many?" The
brother can briefly explain : "No, for
Jehovah’s
witnesses
are hated by
the Communists and are outlawed
in Russia as well as other countries
behind the Iron Curtain. They have
no connections with such futile organizations
of men but put their
trust entirely
in Jehovah God and
his kingdom. I have a tract
here
that goes into this matter briefly.
read it over and let me know what
you think about it next week when
I call."
6 The younger brothers
can use
the tracts
in witnessing
to their
friends at school. In a discussion
of God’s punishment for the wicked,
the subject of hell-fire comes up. The
young publisher
might say: "My
family doesn’t believe in hell-fire.
they believe what the Bible teaches
about it, and here’s a little
tract
that proves what hell really is."
7 Yes, tracts
open the way for
many title discussions.
The shop and
office
workers can use them when
talking to their fellow workers while
eating lunch or otherwise.
While
traveling,
we can supplement
our
verbal
witness with appropriate
tracts. In many cases they will serve
as the first step in arousing interest.
Be sure to follow up this interest
whenever possible.
Use every opportunity to effectively preach the good
news through the tracts.
Bearing Fruit Manyfold (Cont’d)
call back on all of the book placea deficiency
in these
ments you make and aid them to is still
clear their beclouded minds. Re- features
of service
and that the
freshing to them will be the news minority of publishers
are carryof the new world promises.
The ing the bulk of the load, while the
future you seek is before you ; meas- majority of publishers
are content
are your steps wisely by making with a nominal share in this vital
up your mind to join the chorus of service.
What can be done to imfull-time praisers in the united cry, prove this condition? First of all,
"Here am I! send me."
we must all attend the meetings
where proper instruction
is given
Publications
Now in Stock
for carrying on these features
of
activity.
Then each publisher must
Counsel on Theocratic Organization
put his knowledge to use, taking
for Jchovak’s Witnesses
--Ibo
The Joy of All the People
his full share of responsibility
in
(Continued on page 3, col. 1)
--Cebu-Visayan

YOUR

SERVICE

MEETING

In order to harvest a crop a farmer must first of all plant seed. But
that is not all that Is necessary,for he mustalso water and cultivate it.
If he is going to give the seed proper attention, he mustknowexactly
where It is sown. The sameprinciple applies in our ministry work. We
mustnot only plant seed in the field by placing publications or stirring
up initial interest, but the place of planting must be properly marked
so the seed can be watered and cared for through the back-call and
Bible.study work. In the following demonstration,SceneI illustrates the
need for keepinga record of interest located and SceneII illustrates, not
only the gratifying results but howsimple it is to keep such a record.
SCENEONE: Start with publisher making current offer for the month
on the doorstep of householder.
Part 1 (4 minutes) Householder shows interest
in what is said and
takes offer. Publisher encourages householder to read publication
and
to make a note of points he wants clarified,
since he desires to call
back to answer questions
and discuss the subject further.
Publisher
leaves and, talking aloud to himself, says the contact just made was the
best he has had in a brag time and that he had better
make a record
of it for future reference.
Going through his book bag, clothing, etc.,
he finds he has nothing on which to keep a record. He consoles himself
by saying, "I’ll remember that one. I won’t forget a call like that."
Part 2 (3 minutes) tIouseholder,
who remains on the platform while
publisher is talking to himself in front of house, manifests real interest
in what was said and sits down to read publication.
Another member
of family comes in and householder starts
telling
of the interesting
discussion
he had with a minister
who said he would call back at a
later
time. Part 2 closes with lmuseholder
commenting, "I’m glad he
said he would come back, for I want to hear nmre about that religion."
Part 3 (3 minutes) The publisher
is back in his territory
trying o
remember where placement was made. After wandering around territory
for awhile, he sees a place that looks familiar and, deciding it is the
home of his call,
goes to the door. An unfamiliar
person answers the
door instead
of the original
good-will person. He asks if the son or
brother
or father
is at home. When advised
the householder
lives
there alone, publisher
replies
he must have the wrong house. Leaving
the house he tells himself he must be more careful in keeping a record
so he can follow up interest
and water the seed.
SCENETWO:The same publisher, engaged in door-to-door work, presents the offer to another householder.
Part 1 (5 minutes) The householder manifests interest
and accepts
the offer. Being friendly and desiring to secure the name of the householder for future calls,
he offers his name and in return receives the
name of householder.
Arrangements are made for a return visit
and
encouragement is given to househohler to study the literature
taken.
On departing
from house, publisher
makes a mental note of house
number and, after walking down the street,
stops to make a written
note of householder’s
name, address,
publication
placed,
subject of
interest
discussed and date back-call is to be made.
Part 2 (5 minutes) The publisher
is in the territory
and, upon consuiting
the record he made. has no doubt regarding
the back-call
he
is to make. He has the person’s
name and address,
what was placed,
subject discussed an(l is on time for the call. With confidence he goes
to the door, greets the householder by name and effectively
assists the
person of good will with refreshing
waters of truth.
General Points: For the convenience of publishers
who find it advantageous
to use, the House-to-tlouse
Reoord has been provided by
the Society.
However, Small notebooks or any other similar device may
be used by the publisher
to note the important basic points outlined
above. In addition to keeping a record of interest
found, a record of
’ not at homes’ shouhl be kept so the territory
can be completely worked.
Bearing Fruit Manyfold (Cont’d)
the best ways to serve Jehovah.
finding and then returning to feed Then show true understanding
by
the Lord’s other sheep. Experienced applying your knowledge in the field.
but
publishers
can assist those needing Do not stop at just planting,
help to get started.
In this way we through back-calls and Bible studies
really
show our love for Jehovah water and cultivate
the seeds sown.
and for our neighbor.
So doing, you will take your place
8 So, all publishers,
take advan- with those who are bearing
fruit
tage of all opportunities
to learn manyfold.

Preaching
on Board
Ships
In many coastal cities and seaports throughout the world a splendid opportunity
for spreading the
Kingdom message is afforded
by
visiting the ships from many nations
which dock to unload cargo and
passengers.
Many of the men employed in the merchant marine of
the world are eager for the opportunity to read and study the truth
during their long days at sea traveling from one port to another.
As
they bring the literature
they receive on their travels to their homes
in distant lands the seed of truth
has further
opportunity
to sprout
and grow.
2 Usually it is not difficult to obtain permission to board the ships
and to witness and place literature
with the crews. A courteous explanation of your work and mission to
the gate watchman for the dock
and also to the guard at the gangway of the ship is sufficient in most
cases to gain permission to enter.
You can explain
that
you are a
minister of the gospel and that you
are engaged in an international
Bible educational
work. Your purpose in calling is to give the crew
the opportunity to obtain Bibles and
Bible literature
and to invite them
to attend a public Bible lecture
while they are in port. A brief witness is sufficient
in most cases.
Where the company operating
the
ship requires a pass before entrance
is permitted, the watchman or ship’s
agent can tell you how to get it.
a In some cases it is necessary to
ask for the chief officer of the ship
and explain the work to him before
the publishers
will be permitted to
witness to others on the ship. However, where the minister is freely
permitted to board it is best to call
on the crew in their cabins and then
work up to the ship’s officers, finishing with the captain.
If members
of the crew who are approached are
on duty, the publisher
should use
discretion
so as not to interfere
with the necessary
operations
on
board ship. For the most part it is
possible to call from one cabin to
the next just as though working
from door to door in an apartment
building,
introducing
yourself and
presenting the offer.
4Much good has been accomplished by brothers’
witnessing on
board ships while in dock, but it is a
field which has not been regularly
covered. Publishers visiting the ships
will find it necessary to carry a
good supply of bound books in various languages,
depending on the
nationality
of the ships in port.
When someone shows interest
in the
message it is good to suggest that it
will be possible for him to meet with
Jehovah’s
witnesses
again during
(Continued on page 4, col. 3)

"Praise

Jehovah

as

King"

Latest

Book and a Booklet
to Be Offered
In a world filled with false religion, how fortunate
and privileged
are the enlightened
and true worshipers
of the Almighty
God,
Jehovah. God’s kingdom is the only
source of hope in this fading, gloomy
old world, and sincere worshipers of
Jehovah realize it. That is why their
praise and proclamation that Jehovah is ruling as King is now spreading and roaring out "as a sound of
many waters
and as a sound of
heavy thunders".--Rev.
29: 6, NW.
]But what can be said of the many
false religions
of the nations? Are
they applauding
the blessed rule
of Jehovah as King? Is this world
aware of this greatest event in man’s
history? If not, then just what has
religion
done for mankind? Instead
of honoring and praising
the name
of Jehovah, this world’s religion
has done everything
within
its
power to push that great name into
obscurity
by omitting it, not only
from many Bible translations,
but
also in its praise. False religion has
given all of its worship and praise
to a corrupt form of rule that the
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1952
130,308Publishers
Monthly Field
Service
Report
SeptemberReport
Av. Av. Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Sp’I Pios.
301 131.6 51.7
6,9
Pioneers
6,514 88.1 36.1
4.9
Co. Pubs. 118,737 8.7 3.0
.5
Total Pubs.125,552
Public Meetings Held: 6,589
Unitedly
Pressing
Onward
Honest labor brings forth good
fruit.
Jehovah’s
servants
have
proved this to be true by the consistent
increase
of Kingdom proclaimers year after year. We are now
in a new service year, which means
that we will work for a new quota
of publishers.
The United States
goal for 1952 is attaining
a 10 per
cent increase in average number of
publishers,
or :130,308 ministers of
the true religion on an average witnessing in the field each month. The
quota is based upon the average
number of publishers
for the year
just completed, plus 10 per cent.
The company chart
should have
been posted by now so that all can
check their progress as well as the
various features of service that can
be improved upon.
Stick close to the Lord’s organization,
attend and support all of
the meetings and assemblies
that
Jehovah provides for us.

Testimony

Period

great King, Jehovah, has promised
to destroy.
Urgency and necessity-are
laid
upon us, then, to inform all people of
what false religion is doing to them.
And what a wonderful new instrument Jehovah has given us, to show
to all the world what both false and
true religion
have done for mankind! The new book What Has Religion
Done for Mankind? will be
presented to the public in December,
for the first
time. Along with this
a premium booklet
(any of which
you have a good quantity)
will be
placed, on a contribution of 50 cents.
This book will appeal to all who are
interested in what religion has done
for mankind, and it will serve as an
excellent
book with which to start
home Bible studies.
Present it to
everyone with conviction and enthusiasm such as you have for Jehovah’s praiseworthy
rule as King.
COMPANY

Preaching on Ship
(Cont’d)
his seafaring
by referring
him to
the list of branch offices throughout
the world as found in each publication.
Interested sailors can thus
attend meetings in their ports of call.
"Let God Be True"
Stock
Many companies are ordering the
book "Let God Be True". These are
temporarily out of stock due to our
presses being fully occupied with the
new book What Has Religion
Done
For Mankind? However, 150,000 of
these are in the company stockrooms
in the U.S. Hence companies desiring
"Let God Be True" should
contact nearby companies to obtain
their needs. Circuit servants noting
companies with -excess
stock of
"Let God Be True" should advise
other companies that are out of
stock
so they may obtain
some.
When this book is again in stock announcement will be made. Until then
please do not order.

ORGANIZATION

Watchtower
Study
Conductor
The Watchtower study conductor
has a serious yet pleasant responsibility.
He enjoys the privilege
of
directing the study so that the spiritual food the Lord regularly
provides through the channel of the
Watchtower magazine is properly
and understandably
served to Jehovah’s servants.
This he does by
conducting
an orderly and systematic question-and-answer
discussion of the contents of the Watchtower magazine. The material studied will be according to the schedule
appearing in the magazine.
2 For this study to be lively and
interesting,
the conductor should
thoroughly
study and prepare
his
lesson in advance. He will thus be
able to see that the main points
of the lesson are covered, make sure
that correct thoughts are expressed
in harmony with the paragraphs,
and be certain
that the study is
timed to stay within the allotted
hour.
air the appointed
conductor
is
unable to be present to conduct the
study, it will be necessary for him
to arrange for some capable brother
to substitute for him. He will select
competent brothers to read the paragraphs,
and will use a different
brother each week, where such are
available,
notifying
them of their
assignment at least one week in advance. (1 Cor. 14 : 19) As conductor,
he will read the questions
on the
paragraphs,
and then call on as
many holding
up their
hands to
express a comment as time will per4

mit. He should encourage the publishers to make their comments brief
and to the point, and thus allow for
several
comments to be made on
each question.
He should endeavor
to have as many different
publishers
as possible
comment during
the
study. Timid publishers
can be encouraged to participate
by assigning them scriptures
cited in the
lesson
which they can read and
comment on when time permits.
The
conductor Inay also make comments
on any of the paragraphs
where
a vital point has been missed. However, these comments should be required only occasionally,
and should
always be brief.
(See Counsel on
Theocratic Organization,
paragraphs
131-134, for additional information.)
When new ones comment during
the study, the conductor should try
to contact these publishers after the
meeting and express his appreciation of their comments, and encourage them to give further
comments
at succeeding studies. A real effort
should be made by the conductor to
make all persons in attendance feel
welcome and to feel free to participate in the study. At the close of the
meeting brief announcements relative to field service and company
study activity
may be made by the
conductor or the company servant.
5 The Watchtower study conductor will faithfully fulfill his responsibility and privilege of making certain that the brothers are properly
served "’food at the proper time". In
addition, he will set a right example
by diligently
applying himself to
feeding persons of good will in field
service regularly.

"Praise Jah, you people, becauseJehovahour God, the Almighty,
.hasbegunto rule as king."--Rev. 19: 6, NW
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"Praise
World’s

Jehovah
Religious

as
Beliefs

Theocratic
Worship
Championed
!
1 Under the full establishment
of
the new world every living intelligent creature
will praise Jehovah
God, the Almighty, as King. (Rev.
19:6, NW) Such is the purpose of
the God of creation,
and his will
is sure to be fulfilled.
The nucleus
of this new world society of earth’s
inhabitants
is today being gathered
from all races and nations.
Undefiled praise is increasing.
Unitedly
we will continue praising
Jehovah
during December by presenting
to
the public for the first time the book
What Has Religion
Done 1or Mankind? and any available
booklet,
on a contribution of 50 cents.
Urgently the warning is given:
Mass destruction
to befall mankind
And with mankind in ,general
enslayed to error and ignorance, great
is their need for truth and light
to break their
bonds. The dark
superstitions
and beliefs perpetuated by the varied religious
systems
of earth must be proved false,
if
sincere-hearted
persons are to be
saved from impending destruction.
a The eye-opening Bible aid What
Has Religion
Done for Mankind?
is a godsend to these persons.
It
clears away the confusion and ig"Taste

and

See

that

Can You Pioneer?
Every person who has made a
dedication of his life to serve Jehovah is obligated
to serve him as
much as he possibly
can. If we
have dedicated ourselves to his service, then everything we have should
be used in praising
the only true
God. Why? Simply because
we as
consecrated
Christians
belong to
Jehovah God through
the merits
of the ransom sacrifice he provided.
"You do not belong to yourselves,
for you were bought with a price,"
even the precious blood of Christ.
(1 Cor. 6 : 19, 20, NW) If you are one

King"

Proved

Testimony

False

norance
which clouds
the minds
of men and it leads them to pure
paths of worship. Literally hundreds
of scriptures from fifty-four books of
the Bible are cited and indexed in
support of pure worship. Authorities
of religion
and science,
men of
great worldly following, are quoted
and their works cited with impressive force. (For examples, see pages
85, 247 and 295.) Thus the book
is not a fanatical
blast at false
worship,
but is a calm, factual,
Scriptural consideration,
which will
open the minds of the enslaved
peoples. Call attention to the abovementioned points,
as well as other
appealing features, such as its subject index and Scripture index, color
illustrations
and large bold type.
Show how it is a practical
book of
value and facts,
pleasing
to the
eye and whetting the appetite.
4 To ensure time being profitably
spent, the companies will prepare
and present instructive service meetings, illustrating
practical and effective methods of placing the combination in the hands of interested
persons. Timely information
on the
importance
of following
up with
back-calls
and establishing
home
Bible studies should be presented.
{Note the suggestions in "Presenting
the Good News" and "Your Service
Jehovah

Is

Good"

’of these devoted Christians,
you
belong to God.
2 It is true that Jehovah makes
allowance
for certain
ones who
have Scriptural
obligations
which
cannot otherwise
be cared for.
(1 Tim. 5 : 8 ; Matt. 15 : 4-6, NW;Ps.
103:13,14,
AS) There are those
who do not have such Scriptural
obligations.
Keep in mind that consecrated
servants
of Jehovah are
not to take on obligations
where
there are unconsecrated
relatives
!to carry the load, or, at least, not
any more than their share of the
burden. Our original
covenant with

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Period

Meeting" in this issue of the Informant.)
Each publisher
will want
to take notes,
while reading
or
studying
the book, and thus have
these good points in mind to use
when offering
the book and also
prepare friendly presentations
for
personal use in the field service.
Further,
appointed
servants
and
study conductors will work directly
with the publishers
in the field,
aiding them to make effective
use
of this new book at the initial
contact
and at subsequent
return
calls.
(Acts 15: 36, NW) The local
company book-study
arrangement
can be of real aid as a service
!center.
Midweek contact schedules
should be arranged for all those who
are able to meet with the group.
Indeed, all publishers
should avail
themselves of every opportunity
to
present
this new book, and then
follow up their
placements
with
back-calls
and studies.
5 We are determined
to "press
the battle
to the gate", exposing
false religions
and championing the
one true religion.
As enlightened
new world ambassadors ours is the
privilege
of carrying the torch of
freedom to the bedarkened prisoners, saying: "Go forth." (Isa. 49: 9)
We will thus show ourselves
at
unity with the organization
of
pure worship, inviting
others
-to
praise
Jehovah as King with us,
and then have "sure success".
Jehovah still
stands. We are bound
to it and must "obey God rather
than men".
3 Then, too, there are many who
have erroneously concluded that the
theocratic
requirement for each and
every publisher
at the present is
part-time
service.
The Scriptures
argue against
such a mental conclusion. Those who can Scripturally
do more, and yet do not, can be
likened to living in a "fool’s paradise".
God’s Word informs us to
"honor
Jehovah
with thy substance", and "to present your bodies
a sacrifice living, holy, acceptable
to God". (P¥ov.
3:9,
AS; Rom.
12:1,NW) If it is Scripturally
(Continued on page 2, col 2)

Be Alert

to Witness
Tracts

with

Have you found the tracts a ready
instrument in incidental
preaching?
Do you use them to pave the way
for future placements in your regular ministry?
How well do you
appreciate
these fitting
provisions
from the Lord? If you have no
physical
obstacles
to hinder your
ministry,
think of the innumerable
opportunities
you have of using the
tracts to give an effective witness.
Those who are limited in a physical way can also make wise use of
the tracts.
For example,
one invalid
sister
wrote the
Society
relative
to her joy over the use
of the tracts:
"I am an invalid
doing my witness
work by
mail and telephone.
I have mailed
thousands of cards using material
on the subjects listed in the index:
of ’Equipped 1or Every Good Work’.
Along with this I have written out
some of the principal
points from
the ’Let God Be True’ and ’This
Means Everlasting
Life’ books. So
that I can make a direct contact,
I usually send all my mail to people
who have telephones.
I make my
back-calls
by calling
them up to
find out their reaction to the lettors I send them. I do find a great
deal of trouble in expressing
myself in writing; nevertheless,
I always ask them to write to me if they
have any questions on the subjects
that
I send out. Many have answered and said that they enjoyed
my letters
and cards, and are asking for further help. Can you imagine my joy when I first
heard of
the new tracts?
Now I am able
to send out a complete witness on
a given subject.
Along with these
I include a few personal comments
relative to the partlcular tract that
I send. How wonderful it is to be
able to supply those who request
more information
about our work
with a well written
tract
which
briefly yet satisfactorily
presents
the message!
I know that
many
who are in the same position
as
I am will want to make wise use
of this provision.
I am thankful
to the Lord’s visible organization for
the efforts
it puts forth in making
the witness work possible for all
who wish to praise the King."
Have you too had good results
in using the tracts? Then send your
experiences
in to the Society
so
others may benefit.
The above may
serve as a reminder to all of us
to be "wise persons, buying out the
opportune time". (Eph. 5 : 15, 16,
NW) [We are unable to print tracts
as fast as they are being ordered,
hence there may be a reduction
in
your order or delay in filling
it.]

Using

the

New Book

December
is here again!
And
with it
comes the year’s
end,
bringing holidays
which stir the
world to heights of religious fervor. Now, while all the world is
conscious of religion, Jehovah’s witnesses will present
a timely new
book, What Has Religion
Done for
Mankind? Preparation
is necessary
if we are to properly present it,
and to aid in this,
the following
sample presentation
is offered:
"Good morning, I am a minister
calling in the interest
of a worldwide Bible educational
campaign.
This work is vital now when one crisis after another faces mankind, and
since religion is accepted by many as
the answer to these crises, the plea
for more religion
is being raised
throughout the world today. As we
know, religion has existed for thousands of years.
So the question
arises,
What has religion
done for
mankind? We are all interested
in
this,
for when we understand
religion’s
part in human history
we
know what to expect of religion
in this present crisis.
I have a
Bible-study
aid here that deals
with this subject,
What Has Religion Done for Mankind? It is yours
for a contribution
of only 50c."
After this introduction,
one might
continue: "This book discusses
the
major religions and gives a practical
analysis of religion world-wide. For
instance,
did you know that the
destiny of many nations has been
"Taste and See . . . " (Cont’d)
possible for us, the full-time service
should be our goal.
4The servants
of God today
are found in the following groups:
(1) those in full-time
service,
pioneers;
(2) those for whom the
Lord makes allowance
because of
Scriptural
obligations,
or company
publishers;
(3) those who could
be in the pioneer
service,
but
are not. In which of these categories do you find yourself?
5 A "pioneer" is one who converts
all that he has into equipment that
will aid him in full-time service of
praise to Jehovah. He buys a car
and a trailer,
if he is able to, but
if he cannot do that, then he converts what little
he has into pioneering
equipment,
and uses his
God-given means of transportation
--his two feet. If he has obligations
$

shaped by religion?
That once there
was only one religion?
Do you know
how the false kind began? And did
you know that
communism is a
religion,
though it denounces religion as the opium of the people?
All this information
is viewed in
the light of the Bible, and hundreds
of Scripture
texts are used. This
book brings forcefully
home to us
that all religion is now on judgment,
and all that is false will soon
perish
amid the great ruin that
it is bringing upon itself."
The book’s various features
can
be "pointed out and demonstrated.
A paragraph
or two read directly
from the book to the person will
often arouse interest.
Use the book itself
in overcoming
objections.
For instance,
"I have
my religion,
and it is good enough
for me." One might reply,
"It is
quite natural that you feel that way
about it, and that very thought is
discussed
in this book." Turn to
the index under "Toleration"
and
read to them the paragraphs
referred to, namely, paragraphs I and
2 on page 17. Then conclude with the
last paragraph
in that chapter.
Other objections
,can be overcome
in the same way.
In conclusion,
one might say:
"This book carries
a message of
vital importance,
appealing to all
persons whether they are religious
or nonreligious.
Why not take a
copy of this book and, along with
your Bible, prove for yourself what
religion
has done for mankind?"
beyond that,
he gets a part-time
job to take care of them. The principle involved here is that he adjusts his life to fulfill his covenant
obligations, that of full-time service.
Those, however, that find themselves in group three have not fully
matured to this point.
They are
always busy living up to the supposed high standards
of this old
world. They are interested
in having
a home, with all the modern conveniences: car, radio, television and
luxurious up-to-date furnishings
and
the like.
Most of them have to
devote the hest part of their life to
acquiring and maintaining these possessions. As far as Kingdom service
is Concerned, they do a little
here
and there when they can get away
’from their worldly ties. Being so absorbed in fleshly interests,
they can(Continued on page 3, col. 1)

1952 Yearbook
and Calendar
Jehovah’s witnesses are interested
in the activities
of their Christian
Whenevera publisher places a bound book he should have a definite
brothers
world-wide and are ready
objective in mind. That objective should be the starting of a home to share in the experiences
and
Bible study. This can be accomplished
only if he is alert and has a ready blessings of their fellow ministers.
plan of action in mind. There is no set-time when a Bible study can Each year they look forward
to
be started, for prevailing circumstancesat the time govern the actual
the president’s
global report on
procedure. The following demonstrations are designed to showsomeof
results
of the ministry
of their
the various times and waysBible studies can be started.
brothers.
The 1952 Yearbook gives
a thorough account of experiences,
endurance under persecuSCENEONE: (7 minutes) Publisher starts Bible study while placing faithful
tion, results of increased knowledge
bound book.
facts on Theocracy’s
Witness introduces
himself
and new book What Has Religion
Done and detailedEveryone
who is interested
for Mankind? Interest
is aroused and quickened by pointing
out that increase.
the expansion of the clean wortoday there are hundreds of religions,
while at one time there was in
should have a personal copy of
only one true religion.
Householder is asked if he would like to know ship
1952 Yearbook. It features
the
when and how false religion
began. Showing a desire to know the answer, the
comments on the yearhe is handed a copy of the book. Then publisher
demonstrates
how book president’s
text for ’1952 and a Bible text
can be used to answer this question.
He asks householder
to open it with comments for each day of the
to page 51, and directs his attention
to questions at bottom of page. coming year. Copies are 50c each.
Opening his own copy to same page, he proceeds to demonstrate
by
The 1952 Calendar is also availregular question-and-answer
method when and how false religion
began.
It contains the
After a short discussion,
arrangements
are made to call back for a able for distribution.
yeartext,
"Say to the prisoners,
continued consideration
of material.
(Isa.
49:9),
and the
SCENETWO:Many times a householder will be busy preparing dinner, Go forth" Scriptural
themes and is
has company,or is in a hurry to leave for an appointment, etc. An alert monthly
illustrated
by
a
beautiful
and
fitting
publisher will then makearrangements
to call later to start a Bible study.
, background. They may be had on a
Part 1 (3 minutes) At initial
contact woman comes to door with contribution
of 25c each, or 5 or
appearance of preparing dinner. Alert publisher notes this and briefly
more to one address for 20c each.
states
purpose of his call and presents the book. Womanremarks that
keep in mind that all who
she is busy preparing dinner and doesn’t have much time to talk, but arePlease
associated
with a company
will take the book. Witness briefly informs her that a free demonstration should order through the company.
on some very effective
methods of studying book is provided for each The company should use the reguperson obtaining
book, and, since she is busy now, he will call in a
order blank and remittance
week (or when convenient) to give her a demonstration on studying book. lar
forms when ordering
these
cash
Name and address are obtained for return call.
items. To ensure everyone’s receiving
Part 2 (5 minutes) At appointed time publisher makes his return call.
copy the company servant should
He informs woman that calling back is part of his service and he would his
the company’s and piolike to spend a few minutes illustrating
some effective methods of studying determine
neers’ needs and order all Yearbooks
the book. He can then proceed to give question-and-answer
demonstration
and calendars at one time.
similar to that outlined in first scene.
SCENETHREE: (5 minutes) Starting studies with those who do not
"Yearbook" for Pioneers
wish to obtain additional literature since they already have someof the
Due to the increased
rate
on
publications and have not read them as yet,
mailing single copies of the YearWhen offer is presented
householder
does not wish to obtain new book, the pioneers should get their
book, stating he ’has not read any of the other publications
obtained
1952 Yearbook
from the company
previously. Publisher inquires which publication party has, and then asks with which they are associated.
if he would like to know the best method of study, or perhaps he would Labels are being sent to pioneers
like to have the proper method demonstrated to him now. Witness then with this Informant
which should
follows pattern similar to that outlined in scene one.
be presented
to the stock servant
[’NOTE: The first contact need not be an hour in length, but can be to receive your Yearbook. Pioneers
limited to 10 or 15 minutes. Circumstances
would determine how long in territory
not assigned to comthis first call should be when contacting a busy person.]
panies will receive their copy direct
from the Society. The above applies
"Taste and See . . . " (Cont’d)
[the rich young man--full-time
serv- to pioneers
on the list
prior to
not do much house-to-house
work. or ice.
(See Matthew 6:25-33
and July 1, 1951.
much street
work or conduct many I Corinthians 7: 29-31.)
Bible studies. Working for all these
Therefore,
those who can Scripthings will not permit very much turally
do so and who are able to,
Publication
Now in Stock
time for the Lord’s service.
They why not sell all your belongings;
Can
You
Lice
Forever
in Happiness
are in a similar
position
to the that
is, convert
them into new
rich young ruler who said to Jesus: world life-giving
on Earth?
--Papiamento
equipment. Then
’I have kept all of the Lord’s com- you will be able to feed many more
mandments ; what yet am I lacking?’
of the poor with the bread of life.
are safe guides!
(See Jeremiah
Jesus answered him: "If you want Now stop, pause for a moment and 17:9 and Proverbs
14:12.)
God’s
to be complete, go sell your belong- reflect.
Does your heart rebel at Word is the only dependable guide.
ings and give to the poor and you the thought of having to change,
Set your mind in line with what the
will have treasure
in heaven, and disturb or upset your present state
Word of God directs and then strive
come be my follower."
That is and surroundings?
Does your flesh to keep it that way. Plan now to
what Jesus
advises
for all who resent the call to pioneer service? make pioneering
your business and
are in the same circumstances
as Remember now, neither
of these
then send for your application.
YOUR

SERVICE

MEETING

Tell

the

People

January

Begins
Watchtower
Campaign
Seeing Jehovah’s name reproached
on every hand and the majority
of mankind giving no heed to the
Kingdom message,
Jehovah’s
witnesses are moved to ask at times,
as did Isaiah:
"Lord, how long?"
But the Lord, knowing the need
of his sheep still
held captive in
this world’s systems and the need
to keep declaring
his vengeance
against wickedness,
gives the answer: "Until cities be waste without
inhabitant,
and houses without man,
and the land become utterly waste."
--Isa. 6: 11, AS.
On with the preaching work then !
While there is still time left,
let
the people continue
to hear the
message through ! the columns of
The Watchtower.
It is imperative
that
we know how to make wise
use of The Watchtower in our rainNEW

SCHOOL

SCHEDULE!

Improved
Procedure
Initiated
X
"Continue applying yourself
to
public reading," says Paul at 1 Timothy 4:13 (NW), and with the
improved ministry school procedure,
today’s Christians
can prepare for
over a year of training in this vital
part of their ministry.
Indeed, we do read, both privately
and publicly. We read the daily text
aloud,
we read paragraphs
and
scriptures
at our Bible studies, we
read when summarizing
the paragraphs at the Watchtower study.
We are aware of the pressing
necessity of reading with understanding, with enthusiasm,
with expression. And now, by Jehovah’s
undeserved kindness,
we are to get
long-needed training and experience
in the art of reading.
But this
is not the only improvement to be made. Other features have been added to the school
that will inject even more life, vigor
and interest into it than it already
has. Yet it will lose none of its
powerful instruction
and practical
value for all. Got your new schedule
and study it. Company servants,
arrange to have the instructions
thoroughly discussed in the service
meeting; and, school servants,
set
the pace by giving the first
instruction
talk of the new schedule.
Publishers,
enrolled or not, your
share in the school is being increased
and more privileges
are
being granted to you. Take advantage of this and every other tasty
morsel served at the Lord’s table.

"Until

Cities

Be

Waste

Without

istry.
We should
begin now to
prepare for the 14th annual Watchtower campaign, which starts
January 1. The offer will be a year’s
subscription
with a premium of any
three booklets, on a $1 contribution.
Those desiring
to do so may offer
a combination
of both The Watchtower and Awake! on a subscription
basis of $2 a year, with a premium
of 6 booklets.
Campaign needs should be ascertained now by the company servant,
in order that all might have everything required
when the campaign
starts.
Territory
should be lined
up; group witnessing and the other
service
arrangements
should be
planned; and the accounts servant
should prepare to receive the subscriptions
from the publishers
and
dispatch them to the Society promptly each week. (Remit 90c for each
new subscription.)
Ample magazines
and subscription
slips should be on
hand. A Distributors’
Magazine Order blank is enclosed with the cornCOMPANY

Inhabitant"

pany’s Informants, in the event the
company desires to increase the number of magazines received.
Demonstrations
should highlight effective
ways to present the offer.
The Watchtower
has a message
for all who are seeking the Lord.
Its pages contain comfort, hope and
encouragement, which are so lacking
in the world. While the houses are
still inhabited, use this dependable
instrument
of the Lord to "say to
the prisoners,
Go forth".
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1952
130,308Publishers
Monthly

Field
Service
Report
October Report
Av. Av. Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Sp’l Pios.
267 124.1 58.0 7.7
Pioneers
6,278 82.7 30.8 4.9
Co. Pubs. 114,426 8.9 3.1
.5
Total Pubs. 120,971
Public Meetings: 4,807

ORGANIZATION

Company
Book
Study
Conductor
The company book study is an
organized Bible study center where
persons of good will can be brought
to get their first taste of association
with the new world society.
Here
they are able to get fundamental
education
of Jehovah’s
purposes.
The study conductor
plays an important part in administering
this
service.
He works toward encouraging all to attend
this study,
remembering that the purpose of the
study is to serve efficiently
in giving new ones education
for life
and helping them to get started
in
speaking the truth to their neighbors. (Zech. 8:16) Hence, it is
very privileged position of service
that the company book study conductor occupies.
This study is to be carried
on
in the same manner as the Watchtower study. It should be opened
and closed with prayer. The conductor should ask the questions,
and
then scriptures cited but not quoted
can be assigned to various ones to be
read. Reading should be done in
harmony with paragraph
143 of
nCounsel on Theocratic Organizatio
The study should not exceed one
hour. If the chapter or portion being
studied is concluded before the hour
is up, before closing the meeting
a few minutes might be used to
review material just studied.
The
conductor
should have his lesson
4

studied well, and should make sure
all important material is considered.
Service announcements should also
be made at the end of the study.
If, at times, the study conductor is
unable to care for this meeting, he
should arrange for someone else to
care for it.
With love, kindness and patience,
the conductor should give all those
attending the study helpful suggestions and examples in presenting the
good news. By being friendly he can
make everyone
feel
at home and
assist new ones ’to get acquainted
with the group.
The company book study conductor is appointed by the Society after
he has participated
in the field
service regularly
for at least one
year after having been immersed.
Thus all conductors should be mature brothers and able to carry out
their assignment well to feed the
Lord’s sheeplike
ones. By taking
the lead and setting a good example
in field service himself, he can be
more than just a conductor
of a
study.
He can aid new ones and
publishers needing assistance to-engage in the field service.
He can
take them along with him on backcalls
and on home Bible studies,
showing them how to bring comfort
and enlightenment
to the honesthearted in their homes. Yes, as a
company book study conductor,
one
has an important part in Jehovah’s
great educational
program now being
extended to "all kinds of men"

